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he Election Commission
T
on Wednesday took an
unprecedented decision to end
campaigning in nine parliamentary constituencies in West
Bengal on Thursday night (10
pm) a day before its scheduled
deadline for the last phase of
the election on May 19, in the
wake of violence between the
BJP and Trinamool Congress
(TMC) workers in Kolkata.
Workers of the BJP and the
TMC on Tuesday fought
pitched battles on the streets of
Kolkata during a massive roadshow by BJP chief Amit Shah.
In a separate order, the EC
also shunted out top bureaucrats ADG (CID) Rajeev
Kumar and State Principal
Secretary (Home) Atteya
Bhattacharya with immediate
effect. Kumar has been directed to report to the Ministry of
Home Affairs.
Both the TMC and the BJP
approached the EC accusing

each other of causing disruption and violence during political campaigns in the ongoing
Lok Sabha polls.
A TMC delegation comprising Derek O’Brien,
Sukhendu Sekhar Ray, Manish
Gupta, Nadimul Haque met the
EC accusing the BJP of desecration of statute of social
reformer Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar during the violence
in Kolkata. TMC leaders also
released videos to claim “BJP
goons” damaged the statue and
submitted “proof” in support of
their claim to the poll body.
Earlier, a BJP delegation
urged the EC to bar West
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee from campaigning in
the State and alleged “constitutional machinery” has collapsed there.
In its order, the EC said it
has been brought to the notice
of the EC that there have been
growing incidents of disruption
and violence during political
campaigns/processions in the

State of West Bengal during the
ongoing Lok Sabha elections.
As per the EC order, the
prohibition will come into
effect from 10 pm on May 16
and will continue till the conclusion of voting. The nine
affected constituencies include
Dumdum, Barasat, Basirghat,
Jaynagar,
Mathurapur,
Diamond Harbour, Jadavpur,
Kolkata Dakshin and Kolkata
Uttar.
“During last 24 hours, representatives of various political
parties have met the
Commission and expressed
their concerns on the prevailing conditions of law and
orders. These campaign related incidents are creating an
atmosphere of fear and hatred
in the polling areas which is
affecting the overall electoral
environment,” the EC said in
the order.
“Therefore the EC in exercise of its powers under Article
324 of the Constitution to
ensure free, fair and peaceful
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itting out at the
H
Opposition parties Chief
Minister Raghubar das today
said that the JMM, Congress
and RJD made a State full of
opportunities a laboratory and
did not focus on development.
The CM, addressing people at
Sarath in Deoghar on
Wednesday said that when the
nation is progressing in the
leadership of PM Narendra
Modi the corrupt people are
facing problems.
“These corrupt people have
united and want to stop
Modi
by
forming
‘Mahagathbandhan’. The
period after independence and
between 2004 and 2014 was the
period of corruption and
scams. UPA was in power and
then Dumka MP Guruji had to
resign due to coal scam as he
was Coal Minister then. These
people misled people of Santhal
Pargana for 40 years and never
talked about development,”
said the CM.
Talking about Government
schemes the CM said that
when a poor man’s son was
made PM of the country he
understood the pain of the
poor people. “That is why,” he
said, “All the schemes of Modi
Government were executed
with an aim of bringing
changes in the lives of poor
people. Bank accounts of poor
people were opened; they got
houses, toilets, UJJWALA
scheme, Ayushman Bharat etc.”

2WXTU<X]XbcTaAPVWdQPa3PbQTX]VVPa[P]STSQh<X]XbcTaAP]SWXa:d\PabX]VW
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_^[[bX]BPaPcW3T^VWPaSXbcaXRc^]FTS]TbSPh
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Das said that the benefits of
Central Government’s PM
Krishi Samman Nidhi scheme
and State Government’s CM
Krishi Ashirwad scheme are
being given to the farmers of
State. “The farmers have got
benefits of the PMKSN in the
first phase. After May 23 they
will also get CMKAY benefits
through camps. By this way the
farmers will be benefitted by
double engine Government,” he
said.
The CM further added
that the farmers having farmland between five and 10 acres
will get benefit of both the
schemes.
The
State
Government is setting up separate feeders for farmers so that
they get uninterrupted power
supply for irrigation, he said,
adding that 117 grid and 257
sub stations being set up in the

State will help the farmers.
Earlier, addressing people
in Deoghar during Prime
Minister’s rally in the State the
CM said that the Santhal
Pargana region witnessed fast
development after 2014.
“AIIMS is being constructed at Deoghar, 500 bedded
medical college in Dumka and
extension of Kunda Airport is
being done.
Also, a road network has
been laid in Santhal Pargana
worth C2,500 crore for smooth
transportation.
The work of preservation
of language and culture of
Santhal Society has also been
done
in
the
leadership of PM Modi. After
70 years of independence BJP
has worked for conservation of
Santhal language and culture,”
said the CM.

elections in the larger interest,
hereby directs that no person
shall convene, hold, attend,
join or address any public
meeting or propagate any election matter,” the order read.
Earlier, intensifying its
attack on the BJP over the desecration of Vidyasagar’s bust,
O’Brien said, “The video not
only clearly establishes what the
BJP did, but proves that its chief
Amit Shah is a liar and dhokebaaz (betrayer)”.
“The streets of Kolkata are
tinged with shock and anger.
What happened yesterday
(Tuesday) hurt Bengali pride,”
the TMC leader said
The reaction from the
TMC came close on the heels
of Shah accusing TMC of
indulging in violence in the
State and alleged that the poll
panel has been a “mute
spectator”.
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day after BJP workers takA
ing part in Amit Shah’s
roadshow allegedly stoned
Calcutta University and ransacked the Vidyasagar College
vandalising his statue, West
Bengal Chief Minister and
TMC chief Mamata Banerjee
held a mega roadshow and
launched a vitriolic attack on
the “saffron gang”.
Mamata accused the BJP of
planning the Tuesday’s skirmish that apart from “destroying the State’s rich politico-cultural heritage” left many people injured.
In a smart political move,
Mamata on Wednesday raised
the issue of “Bengali pride” and
attacked the BJP leaders for
insulting the State’s pioneer
renaissance personalities like
Vidyasagar.

Addressing a huge election
rally at Agarpara under Dum
Dum parliamentary constituency, the TMC chief said,
“Yesterday’s attack was a wellplanned criminal conspiracy
hatched by the BJP,” reminding
the people would see a “saffron
holocaust” if they brought the
BJP to power again.
Referring to a video
footage of a local BJP leader —
in which he is shown directing
his people to attack the TMC
and police — going viral, she
said, “I am sure that the entire
BJP leadership, including its
president and those below him,
was involved in the criminal
conspiracy to malign and terrorise Bengal. But I am also
sure that the people of the State
will never tolerate this.”
It was an “irony that a tall
icon like Vidyasagar, who was
responsible for the women’s

emancipation in India should
have been insulted like this on
his 200th anniversary,” she
said, reminding how the pio-

neer of the Bengal renaissance
had fought for women’s education, widow remarriage, getting the British to enact laws on
the subjects.
Soon after the Agarapara
rally, the Chief Minister walked
a 6-km mega roadshow with
several thousand supporters
chanting anti-Modi slogans
and sporting masks of Bengali
cultural icons like Vidyasagar,
Rabindranath Tagore, Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose, Kazi
Najrul Islam and others.
On the BJP’s chances of
coming back to power, Mamata
said, “They are spending cash
like anything to win the elections but one is sure they will
not return to power because
they will get zero seats in
Tamil Nadu, Kerala Andhra
Pradesh, some parts of
Maharashtra. They will fare
poorly in Gujarat, MP,

Telangana, Odisha and Bihar.
In UP which used to be their
mainstay, they will not get
more than 17 seats. So their
chances of returning to power
are almost nil.”
Accusing Prime Minister
Narendra Modi of peddling
lies, Mamata said, “I have seen
many Prime Ministers but I
have never seen a liar PM like
this man who talks big but
reneges on his promises.”
On the NRC, she said,
“He is talking about invoking
NRC in Bengal but I dare him
do so. Touch the Bengalis and
then see what happens. You
have already thrown 20 lakh
Hindu Bengalis and 22 lakh
Muslim Bengalis apart from
many Biharis and UP wallas
out of the citizenship list. I am
told that this is one reason that
your party will not do well even
in Assam.”

6RQLDLQYLWHV2SSSDUWLHVIRUSRVWSROOPHHW
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ith the possibility of a fractured
W
mandate looming large, UPA
chairperson Sonia Gandhi has started
calling up Opposition leaders requesting their “availability” and “accessibility” in Delhi post the last phase of Lok
Sabha polls on May 19.
AICC sources confirmed the former Congress chief who had taken the
lead in the formation of UPA in 2004
has been active from the confines of her
10 Janpath to bring all UPA allies, even
regional heavyweights and neutral players like BJD, TRS, on board with a clear

motive to block the Modi
juggernaut from returning
to power at the Centre.
Congress
leaders
recalled as how Sonia had
reached out to Left and
rushed to Chennai to meet
DMK chief M Karunanidhi
once the results suggested that Atal
Bihari Vajpayee could not form the
Government in 2004.
“While she reached to Harkishen
Singh Surjit in a hospital, she rushed to
DMK even after having long differences
with them,” said a senior leader.
The entire exercise is being done to

get the first invite from
President Ram Nath Kovind to
form the Government.
Sources said the Congress
has taken the initiative in calling for this meeting as it does
not want to lose any time in
case the BJP does not get a
majority.
“All have a common agenda, be it
BJD, TRS or any other as they would
never like to part of the arrogant BJPled Modi Government. Some of them
already in NDA and feeling suffocated
for long may switch over sides post the
May 23 afternoon,” said a top Congress

leader.
Sonia due to ill health had not been
quite active in this Lok Sabha polls leaving the entire campaign on her children
— party chief Rahul Gandhi and general secretary Priyanka Gandhi.
Soon after the third phase of polls,
select group of Congress leaders picked
by Sonia had been making efforts to
reach out to regional parties.
Besides Chandrababu Naidu, who
has expressed his keenness in Congressled Government after leaving Modi
Government two years ago, other definite parties are NCP (Sharad Pawar),
DMK (MK Stalin), TMC and RJD.
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rime Minister Narendra
P
Modi on Wednesday ripped
into Congress and JMM for
allegedly encouraging infiltration in State. Modi—the BJP’s
star campaigner was addressing
his last election rally in
Deoghar, today chose to raise
infiltration issue as Santhal
Pargana, which borders Bengal
has illegal infiltration from
Bangladesh as one of the major
issues in area.
Modi flanked by Chief
Minister Raghubar Das, former
chief minister Arjun Munda,
AJSU party president Sudesh
Mahto, three Santhal candidates and ministers in
Raghubar Das Cabinet predicted that Congress and its
‘Mahamilawatis’ gang’s defeat

in election is inevitable.
Modi said, “While on one
hand our commitment is for
development of Jharkhand.
Congress and JMM are with
infiltrators. We have to indentify infiltrators crossing the
border. These infiltrators not
only eat up our resources, but
are also dangerous for national security.” The Prime Minister
also reminded about last
month’s Easter blasts in Sri
Lanka, claiming that Congress
and its ally partner’s policies are
such that they are reluctant to
take strong action against terrorist and Left Wing Extremist
(LWE). Modi said, “The
Congress in its manifesto has
promised to do away with
sedition law. Any leniency in
the law will only encourage terrorism, extremism and stone
pelters in Kashmir, but the
BJP will never allow this to
happen.”
Modi, who was glad after
seeing large gathering in crowd,
said the huge crowd in rally is

?aX\T<X]XbcTa=PaT]SaP<^SXPSSaTbbTbPVPcWTaX]VSdaX]VP]T[TRcX^]RP\_PXV]
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an indication that Congress is
sure to suffer defeat. Modi said,
“The Congress has even started preparations whom to
blame for their debacle in Lok
Sabha elections. Rat race is
going between two closest
courtiers of Gandhi family to
save Namdaar (Rahul Gandhi)
after May 23 results.” Modi
went into detailed account of
the two Congressmen Sam
Pitroda and Mani Shankar
Aiyar.
He said, “One is guru of
Naamdar (Rahul Gandhi), he

made fun of Sikhs by saying
‘Hua to Hua’ (whatever happened, happened),” referring to
Pitroda, the overseas Congress
chief considered as Rahul
Gandhi’s mentor.
Modi said, “The second
Congress batman (referring to
Mani Shankar Aiyar), was hiding after 2017 ‘Neech remark’
to me before Gujarat elections,
has resurfaced again and has
defended his words in article.
The people of country will
give a fitting reply to such leaders for their remarks.”
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Though, the rally was in
Godda, but he tried connect
with people of three constituencies—Dumka, Rajmahal
and Godda.
Appealing the voters (especially tribals) to vote in support
of BJP candidates, the Prime
Minister
said,
these
‘Mahamilawatis’ can go to any
extent to cheat people. He said,
“Nobody can snatch your land

(tribal land) till Modi and BJP
is there. Through Van Dhan
and Jan Dhan Yojana, tribals
will have first priority on
Country forest resources. The
BJP government has even
increased the minimum support price on forest resources.
Earlier, farmers were to get
MSP for ten forest products,
but now the MSP has extended to 50 products.” Targeting

the Congress, the PM said, the
Congress, which has ruled for
more than 55 years has only
exploited tribals. “It was former
Prime Minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee who created separate
State (Jharkhand) for tribals at
the same time constituting
separate Tribal Ministry. I am
real disciple of Vajpayee jee and
will carry forward his work.”
Modi also highlighted mining
law through which tribals are
getting share of mine resources,
Jharkhand has received C6,000
crore which is used for tribal
welfare.
The Prime Minister also
talked about development
infrastructure carried out by
Centre and State Government
in Santhal Pargana such as

construction of AIIMS and
Airport in Deoghar, construction of inland port in
Sahibganj, construction of
medical college in Dumka,
road and rail network among
others.
In Santhal Pargana, BJP is
facing contest from JMM and
JVM. From Dumka, JMM
patriarch Shibu Soren is in fray
against BJP Sunil Soren, in
Rajmahal JMM Vijay Hansdak
is in contest against BJP Hemlal
Murmu, while in Godda BJP
sitting MP Nishikant Dubey is
contesting against JVM
Pradeep Yadav.
Today was Modi last rally,
earlier he had addressed rallies
in Lohardaga, Chaibasa,
Giridih.
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ate of 13 candidates of
Godda
Lok
Sabha
F
Constituency election will be
decided by 17,14,862 electors in
the final phase of LS elections
on May 19.
The constituency has
9,05,085 male, 8,09,773 female
and four third gender voters.
Among these, 23,166 electors
are of the age group 18-19 years
and would be casting their
vote for the first time. In 2014,
the polling percentage at
Godda constituency was 65.98
percent which was a leap of
around 10 percent from 2009
elections which recorded a
polling percentage of 56.55
percent.
The constituency includes
parts from three districts
including Godda, Dumka and
Deoghar and covers six assembly constituencies namely
Jarmundi, Madhupur, Deoghar,
Podaiyahat, Godda and

Mahagama.
BJP has a stronghold in the
area with the Party’s candidate
Nishikant Dubey being the
MP for two consecutive terms.
Also, among the six assembly constituencies, BJP has
MLAs in four excluding
Jarmundi and Podaiyahat
where the sitting MLAs are
from Indian National Congress
and Jharkhand Vikas Morcha
(Prajatantrik), respectively.
Also, in past six elections,
BJP had won the LS seat four
times. While Nishikant Dubey
had been the MP in 2014 and
2009, BJP's Jagdambi Prasad
Yadav won the seat in 1999.
However, in 2004 INC's
candidate Furqan Ansari won
the election while in 2002 by
elections the seat was won by
JVM(P)'s Pradeep Yadav.
This year, the seat will
witness a tough competition
between BJP’s two time winner
and sitting MP Nishikant
Dubey and candidate of grand
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alliance and JVM (P)’s sitting

MLA

from

Podaiyahat,

Pradeep Yadav.

There was an initial tussle
in the grand alliance with
JVM(P) Pradeep Yadav and
INC’s Furqan Ansari both
claiming stakes on the seat.
When the seat went to JVM
(P), Ansari planned to contest
the election independently but
later decided to support the
grand alliance.
The constituency reels
under various urban and rural
issues. Power cuts seem to
have become a major concern
for the residents of town area.
"The area around the market
place gets only 6 to 7 hours of
electricity every day while villages are getting 22 hours of
power supply," said Anand
Mishra, a local resident.
He added, "The electricity
grid is locate 40 kilometres
from the town and every time
there is a fault, the engineers
have to travel far away and the
repair time is also too much.
The faults are regular because
the wires are age old and not

2LO&RVFKDUJHC @Q``eCQbTQbS_^dbYRedUcd_@=
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powerful to support 18 KV current."
Adani’s thermal power
plant might as well emerge as
an issue for voting in the constituency. Since Adani Power
signed MOU with Bangladesh
for setting up the power plants,
the area witnessed resistance on
the name of land grabbing led
by Pradeep Yadav.
While the land acquisition process is over now and
construction work has
commenced, the locals are now
demanding jobs for themselves.
Meanwhile, the locals are
happy with the development
work the constituency witnessed in the last 10 years.
"There was a time when there
were no concrete roads to the
district and today it is linked
with bitumen roads and NH all
around.
There is proper train connectivity which was a dream 10
years ago," said Sanjay Kumar,
a senior citizen.

However, some also claim
that while infrastructural development can be seen, many
projects have not been started
despite construction.
"The Ganga Pump Nahar
Yojna is completed but we are
still not getting water from it.
Jal Minars have been constructed across the constituency but water supply did not
start. The Deoghar airport is
constructed but not being
used," said Raghavendra
Kumar, an elector.
Among social issues, child
marriage is a major problem in
the constituency. The National
Family Health Survey 4 data
shows that Deoghar district,
which comes under Godda
constituency, tops in child marriage cases in the State with
32.7
percent
girls
being married below the age of
18.
Similarly, Godda district
stands third with 31.4 percent
minor girls being married.
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PG consumers in the city are in
L
dilemma at the visit of gas agency
personnel, to inspect their kitchen for
the mandatory safety checks. The consumers are also in a tight spot as the
agency personnel ask them to pay
C177 for the safety checks.
Consumers are in fray after cooking gas agencies refused to deliver LPG
cylinders when they are not paid the
amount (C177) towards the mandatory safety checks.
“Few days earlier I have booked my
LPG cylinder through IVR and yesterday the delivery man brought the
cylinder but when I refused to pay C177,
he took away the cylinder,” said Mamta
Singh a resident of Sector 4, City
Center.
“My neighbors also refused to pay
and asked me not to pay the amount,”
she added
Shankar Prasad another resident of
BSL LH area said, this is forgery by the
company. “It’s like a hoodwink scheme,
so I refused to pay him and the delivery boy went away with the cylinder,”
he said.
In order to prevent accidents, the
oil companies are conducting mandatory door-to-door checks, said IOC representative Vishal Kumar.
“We are also facing diffculties in
convincing the consumers about this
safety checks. Most of the LPG consumers are unaware of the safety checks
though this has been mentioned in the
instructions provided to consumers that
‘the safety checks are mandatory,” he
added.
During the visits, the safety inspec-
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tors or representatives get the details of
consumers including name, address and
consumer ID and ask questions relating to the cylinder, regulator and tube
among other things, said Vikash another company personal.
He explained that, similar checks
are conducted before installing the LPG
connections at homes.
The hose is checked for leaks, the
stove is also checked if it is in proper
working condition, and consumers are
instructed to not have curtains near the
stove.
Gas agencies are supposed to check
the safety of the LPG installations
once in two years, and the checks are
supposed to be done by either gas delivery boys or by technicians.
Though, we have asked agencies to
inform consumers before sending people for checks.
The delivery boys too have been
told to explain about the mandatory
checks properly to the consumers, he
said.
Meanwhile, many consumers
alleged that their bookings were cancelled when they refused to pay, but
who have paid the amount alleged that
the delivery boy or technician did not
even check. They just walk into the
house and demand the money against
a receipt.
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he die-hard fan of the Bollywood
T
actress Madhuri Dixit's Pappu
Sardar contributed C21,000 to the

Prime Minister Relief Fund for the
help of Fani cyclone victims.
Celebrating his idol's birthday in a
special way, Pappu handed over a
cheque to deputy commissioner Amit
Kumar on Wednesday. Concern
over plight of cyclone victims, Pappu
has devotedly taken on the onus of
contributing for the relief effort.
Like every year, Pappu also spent
his day among the inmates of the
Cheshire Home. A cake cutting ceremony was organised on the
occasion. He distributed gifts and
eateries among the inmates. Pappu

also donated two ceiling fans to
Cheshire Home in view of summer
season.
Latter in the evening Pappu distributed free ice creams among the
people who voted in Lok Sabha elections on May 12. Though following
orders from returning officer Amit
Kumar to keep shops closed from 7
am to 4 pm on May 12 (Sunday),
Madhuri Dixit’s famous fan had
canceled its programme to distribute free ice creams among voters. But
on the occasion of Madhuri’s birthday he fulfilled his promised that he
made and gave free ice creams.
In view of General Election,
Pappu spreaded the message on
importance of voting and educated
people to actively participate in

elections to exercise their franchise.
He has urged the voters to cast their
vote compulsorily and choose the
candidate of their choice who could
deliver goods to them and protect the
interests of the region and the State.
The famous fan has been celebrating Dixit's birthday since 1996.
His dedication to the star has no limits. Earlier his neighbours used to
consider him crazy, but now they
eagerly wait for the annual event, and
wholeheartedly join in the revelries.
Like thousands of others, Pappu
Sardar idolises Bollywood actor
Madhuri Dixit. But he is a unique
member of her fan club in that he has
taken it upon himself to reach out to
those in need while dedicating the
service to her.
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iming to train students in
different games during the
A
vacation period, a summer
sport's camp has been organised by Bokaro steel plant
(BSL)
which
was
inaugurated by BJ Prakash,
AGM BSL at Mohan Kumar
Mangalam
Stadium,
Bokaro.
Under its corporate social
responsibility, BSL every year
organises a summer camp for
the school students.
Over 300 students got reg-
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RWX[SaT]bW^fRPbTScWTXacP[T]cX]R^]cT\_^aPahSP]RTP]SX]UP]Rh
SaTbbTbCWTBRW^^[3XaTRc^a:P[_P]PB^aT]P__aTRXPcTScWTTUU^acb
\PSTQhcWTbTRWX[SaT]*bWTP[b^bPXSch_Tb^UPRcXeXcXTbfX[[]dacdaT
^daRWX[SaT]³bRaTPcXeXchCWT_a^VaP\\TfPbQTT]\PSTbdRRTbbUd[
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:PaPcTFTXVWc;XUcX]V2WTbbFaTbc[X]VP]S\^aTPaT^_T]U^acWT
bcdST]cbX]cWTRP\_BTeTaP[Wd]SaTSb^URWX[SaT]X]R[dSX]VbRW^^[
bcdST]cbfTaTaTVXbcTaTSc^_PacXRX_PcTX]SXUUTaT]cVP\Tb
SCWTcaPX]X]VbTbbX^]b^USXUUTaT]cVP\TbPaTV^X]VPc1^ZPa^B_^acb
R^\_[Tg<^WP]:d\Pa<P]VP[P\BcPSXd\2aXRZTcBcPSXd\
BTRc^a'bRW^^[2^\\d]XchRT]cTabTRc^a":P[PZT]SaPbTRc^a!
P]SB^eXTc2[dQd]STacWTVdXSP]RT^UaT]^f]TSR^PRWTbbPXScWT
^UUXRXP[

istered for the camp, we hope
more then two thousand students from the different schools
including Bokaro Ispat

0H^VPbTbbX^]fPb^aVP]XbTSX]cWTbTaXTb^UTeT]cb^UcWT^]V^X]V
bd\\TaRP\_Pc3?BAP]RWX2WX[SaT][TPa]TSb^\Th^VP_^bTb
P]SPbP]PbfWXRWRP]QTWT[_Ud[U^acWT\X]R[Pbba^^\cTPRWX]VP]S
[TPa]X]VH^VPfXcWX]cWTbRW^^[RdaaXRd[d\XbP]TUUTRcXeTfPhc^WT[_
bcdST]cbSTeT[^_bT[UaTVd[PcX^]\X]SQ^ShPfPaT]TbbP]S_WhbXRP[
UXc]TbbfWXRW\PhX]cda]U^bcTaPSSXcX^]P[B^RXP[P]S4\^cX^]P[
;TPa]X]VR^\_TcT]RXTbP]S_^bXcXeTbcdST]c^dcR^\TbbdRWPb
X\_a^eTSQTWPeX^dab\T]cP[bcPcTP]SWTP[cWCWTPX\^UcWXbbTbbX^]
fPbP[b^c^WT[_RWX[SaT]c^U^RdbP]SR^]RT]caPcTX]bRW^^[P]SVTc
QTccTaVaPSTbQhQ^^bcX]VcWTXabT[UTbcTT\P]SR^]UXST]RT

Vidyalaya, Delhi Public School,
St. Xavier, DAV Public School,
Chinmaya Vidyalaya and many
more schools in the city would
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be participating in the camp
which will be concluded on 1
June, PR official informed.
All 16 sports events like
Cricket, Football, Hockey,
Basketball,
Handball,
Swimming,
Kho-Kho,
Kabaddi, Table Tennis,
Volleyball, Karate, Weight

Lifting, Chess, Wrestling and
more are open for the students
in the camp.
Several hundreds of children including school students
were
registered
to
participate in different games,
he said.
The training sessions of

different games are going at
Bokaro Sports complex, Mohan
Kumar Mangalam Stadium,
Cricket Stadium, Sector 8
school, Community center sector-3, Kalakendra sector-2 and
Soviet Club under the guidance
of renowned coaches, said the
official.
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ore than half of the over
45 lakh electorates in the
M
fourth and final phase of general elections in Jharkhand are
below the age of 40 years, a
press communiqué from the
Chief Electoral Officer (CEO),
L Khiangte’s office said on
Wednesday.
Dumka, Godda and
Rajmahal constituencies will go
to polls on May 19. As per figures with the Election
Commission of India (ECI),
the three constituencies have a
total
of
45,64,681
voters and out of them
25,33,455 are in the age bracket of 18 to 40 years.
Out of the total electorates,
23,64,541 are men and
22,00,119 are women, while 21
represent the third gender.
Among the voters in the age
bracket of 18 to 40 years,
around 13 lakh are men and
around 12 lakh are women.
Young voters, in the age
bracket of 18-25 years form
16.29 per cent of the total
electorates in the three con-
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stituencies, the communiqué
from CEO’s office added.
While young voters dominate the electoral roll in the
three constituencies, around 2.7
lakh voters, who form nearly 12
per cent of the total electorates,
are above the age of 60 years.
There are nearly 18 lakh voters
in the age bracket of 26 to 40
years, forming 40 per cent of
the electorates. Among the 21
third gender voters, 14 are in
the age bracket of 18 to 25
years.
Three of four phases of
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elections for the 14 parliamentary constituencies in
Jharkhand are already over.
The final phase of election, covering Santhal Pargana, a
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha
(JMM) stronghold, is set to witness a tough contest between
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
and the ‘Mahagathbandhan’.

he BJP on Wednesday took
out a silent march protesting against the alleged attack on
BJP national president Amit
Shah’s road show in Kolkata on
Tuesday evening. A scuffle
broke out between Trinamool
Congress and BJP workers on
Tuesday at Shah’s road show as
BJP president convoy passed by
Calcutta University campus on
College Street.
The clash occurred
between ABVP (students wing
of BJP) supporters and student
wing of the Trinamool
C o n g r e s s — Tr i n a m o o l
Congress Chhatra Parishad.
As the news spread after the
incident, BJP ruled Chief
Ministers on Tuesday evening
held a press briefing lambasting the TMC for incident. In
Ranchi, Chief Minister
Raghubar Das held a press
meeting at his residence and
attacked TMC and West Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee for indulging in vandalism in election.
Das said, “West Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee, who is sure to suffer
defeat in the hands of BJP in
Bengal is taking the help of

criminal elements. Attack on
BJP national president Amit
Shah road show is attack on
democracy as the BJP had
taken permission from election
commission for holding the
road show.”
The Chief Minister also
attacked JMM for following the
footsteps of TMC. Das said,
“The JMM too has resorted to
vandalism in state and facing
inevitable defeat in state is
going for vandalism in state.”
Meanwhile, on Wednesday,
BJP leaders took out a silent
protest march at Shahid Chowk
in State Capital. BJP leader and
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State urban development minister CP Singh, Hatia MLA
Naveen Jaiswal participated in
the silent march.
Later, Singh said, “The
Mamata Government is trying
to silence the voice of people of
Bengal through forces, but the
people of Bengal will give a
befitting reply to her appeasement policy.”
Meanwhile, State BJP
spokesperson Pratul Shahdeo
attacking the Mamata Banerjee

and JMM executive president
Hemant Soren said, “Mamata
Banerjee after the incident had
said that some criminal elements from Bihar and
Jharkhand were behind the
incident which is indirect
attack on peace loving people
of State. But the JMM leader
Soren is silent on the issue.”
The JMM leader should give an
explanation on Bengal chief
minister’s remark with whom
he share stages on several occa-

sion.
Shahdeo said, “The silence
of Hemant Soren after the
incident indicates that he is
with Mamata stand.”
However, the State
Congress has blamed BJP for
creating mess in Bengal. State
Congress spokesperson,
Mohammed M Tausif said,
“The BJP Government lead by
Raghubar Das government has
no right to talk about gunda
brigade as entire country has
seen show some people who
are allegedly BJP supporters
have killed innocent people in
State.” Tausif said, “Some people in Ramgarh, Latehar,
Jamshedpur and Godda who
are allegedly supporters of saffron party have lynched innocents’ people in these places.”
The Congress leader said
such a Chief Minister who
had failed to protect people and
during who tenure women,
children are facing unsafe has
no right to talk about gundaism
in other state.
Meanwhile today, a BJP
delegation urged the Election
Commission to bar Mamata
Banerjee from campaigning in
the state after violence and
arson during a roadshow by
party chief Amit Shah.
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he State’s Credit Deposit
(CD) ratio has reduced to
T
57 points, this is a matter of
deep concern for the State
there is a need to improve CD
ratio, said Additional Chief
Secretar y Planning cum
Finance Department KK
Khandelwal on Wednesday
during 67th State Level Bankers
Committee (SLBC) meeting .
Khandelwal, however, said
that the banks have done their
best. In the field of the Prime
Minister Jan Dhan Yojana, the
banks have performed very
well. In this scheme, the target
of opening 54 lakhs accounts
was fixed, but the banks have
succeeded in opening more
than one crore accounts, which
is commendable.
Khandelwal said that there
is need to encourage the villagers for the Prime Minister’s

Mudra Yojana. He said that
there are many problems
between the bank and the government. “Let us know the
problem will be solved,” he said
assuring immediate execution
of all cases pending on the
Deputy Commissioner level.
Addressing the gathering
on the occasion Principal
Secretary, Rural Development
Department, Avinash Kumar
said that if the beneficiaries of
various schemes get their
money on time, it will be an
achievement for the banks.
Kumar said to banks to pay
attention to this point. He also
said that the banks should be
avoided by demanding Know
Your Customer (KYC) repeatedly to the customers.
He also said that businesses flourish when the market is
full of capital. If there is no capital then it will be difficult for
business to grow so it is duty of
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banks to provide capital to the
market and in doing so they
have to simplify the process of
loan.
Speaking on various issues
related to banking system

General Manager, SLBC,
Chandrashekhar Sahay said
that all the Lead District
Managers (LDM) have done a
great job. All the 24 LDMs of
the State are similar to axis of

the banks. Their contribution
was incomparable. He hoped
that in the next financial year,
they will do even better and
work better.
“The banks have shown

good performance for women,
weaker section of society and
minorities. Apart from this, satisfactory work has also taken
place in the agriculture sector,”
said Sahay.
Reserve Banks of India
(RBI) General Manager
Sanjeev Dayal said that in there
is need to curb cyber fraud. “If
there is such an incident in a
bank then immediately inform
us. So that such kinds of people can be nabbed,”
he added.
NABARD Chief General
Manager AK Padhi said that
the banks have done a good job
in the financial year 2018-19.
He congratulated all the bank
officials for this. Padhi said that
in some areas we need to do
better work now.
Keeping the feet on the
ground and keeping eye on the
sky, we have to achieve all the
goals.
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n a shocking incident, a 20year-old girl allegedly comImitted
suicide by jumping
before running train under
Namkom Police Station in
Ranchi District on Wednesday.
Nomkom Police Station,
Officer In-charge, Pravin
Kumar said that the incident
took place early in the morning at around 5:30 am, when
Khushbu Kumari, daughter of
Damodar Sahu resident of
Shastri Maidan, Samlong area
jumped before a running train
and committed suicide.
Informing about reasons of
Khushbu’s death Kumar said
that as per information provided by Khushbu’s father
Damodar Sahu she failed by

two marks in Accounts paper
of Commerce in Intermediate
examination. Sahu has five
daughters.
Kumar said that the girl
said her mother that she went
for morning walk at around 5
am and she reached near railway line at Ketari Bagan,
Chutia under Namkom Polis
Station and jumped before
running train.
“At around 6 am Khushbu’s
parents started searching for
her. As some nearby people saw
Khushbu’s body at the railway
line informed her family. Then
a Sahu’s family members
informed Namkom Police
Station. The police team
reached the spot and recovered
the body and sent for postmortem,” he added.
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he Jharkhand Mukti
T
Morcha (JMM) on
Wednesday slammed Chief
Minister Raghubar Das for
passing personal remarks on
JMM Supremo Shibu Soren
and accused him of demeaning
the indigenous people of
Jharkhand by insulting a veteran tribal leader who fought
for the formation of the state.
Addressing the media in
Ranchi, former Rajya Sabha
MP Sanjiv Kumar said that
Das’ remark on Soren’s age was
unsolicited, unwarranted and
uncalled-for.
“The Chief Minister has
been commenting on Guruji’s
age at election rallies. Such
remarks are not expected from
a person sitting on the chair of
a chief minister. By passing
such scornful remarks on
Guruji, he has disrespected all
the indigenous people of
Jharkhand who have fought for
Jal, Jungle, Jameen (water, for-
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est, land),” said Kumar.
Addressing an election
rally in Santhal Pargana earlier this week, Das reportedly
called Soren too old and physically unfit for serving the
duties of an MP.
“A man who cannot walk
or talk properly is contesting
elections. How will he raise
local issues in the parliament?”
Das said. On Sunday, Das went
on to directly comment on
Soren’s age, opining that a man
at his age should ideally give his
blessings to younger generation
and not contest elections.

Das, however, had also
praised Soren during his rallies
in Santhal Pargana during electioneering and lauded his
contribution in Jharkhand’s
history.
“A man whose opinion
keeps changing everyday cannot be trusted. In legal terms,
such behavior by a man may
indicate a loss of cognitive faculties,” said Kumar.
Former JMM legislator
Amit Mahto said that a man
with unstable cognitive faculties is not fit to serve the post
of a Chief Minister.

Later in the day, JMM
General Secretary Supriyo
Bhattacharya took a dig at
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
for addressing a rally in Godda,
where the BJP has retained
incumbency for 10 years, and
refusing to accept the JMM’s
challenge of holding a rally in
Dumka.
“He (Modi) did not have
the courage to address a rally
in Dumka or Rajmahal. His
speech today mimics that of a
defeated warrior,” said
Bhattacharya.
The JMM sought an apol-

ogy from Modi for his government’s alleged ‘anti-tribal’ and
‘anti-people’ policies.
The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) is gearing up for a faceoff with JMM in the latter’s bastion, Santhal Pargana in the
fourth and final phase of elections in Jharkhand. The election in Dumka, Rajmahal and
Godda on May 19 is likely to be
a litmus test for the BJP.
Despite the overwhelming
Modi wave of 2014, which
swept the entire country, the
BJP lost to the JMM in two of
three constituencies in Santhal
Pargana. The BJP won 12 of 14
Lok Sabha seats here, the highest ever by one political party,
but could not defeat JMM
Supremo Shibu Soren in
Dumka and Vijay Hansda in
Rajmahal despite fielding a
JMM turncoat Hemlal Murmu
against Hansda.
In the five years of the
NDA-led Raghubar Das government in Jharkhand, the
chief minister has frequented
Santhal Pargana to develop a
strong support base for his
party. The BJP claims that no
other CM in Jharkhand has
paid as many visits to the
region as Das did during his
tenure.
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n a shocking incident, a 17Imitted
year-old girl of Ranchi comsuicide on Wednesday
after scoring less marks in
class 12 examination of
Jharkhand Academic Council,
the results for which were
declared on Tuesday.
In the last five days, this is
the third suicide reported in the
State by students who scored
less in boards’ examination.
Psychiatrists claim that a
case where a series of suicides
is reported one after another is
termed as copycat suicide.
"Copycat suicide is a phenomenon where people commit or
attempt to commit suicide after
getting news on suicide of
some other person through
local news or a ny form of
media. This is also known as
the Werther effect," said senior
consultant neuro psychiatrist at
RINPAS, Dr. Siddharth Sinha.
Sinha informed that a publicised suicide works as a trigger for many and due to lack of
preventive measures, one suicide often instigates feeling of
suicide in other people who are
going through similar situa-

tions.
"When a person suffering
from depression or any other
form of mental disorder hears
about cases of suicide, they are
instigated to kill themselves and
often end up committing suicide or attempting it. Copycat
suicide is a major reason for
increasing cases of suicide
among youth," Sinha said.
Media plays a major role in
instigating
copycat
suicide."Sensational reporting,
discussion and analysis on suicide and methods used often
lead others following it too,"
Sinha said.
To prevent copycat suicide
a number of guidelines have
been prepared by World Health
Organization including not
highlighting the case too much,
not mentioning the mode of
suicide, not publishing photos
related to it and many others.
"If these guidelines are followed, a number of suicides
can be prevented," he said.
Talking about suicide
among youngsters due to failure in examination or poor
marks, psychiatrists claim that
the pressure to perform excellently and comparison with

other students often lead to
children taking such extreme
steps.
"Not performing up to the
mark in examination leads to
sadness and stress. This added
with the factors that parents
compare their children with
other children or siblings add
to the pressure," said Dr.
Nishant Goel, in charge of
child and adolescent department at Central Institute of
Psychiatry.
Glorification of performance in examination by students through media houses is
also a big factor which creates
pressure on many students.
"When parents see such news
they pressurise their own children.
While the schools promote
well performing students in
media to advertise themselves,
this negatively affects a
mediocre or a below average
student." Goel said.
He added, "Our education
system is also such that instead
of paying attention to the weak
students, schools give more
time to the well performing
students to improve their
results further."
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ith Bharucha Mansion
(also known as Regal
W
Building) Jamshedpur finally
got a building which looked
like what the owners wished to
gift the citizens, a landmark. It
is also remembered as used ‘I’
beams of steel rather than the
relatively newer method of
using reinforced concrete
(RCC) for the columns and
beams.
Bharucha Mansion today

stands like a colossus welcoming those entering Bistupur
from Northern Town.
Bharucha Mansion is named
after Khorshed Maneckji
Bharucha, the first Indian Chief
Cashier at Tata Steel, who had
a vision to provide accommodation for young Parsees who
came for jobs in the company.
Tata Steel (then TISCO)
provided the steel to erect
Howrah Bridge. The remaining
was used for Barucha Mansion.
This building is mostly now
known as Regal Mansion since
it also housed the famous Regal
Talkies.
In the early 1930s
Khorshed Maneckji Bharucha
got permission to build an 11
storey structure. It was of a
unique polygonal architecture
and design. TISCO had left
over girders and beams from

1WPadRWP<P]bX^]X]1Xbcd_dacWT]

the Howrah Bridge which were
offered to the employees.
Under the leadership of architects A. Dinshaw, a Parsi, and

C.C. Bayigle, a British, the
building was constructed. It
took three years to complete.The mansion was built in

1935.
The structure was made of
steel and clad with bricks and
the partition walls were creat-

1WPadRWP<P]bX^]X]1Xbcd_da=^f

ed with “Surki” – limestone and
brick mix, quite similar to the
design of the General Office.
It was needed courage to
build such a huge structure in
1930s which was then a lone-

ly area where only the Bank of
India, Burmah Shell petrol
pump and Tiwary Bechar
stood. The general manager of
TISCO inquired whether he
would like to change his mind

and build instead in the ‘occupied’ part which was probably
what the Circuit House area
(old) is now. The determined
Khorshed stuck to his decision
and left behind an inspiring
landmark for the city.
Today, Bharucha Mansion
stands like a colossus welcoming those entering Bistupur
from Northern Town. This
brave, adventurous man took a
gamble, and won.
He left an edifice to inspire
the citizens of our city to
dream and create, boldly risk
and be rewarded.
Adil Gazder, grandson of
Khorshed Maneckji Bharucha
said that a sense of pride erupts
when they see the building. It
is still considered to the most
iconic construction in the city.
They have preserved its rich
heritage.
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day after the City of Joy
saw alleged BJP supporters
A
vandalising Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar’s Statue inside a
North Kolkata college, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
BJP chief Amit Shah on
Wednesday insisted that the
whole episode was a handiwork
of TMC goons, who committed
the sin and were now framing
the BJP workers.
In an attempt to turn the
responsibility of the Tuesday’s
bedlam on the TMC chief, the
Prime Minister, who was
speaking at an election rally at
Taki in Basirhat, said, “Mamata
Didi had declared publicly two
days ago that she will take
revenge. She fulfilled her agenda within 24 hours, BJP president Amit Shah’s roadshow

was attacked.”
Referring to how a woman
was jailed in Bengal for sharing
a meme on Mamata, Modi
said, “Didi, you get so much
angry for a mere picture! But I
call you upon to make an
obscene picture of me and
present it at my residence in
Delhi after I come to power
again. I promise not to file any
FIR against you.”
Saying that by jailing the
daughters “you are only provoking them to rise up in
revolt against you”, he said, “I
am sure they will rise up and
throw you out of power.”
The people had voted Didi
to power with love but she is
misusing that power and treating the people as her servants.
They will surely punish you for
this, Modi said.
Ridiculing Mamata for getting angry out of frustration
and nervousness, Modi said,
“This anger will fetch us more
and more seats, perhaps we will
cross 300 seats this time round.”
In Delhi, accusing
Trinamool Congress of inciting
violence during his roadshow
in Kolkata on Wednesday, BJP
president Amit Shah alleged
that the Election Commission
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was biased and silent spectators
to the State ruling party’s misdeeds.
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very day, three or four of
road traffic accidents occur
E
across the Bermo. In fact, statistics show that there are more
than 5 motor vehicle-related
deaths or serious injuries per
day in Bermo, Nawadih and
Peterwar blocks alone, many of
which are preventable.
Significant percentage of the
motorists is under-insured or
no insurance at all, said local
police officials.
According to reports, road
accidents occur for a variety of
reasons. Often, drivers are distracted while behind the wheel,
taking their focus away from
the road. In other cases, drivers
can become tired after spending multiple hours at the wheel,
resulting in preventable errors
specially in heavy vehicles,
added sources.
“Sometimes, accidents
occur for a combination of reasons, from bad visibility to
unsafe road design, or other
drivers lack caution. While the
causes of accidents can vary, the
consequences are often the
same, resulting in everything
from vehicular and property
damage to serious injuries,
said SP, Bokaro, P Murugan.
“I have listed five of the
most common reasons for road
accidents in the Bokaro Steel,

Phusro , Nawadih, Jarandih,
Kathara and Bokaro thermal,
both for cars and commercial
heavy vehicles. Distracted driving is the most common cause
of road accidents in the Bermo
coal city, resulting in more
crashes every week than speeding, drunk driving, and other
major accident causes. Bikers
can become distracted behind
the wheel for a variety of reasons. Some of the leading causes of distracted driving accidents include using a cellphone while driving, as well as
eating food or drinking from a
mug or bottle while behind the
wheels,” said the SP.
According to Officer-in
Charge of Bokaro thermal
Umesh Kumar Thakur, speeding is the second most common cause of road accidents in
the Bermo coal mine area.
Since motorbikes, cars and
truck accidents that involve
speeding typically occur at
high speeds, it’s also a major
cause of fatal road accidents.
There is one major reason for
deaths in two wheeler accidents
in Bokaro town and Bermo
coal field. Most youths don't
wear helmets, he added.
Driving above the speed
limit is a common practice for
many motorists. It’s also illegal
behaviour that vastly increases the risk of losing control of

a vehicle and causing an accident. The faster a vehicle travels, the longer it takes to slow
down in the event of an obstacle, added the Officer inCharge.
"Even a small increase in
speed can result in a much
higher risk of being involved in
a collision or other type of accident. As such, it’s essential for
motorists to be aware of the
speed at which they’re traveling
and stay within the legal limits. Reckless driving speeding,
changing lanes without looking, tailgating other motorists
and ignoring road signs are all
classic signs of reckless driving.
It is an illegal driving habit
that’s now the fourth most
common cause of road accidents in the especially in town
area. If the accident is minor,
move your vehicle off the road
and stop it somewhere safe. Put
your vehicle in park and turn
it off. If necessary, use safety
tools like cones or flares to alert
other drivers of the accident,”
added the SP.
Police sources said that
among the spots that have
recorded the maximum number of fatalities are Jarandih,
Bokaro thermal, PhusroNawadih crossing, Jainamore,
besides near Kathara more,
Pilpillo more and Peterwar in
Bermo Sub-division.

A BJP delegation led by
senior Ministers Prakash
Javadekar, Nirmala Sitharaman,

Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi and BJP
media head and RS member
Anil Baluni met vice-president M Venkaiah Naidu to register their protest against incidents of violence in Bengal.
Hitting out at Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee,
Shah sought to ask as why
Bengal alone was witnessing
violence and not other States in
the
rest
of
the
India where he had travelled for
his campaigning and alleged
that it was because of the
TMC.
“If
BJP
were to inspire violence all
States would have been affected by it, it is because of the
TMC that Bengal experiencing
violence,” he said.
He alleged that stature of
Vidyasagar was broken by
TMC workers inside the college
compound.
Shah said BJP workers
were on the road and gate of
the college was intact suggesting that gate would have broken if BJP had attacked from
outside. “How can BJP get the
key of the room?, all evidence
point that TMC goondas broke
the stature to save party from
its poll defeat,” the BJP president claimed.
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o tackle the water crisis,
Deputy Commissioner
T
Harsh Mangla held a meeting
with officials of the
Department of Drinking Water
and Sanitation here on
Wednesday. He discussed on
the repair of water supply system in the district and instructed the officials that the people
of the district should not have
any problem getting drinking
water.
Reviewing preparations
related to supply of drinking
water to common people, he
asked for routine maintenance
of mini water supply and summer water supply and directed
officials to increase the number
of tube-well repair vehicles by
eight and immediately repair
850 SR tube wells.
The DC gave strict instructions to the officials that no
person should have problems
with drinking water. The places
where there is a shortage of
water.
There instructions have
also given to provide drinking

water through tanker.
The Deputy Commissioner
has directed the Executive
Engineer to mark the fluoride
affected area and start the
process of planting fluoride
water treatment plant there.
Executive
Engineer,
Department of Drinking Water
and Sanitation, Ashutosh
Kumar said that the water supply through tanker is being
contacted by the block officials
as per the requirement. So far
no demand has been made
from any block of the district.
He said that tender is
being done to increase the

vehicle for tube well repair.
Soon the number of vehicles
will be increased. This could
lead to the repair of timely tube
wells. Executive Engineer of
Drinking Water and Sanitation
Department Ashutosh Kumar,
Assistant Engineer Nageshwer
Baitha, Junior Engineer
Sikander Prasad, Junior
Engineer Bhawanathpur
Devendra Kisku, Assistant
Public Relations Officer Ajit
Tiwari were present in the
meeting.
The peoples of the district
are facing drinking water problem every year. Despite this, no
effective initiative is taken to
solve the problem. The people's
representatives and the district administration have
always been indifferent to the
permanent solution.
The problem of drinking
water is generated when the
water level goes down in the
hot summer. People have to
face different types of problems.
Due to drying of city's life
line Danro river peoples here
feching water from far places.
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ive peoples including
Bargarh OP incharge,
F
injured in between clash of two
groups at Bargarh under
Bhandariya police station, on
Wednesday. The reason behind
the clash is an illegal
construction on Hanuman
Temple land in Bargarh.
The victims were identified
as
Hanuman
Mandir
Committee member Narad
Prasad, Mukesh Prasad, Vikas
Kumar, Santosh Kumar,
Ramswarup Prajapati. Injured
are being treated at CHC,
Bhandariya and stated to be out
of danger.
Both the groups involved
in the clash have lodged FIR
against each other at Meral
police station.
On the temple's land a
house was being illegally constructed by Ramsoerp
Prajapati.
On the other hand, the
members of the temple committee and the villagers objected to the construction and
contacted Bargarh OP incharge
Jag Narayan Sharma. On
Wednesday morning, at 9 pm
OP incharge, along with some
members of the temple committee went to the construction
site and asked to stop construction work.
On
this
matter,
Ramswaroop Prajapati, his wife
Pramila Devi and her two sons
and a daughter were provoked
and started stone pelting and
attacked the members of the
temple committee with sharp
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weapons.
In this incident, OP incharge, along with the above
mentioned members of the
committee, have received
injuries.
After this incident of the
assault, Shoppers of the market
area closed their shops protesting
illegal
construction and also blocked
the road.
After receiving information, Ranka SDO Sanjay Kumar
Pandey and SDPO Manoj
Mahato inspected the disputed
site and illegal construction on
Tuesday evening.
On the spot, the said construction work being done in
the temple premises was
destroyed by the office bearers.
With this quick action done by
the administration, villagers
lifted the blocked and opened
their shops.
No arrest has been made in
the incident, said SDPO Ranka
Manoj Mahto.
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he long pending plan of a
two-lane flyover and an
T
underpass on MehrauliBadarpur Road scheduled to
start by March has once again
got stuck as the project of
Public Works Department
(PWD) clashes with Delhi
Metro Rail Corporation
(DMRC) Phase IV Metro
alignment which is coming on
the same corridor.
The Mehrauli-Badarpur
project comprises three more
projects, such as two-tier flyover between IGNOU Road
intersection and Ravidas Marg
intersection, six-lane flyover
between Maa Anandmayi
Marg and Badarpur Road.
“Phase-IV Metro alignment is also coming in this corridor. The proposal is under
consideration of both
PWD/DMRC. Final drawing
will be submitted after alignment is finalised with the
DMRC. PWD and DMRC are
conducting regular meetings to
solve the issue,” an official said.
A DMRC official said the
Phase-IV metro projects work

and updates on it will start only
after
the
elections
are over.
According to the Delhi
Traffic Police, a heavy jam on
this stretch, especially at the Tpoint and signal near the
Qutub Minar, is a daily affair.
More than 7,000 vehicles pass
through this route per hour
during the morning peak hours
and 4,000 vehicles during the
evening peak hours, it said.
“It is one of the busiest
routes of the national Capital
and due to improper road
designs of the stretch, commuters and traffic police face
hardship,” said a senior traffic
police official.
The work on the proposed
four-lane flyover near Qutub
Minar traffic signal and
Anuvrat T Point on Aurobindo
Marg, where the Mehrauli
Badarpur Road meets, was
expected to begin in January
2019. However, it is hanging in
the balance. The project, which
was part of the Mehrauli
decongestion plan, was proposed to ease traffic near
Qutub Minar traffic signal for
commuters who travel from

Aurobindo Marg to Gurugram.
Sources said after some
portions of the proposed
roads/flyovers adjoining
Tughklakabad fort was hit by
the Archaeological Survey of
India (ASI), a 2+2 lane underpass at Tughlakabad fort was
proposed to be built in the
range of 100m from ASI site i.e
Tughlakabad Fort and
Ghiyasuddin Tughlak Tomb.
The ASI rules ban construction
within the 100m radius of protected monuments.
A report said, “The
Aerocity-Tughlakabad metro
corridor under Phase-IV project of DMRC is “clashing with
the viaduct of PWD’s flyover
project”.
This upcoming metro
route is to connect
Tughlakabad and the airport
corridor will have 15 stations:
Aerocity, Mahipalpur, Vasant
Kunj Sector-D, Masoodpur,
Kishangarh, Mehrauli, Lado
Sarai, Saket, Saket G Block,
Ambedkar Nagar, Khanpur,
Tigri, Anandmayee Marg
Junction, Tughlakabad Railway
Colony and Tughlakabad.
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he India Meteorological Department (IMD)
on Wednesday said the southwest monsoon
T
will be “slightly delayed” and arrive in Kerala on
June 6. The normal onset date is June 1.
Expected to be sluggish in its progression
this season, it will be third such instance since
2014 when monsoon is set to miss the usual date
of arrival. In 2014, it arrived on June 5, followed
by June 6 in 2015, and June 8 in 2016. However,
monsoon arrived in Kerala on May 29 last year,
three days ahead of the normal onset date.
The prediction of delay by IMD and private
weather forecaster Skymet has worried investors.
Shares of several agriculture sector and consumer goods companies collapsed in the stock
market on Wednesday.
The IMD forecast is in line with that of
Skymet, which on Tuesday said the monsoon
would hit Kerala on June 4.
“This year, the statistical model forecast suggests that the monsoon onset over Kerala is likely to be slightly delayed,” the IMD said. “The
southwest monsoon onset is likely to set over
Kerala on June 6 with a model error of plus or
minus 4 days. Conditions are becoming
favourable for advance of southwest monsoon
over the southern part of Andaman Sea,
Nicobar Islands and adjoining southeast Bay of
Bengal during May 18-19,” it added.
The delay in the arrival of monsoon may not
necessarily have an impact on the overall

amount of rainfall. Last year, monsoon came
early but the rain was ‘’below-normal’’. Similarly,
in 2017, the monsoon arrived in Kerala on May
30, but the overall rainfall was 95 per cent of the
long period average (LPA), which falls under the
below normal category.
To forecast the monsoon arrival, the IMD
uses a customised weather model which, it stated, had been wrong only once in 2015 since
2014.
This model crunches 6 meteorological
parameters: the minimum temperatures over
northwest India; the pre-monsoon rainfall peak
over south Peninsula; the outgoing long-wave
radiation (OLR) over the South China Sea; the
lower tropospheric zonal wind over southeast
Indian Ocean; the upper tropospheric zonal
wind over the east equatorial Indian Ocean; and
the outgoing long-wave radiation (OLR) over the
southwest Pacific region.
The model has a built-in error margin of
four days --- a June 6 onset can mean any day
from June 2-10.
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he newly-created Armed
T
Forces Special Operations
Division, responsible for targeting enemy’s strategic installations and high-value terrorists besides crippling adversary’s war fighting capabilities, will have its first chief
Major General AK Dhingra.
The tri-service unit will
have elite drawn commandos
drawn from the Special Forces
of the Army, Marine
Commandos (MARCOS) of
the Navy and the Garuda commando force of the IAF. It will
be on the lines of the US
Special Operations Command,
which was responsible for taking out Osama Bin Laden.
The proposal for setting up
of the tri-service division was
first mooted by the Naresh
Chandra committee in 2012.
The panel was asked to suggest
ways to fine tune the higher
defence management to fight

modern and fast evolving war
scenario in the backdrop of terrorism, cyber warfare and use

of space to enhance military
might.
Besides the Special

Operations unit, the panel had
also proposed formation of
Defence Cyber Agency and

Space Agency to be headed by
the Navy and the IAF respectively. While Dhingra’s name
was cleared by the Defence
Ministry on Tuesday, Rear
Admiral Mohit Gupta was
appointed earlier this month as
the first chief of Cyber Agency.
All the three agencies will
operate under the Integrated
Defence Staff (IDS) and headed by Major General equivalent

officers.
As first reported by The
Pioneer on January 18 this
year, the Armed Forces Special
Operations Division (AFSOD)
will formally start functioning
from November one this year
initially with a small team of
commandos selected from the
Special Forces of the Army,
MARCOS and Garud force.
The division will finally have

3,000 commandos.
Besides having commandos from the three Services
with the Army playing an eminent role as it has the most
experienced professionals for
such missions, the unit will
have its own dedicated helicopters, transport planes and
specialised weaponry besides
surveillance equipment for carrying out strategic missions.
Elaborating upon the
nature of the Division, officials
said here on Wednesday the
specialised teams will be
responsible for conducting missions within and outside the
country. The missions include
targeting strategic installations,
high value targets in terms of
terrorists and cripple the war
fighting capabilities of the
enemy. The missions no doubt
will be high risk given the
strategic importance.
Once the Division becomes
functional in November, plans
are already in place to bring

together the commandos from
the three Services to a central
place or station for joint training to conduct special missions
during peacetime and war,
they said.
Explaining the objective
of the Division, officials said
the stress is on synergising
special operations amongst the
three forces. At present, the
Special Forces of the Army,
MARCOS and Garuds function separately. Once the
Division comes into being, the
special talents and assets of the
three Services will be pooled.
Similarly, experts from the
Army, Navy and IAF will work
together in the Cyber Agency
and the Space Agency. The
main aim is to exploit the
resources of all the three
Services for the three specialized agencies in a joint manner
to achieve the objective besides
reducing expenditure on
administration and training,
they said.
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fter Wing Commander
Abhinandan Varthaman,
A
flying a MIG-21 Bison, shot

omputerised draw of lots
for selecting pilgrims for
C
the Kailash Mansarovar Yatra

down an F-16 of the Pakistan
Air Force (PAF) on February
27 when the intruding jets
tried to target Indian military
installations in Rajouri, the
pilot’s unit 51 Squadron has
taken on the sobriquet ‘Falcon
Slayers’ and ‘AMRAAM
Dodgers’ and have got special
uniform patches made to commemorate the dogfight.
Besides, the MiG-21
squadron having special uniform patches made for their flying overalls, the Sukhoi-30
squadron, whose aircraft also
thwarted the Pakistani air
attack and successfully evaded
the AMRAAM missiles of the
PAF F-16s, have also named
themselves the ‘AMRAAM
Dodger’ in new patches.
Patches are cloth badges
that depict the squadron’s role
and often identify itself with an
important engagement in
which the squadron took part.
It also reflects the type of aircraft the squadron flies and is
worn on flying overalls.
The 51 Squadron patch
depicts a MIG-21 Bison in the
foreground and a red-coloured
F-16 in the background under
crosshairs. The other
squadron’s patch shows a SU30MKI with an AMRAAM
missile going past after narrowly missing it.
Varthaman chased and shot

was held here on Wednesday,
in which for the first time, preference for fresh applicants or
route choice of senior citizens
was incorporated into the software, MEA officials said.
Foreign Secretary Vijay
Gokhale presided over the
draw of lots held at the
Jawaharlal Nehru Bhawan, and
also urged pilgrims to help
“protect and preserve” the fragile environment in the
Himalayas.
The Ministry’s consistent
effort has been to get as many
applications, because it thinks
this Yatra is important not
only for those going for spiritual or religious purposes, but
also to build relations between
India and China, he said.
Ministr y of External
Affairs organises the Yatra during June to September each
year through two different
routes — Lipulekh Pass
(Uttarakhand),and Nathu La
Pass (Sikkim). Known for its
religious value and cultural
significance, it is undertaken by
hundreds of people every year.
For Kailash Mansarovar
Yatra 2019, the ministry
received 2,996 applications,
out of which 2,256 are male
applicants, and 740 females. As
many as 624 senior citizens had
applied for the yatra.
For Lipulekh route, there
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down the intruding F-16 but his
aircraft was hit by Pakistan air
defence and he had to eject. The
pilot landed in Pakistan
Occupied Kashmir (POK) after
his parachute strayed across the
Line of Control (LoC) and was
captured by the Pakistan Army.
He returned to India two days
later.
Pakistani jets had carried
out the attack as retaliation to

the IAF air strikes against terror camps in Balakot in
Pakistan on February 26. The
strikes were carried out as a
punitive measure after 40
Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF)personnel were killed in
a suicide attack in Pulwama,
Kashmir on February 13.
Pakistan based Jaish-eMohammad (JeM) had claimed
responsibility for the act.
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New Delhi: The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on Wednesday
questioned former ICICI Bank
CEO Chanda Kochhar and her
husband Deepak for the third
consecutive day in connection
with a money laundering case
relating to the ICICI-Videocon
loan fraud case.
The agency is grilling the

duo for their alleged role in
irregular sanction and disbursal of C1,875 crore loan to
Videocon Group in 2009 and
2011 by the ICICI Bank then
headed by Chanda Kochar.
On Tuesday, Kochars were
questioned for over eight hours
by the ED.
In March, the agency had

conducted searches at locations linked to the Kochhars.
They were earlier questioned
by the ED in Mumbai.
Deepak’s brother Rajiv
Kochhar and Videocon Group
promoter Venugopal Dhoot
have also been quizzed by the
agency in connection with the
case.
PNS
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are 18 batches with 60 pilgrims
per batch and for Nathu La, 10
batches with 50 yatris per
batch. Two liaison officers will
assist each batch of yatris.
“It is our hope and endeavour that we provide the first
chance to those who didnt ad
the chance to go to the Yatra,
the first-time applicants and we
give priority to them. And, of
course, to senior citizens as
well,” Gokhale said.
He said, consistent efforts
have been made to make the
Yatra website as pilgrim-friendly as possible.
“We also have a helpline
now for applicant yatris. And,
emails received from them are
regularly monitored and applicants are suitably advised in a
time-bound way,” he added.
A senior official said, the
Nathu La route is less arduous
compared to Lipulekh and so
preferred by senior citizens.
“Earlier they would tell us
their route choice while applying for the Yatra, and we would
try to accommodate their
request in the overall process.
This year, we have incorporate
the preferences of first-time
yatris and the senior citizens in
the algorithm of the software
used for the draw of lots, which
is for the first time,” he said.
The selection is a fair computer-generated, random gender-balanced selection process,
the MEA said in a statement,
adding, the selected yatris are
informed through mobile text
messages and email.
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ongress president Rahul
Gandhi on Wednesday
C
took a fresh swipe at Prime
Minister Narendra Modi saying
there’s a new word in the
English dictionary — “Modilie”.
Rahul has been accusing
Modi of speaking “lies” on
various issues, including on the
Rafale jet deal. “There’s a new

word in the English Dictionary.
Attached is a snapshot of the
entry,” he tweeted, ending his
sentence with a smiley.
He also put up a picture of
a screenshot of a photoshopped page of an English dictionary explaining the meaning
of “Modilie”.
In the fabricated page,
“Modilie” is described as a
“mass noun”.

he Supreme Court on
Wednesday termed as
T
“prima facie arbitrary” the

arrest of BJP’s youth wing
leader for allegedly posting
morphed image of Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on
social media and pulled up the
West Bengal Government for
the delay in releasing her.
A vacation Bench comprising justices Indira Banerjee
and Sanjiv Khanna was
informed by the counsel of
activist Priyanka Sharma’s
brother that she was not
released from jail on Tuesday
despite the apex court’s order
granting her bail and ordering
her immediate release.
However, the counsel for
West Bengal Government
informed the bench that she
has been released from jail at
9:40 am today.
“Why 9:40 am today? The
order was passed in your presence,” the Bench told the state
counsel.
When the State’s counsel
referred to the jail manual, the
bench shot back, “Jail manual
can’t have precedence over an
order of the Supreme Court.”
“No. This is not done. First
of all the arrest was prima facie
arbitrary,” the bench said.
Senior advocate Neeraj
Kishan Kaul, appearing for
Priyanka’s brother Rajib
Sharma who filed the plea in
the apex court, told the bench
that despite the apex court’s
Tuesday order granting her
bail she had to spend another
night behind the bars.

>R^ReR¶daY`e`+AcZjR_\R
Kolkata: BJP youth wing
activist Priyanka Sharma, who
walked out of jail on
Wednesday after being arrested for posting a morphed picture of West Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on
Facebook, said jail authorities
pressured her and extracted an
apology for the post. Sharma,
however, asserted she had no
regrets for sharing the post for
which she had to spend five
days behind bars. She claimed
she was “mentally tortured” in
jail and was not even given
enough water to drink.
Sharma was released from jail
at 9:40 am after the Supreme
Court on Wednesday called
her arrest “prima facie arbi-

trary” and pulled up the West
Bengal Government for the
delay in releasing her. PTI

Kaul told the bench that jail
authorities Tuesday told them
that they have to either bring
certified copies of the apex
court’s order or approach the
court of the chief judicial magistrate concerned for her
release.
“If she is not released, the
consequences will follow,” the
bench said and warned it will
issue contempt to officials concerned if Sharma was not
released
from
jail
immediately.
“She should be released
from jail within half an hour,”
the bench said.
The bench asked Kaul to
get instructions whether she

has been released from jail or
not.
After a few minutes Kaul
informed the bench that
Sharma has been released from
jail today.
Kaul told the court that
they have moved a separate
application, in which they have
said that though the closure
report in the case was filed in
the trial court on May 13, the
apex court was not informed
during yesterday’s hearing.
“If the Supreme Court was
informed yesterday that the
closure report has been filed in
the trial court, then the apex
court might not have asked her
to apologise,” Kaul said.
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s many as 56.6 lakh individual household toilets
A
have been constructed till
February this year and another 6.33 lakh toilets were under
construction under the
Swachchh Bharat MissionUrban (SBM-U).
In an RTI reply, the
Ministry of Housing and Urban

Affairs (HUA) said that SBMU aims at making urban India
free from open defecation and
achieving 100 per cent scientific management of municipal
solid waste in all the 4,041
statutory towns of the country.
The Ministry said in Uttar
Pradesh, as many as 7.53 lakh
individual household toilets
have been constructed while in
Maharashtra, 682,812 units

have been built under the
Mission till February this year.
According to the reply,
only 480 such units have been
constructed in Delhi and 336 in
Andman and Nicobar Islands.
The ministry said 3,57,767
individual household toilets
have been constructed in
Rajasthan and added that
293,614 units have been constructed in Bihar.
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a major breakthrough
would go a long way
Iinnwhich
cutting down medical costs
of the patients with severe
Hemophilia A and von
Willebrand Disease (vWD,)
the ICMR- National Institute of
Immunohaematology (NIIH),
Mumbai has developed a costeffective point-of-care (POC)
rapid diagnostic test for the
blood disorders.
This would cost a patient
less than C50 in comparison to
existing conventional test for
the diseases that cost around
C4,000 to C10,000. India has
become the world’s first country to develop POC test for specific diagnosis of any common
bleeding disorder, the ICMR
has claimed
Haemophilia A and vWD
are the commonest among
bleeding disorders. As per the
Western data, the incidence of

Haemophilia A is 1 per 10,000
male births and that of vWD is
around 1 per cent of the general population.
“In India, there is no epidemiological data and with
translation of this data with
respect to the population, the
country may have roughly
80,000-1,00,000
severe
haemophilia cases, but the total
number registered with
Haemophilia Federation India
(HFI) is only around 19,000,” a
senior official from the ICMR
said.
At present, lack of awareness, lack of diagnostic facilities, high cost of tests are some
of the factors for the underdiagnosis of bleeding disorders
in the country.
“Both Haemophilia A and
vWD are underdiagnosed disorders in our country and
there are only a handful of
comprehensive diagnostic centres for bleeding disorders,”
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the official said.
“The newly developed
rapid test kit could be used for
the
diagnosis
of
undiagnosed patients/menorrhagia cases/ post-partum
haemorrhage (PPH), gynaeco-

logical complications with
bleeding history, recovery of
factors in the transfused
Haemophilia A patients and
also for differential diagnosis of
both the diseases,” the
official said.
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n what could give the Bengal
BJP leadership some sleepless
Inights
ahead of the final phase
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who do not come prepared will
be thrown out of the unit.” The
gang has been raised as a combative unit of the BJP. He also
reminded them repeatedly that
the rally was meant for Amit
Shah and we would like to
make it a successful one at any
cost. So, you have to take on the
TMC goons and the police.
Come prepared.
The message that was
Whattsapped to the “gang”
members subsequently went
viral.
Incidentally, Chief Minister
Mamata
Banerjee
on
Wednesday showed the footage
in a rally at Agarpara telling to
decide as to “who is the culprit.”

of polling, a video footage of a
local BJP leader Rakesh Singh
— in which he is shown directing his people to attack the
TMC and police — went viral
on Wednesday.
Singh, who subsequently
made conflicting statements
— first telling that it was a doctored video and then “it is not
the full video” — is seen in the
footage directing the “members
of the Fata Fati (breakers)
gang” to “come prepared with
rods and sticks and other

things necessary for what you
have been asked to do during
the rally.”
He was telling the “Fata
Fati gang” to take on the
Trinamool men that “those
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Kolkata: Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath on
Wednesday accused TMC of
breaking the bust of social
reformer Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar and said his West
Bengal counterpart Mamata
Banerjee is trying to divert
attention by spreading canards
against BJP.
"We condemn the incident
that happened yesterday.
Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar
was one of greatest sons of
India and a social reformer. It
was the TMC which broke his
bust and it now blaming BJP to
divert the attention,"
Adityanath said at a press conference here.
The TMC and Mamata
Banerjee Government are trying to divert attention from her
wrong doings by using this
incident, he said.
Asked whether President's
Rule should be imposed in
Bengal, Adityanath said the situation in the state is moving in
the direction where there has to
be central intervention.
He also urged the EC to
take stern action against violence in the ongoing poll and
said it should not remain a
mute spectator.
PTI

Kolkata: West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee and several top TMC
leaders have changed their Facebook and
Twitter display picture (DP) with photo of
Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar on Wednesday
to protest the desecration of the bust of the
noted reformer and key figure of the
Bengal Renaissance.
Trinamool Congress's official profile on
Twitter and Facebook was also changed
with a picture of Vidyasagar.
Banerjee is scheduled to take out a
protest rally on Wednesday to protest the
smashing of the bust of the social reformer
by alleged BJP activists in north Kolkata on
Tuesday.
Launching a scathing attack on BJP
president Amit Shah on Tuesday, Banerjee
had said, "What does Amit Shah think of
himself? Is he above everything? Is he God
that no one can protest against him?"
Banerjee said this after supporters of the
BJP and the TMC fought pitched battles on
the streets of Kolkata during a roadshow by
Shah.
A college named after Iswarchandra
Vidyasagar, a key figure in the Bengal
Renaissance, was ransacked and a bust of
the 19th century social reformer shattered
allegedly by BJP workers during the clashes.
The CPI(M) has also called for protest
rallies against the incident.
The intellectuals of the city will take out
a protest march from College street on
Wednesday evening.
PTI
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Kolkata: BJP national president
Amit Shah has rebutted Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee's
charge that he is an "outsider"
in West Bengal and said he has
come to the state to campaign
for his party.
Shah wondered if he is
called an outsider for coming
to West Bengal, "which is very
much a part of India", then why
not Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee be labelled as an "outsider" when she visits New
Delhi?
The BJP leader was
addressing a meet of intellectuals in the city on Tuesday.
"I am president of a national party and I am here to campaign for my party.
"I am being called an outsider for coming to West
Bengal. What kind of statement
is this? If a person from West

Bengal goes to Mumbai or
Bengaluru, will he be called an
outsider? When Mamata didi
goes to Delhi will she be called
an outsider?" Shah asked.
Shah's remarks came fol-
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Rae Bareli/Lucknow (UP): A day after an
alleged attack on Rae Bareli MLA Aditi
Singh, Congress leader Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra called it an assault on democracy
while a party delegation met Governor Ram
Naik, demanding a judicial probe.
The Congress has alleged that the MLA
was on her way to oversee the voting for a
no-confidence motion against zila panchayat chairman Avadhesh Pratap Singh,
who is the brother of BJP's Lok Sabha candidate Dinesh Singh.
"This is an attack on democracy.
Nothing of this sort has ever happened in
Rae Bareli. Country-made weapons, bricks
and lathis were used in the attack. Zila panchayat members were dragged from their
vehicles," Priyanka Gandhi alleged.
In Lucknow, a delegation led by UP
Congress chief Raj Babbar sought a judicial probe into the alleged attack.
Priyanka Gandhi claimed that one of
the zila panchayat members was run over
by a vehicle. "What kind of democracy is
this? It is the BJP government in the state
when such incidents are taking place while
the entire administration is sitting idle," she
said after a meeting with party workers here.
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Priyanka Gandhi maintained that the
party would raise the issue at every level.
"Our leaders are meeting the Governor
in Lucknow. In Delhi, we are meeting the
Election Commission. We will take legal
recourse and file a complaint against the
local administration if required," she said.
Priyanka Gandhi, who was scheduled
to take part in a roadshow in Varanasi later
in the day, said they had told the administration that something of this kind could
take place but precautionary measures were
not taken. "We have demanded to cancel
proceedings of the no-confidence motion
and fix a new date for it," the Congress stated in an official release here. The MLA was
allegedly attacked by Avadhesh Singh's
henchmen, armed with iron rods and bricks
in Harchandpur area.
According to Congress sources, the
MLA's vehicle had overturned as its driver
lost control over it due the attack.
An FIR was registered against
Avadhesh and his brother Dinesh Singh
later in the night on the complaint of zila
panchyat member Rakesh Awasthi.
Awasthi had alleged that he too was
attacked along with two other members, in
an effort to prevent them from participating in the no-confidence motion against
Avadhesh Singh.
PTI
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lowing Banerjee's repeated allegations about Shah being an
"outsider" who comes to the
state to "create division" among
the people.
"If the BJP wins the assem-

bly polls in West Bengal, a
Bengali will be the chief minister. Neither I nor Kailash
Vijayvargia will be the CM,"
Shah said.
Vijayvargiya, who hails

from Madhya Pradesh, is the
BJP's national general secretary,
who is in charge of the saffron
party in West Bengal.
Shah also criticized a section of the media for blaming
BJP workers for Tuesday's violence during his roadshow in
north Kolkata.
"A section of media is presenting it in such a way as if we
started the clash. The news
should be that TMC goons
attacked the convoy. But a section of news organisations are
trying to paint it in a different
way," Shah said.
BJP and TMC supporters
Tuesday fought pitched battles
on the streets of Kolkata during a massive roadshow by
Shah, who escaped unhurt but
was forced to cut short the jamboree and had to be escorted to
safety by police.
PTI
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Madurai (TN): Makkal Needhi
Maiam president and actor
Kamal Haasan on Wednesday
filed an anticipatory bail petition
before the Madras High Court
here, saying his speech was
about Nathuram Godse only
and not about Hindus as a
whole.
Haasan moved the plea
after the court earlier refused to
quash an FIR against him, saying such pleas cannot be taken
up as emergent petitions during
the vacation and that if an
anticipatory bail application
was filed it could be taken up for
hearing.
The FIR registered was
against him over his "free India's
first extremist was a Hindu"
remark made during an election
meeting in the Aravkurichi
Assembly constituency on
Sunday last.
In his plea, he said the
offence quoted in the first information report (FIR) under
Sections 153(A) and 295(A) of
the Indian Penal Code required
procedural safety under CrPC
and the same had been overlooked.
Haasan said the complainant had not personally

witnessed his election campaign meeting and it had been
clearly stated in the FIR.
Earlier, the High Court
Bench here refused to entertain
the MNM chief 's petition seeking to quash the FIR registered
against him.
Justice B Pugalendhi of the
Madurai Bench said such pleas
cannot be taken up as emergent
petitions during the vacation.
"It is only based on hearsay
and the source of information of
the content of the FIR was not
disclosed and the apprehensions expressed in the FIR were
ill-founded. The FIR instead of
establishing communal harmony had only created a life threat
to the petitioner personally," the
MNM chief submitted in his
anticipatory bail application.
Haasan also submitted that
a state minister had made a public statement about his speech
and made a political issue out of
it.
The actor-turned-politician
contended that attempts were
being made to malign his good
name among the public. The
petitioner submitted his statement about Nathuram Godse
was not a distorted one. PTI
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Mumbai: NCP chief Sharad
Pawar has predicted a 13-day
Vajpayee regime-like fate for
the BJP if it tries to form the
next Government after the Lok
Sabha poll results are
announced on May 23.
Pawar also said he does not
think the BJP will be able to
prove majority in Lok Sabha
even if invited to form the new
Government.
Speaking to a Marathi TV
channel, he said opposition
leaders will come together in
Delhi a day or two before the
counting of votes and discuss
giving a stable government at
the Centre.
The BJP had emerged as
the single largest party in 1996
general polls. On May 16, 1996
Atal Bihari Vajpayee took oath
as the prime minister, only to
resign 13 days later after he
failed to get the majority on the
floor of the House.
PTI
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Mumbai: Shiv Sena leader
Sanjay Raut on Wednesday
slammed the West Bengal
Government over the attack on
BJP president Amit Shah's roadshow in Kolkata, describing the
incident as "unfortunate" for
the country's democracy.
Talking to reporters here,
Raut, who is the Rajya Sabha
MP, said there can be no restrictions on anyone to campaign
anywhere the country.
"West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee did not want
Narendra Modi and Amit Shah
in Bengal. Did anyone stop
Mamata from campaigning in
Gujarat?" Raut asked.
It is unfortunate that the
statue of Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar, a noted philosopher
and a key figure of Bengal
Renaissance, was desecrated,
he said.
PTI

Bengaluru: A meeting between
rebel Congress legislator
Ramesh Jarkiholi and his close
confidant and law maker
Mahesh Kumathalli on
Wednesday created flutters
within the grand old party
with speculation about them
quitting the party once again
coming to the fore.
Ramesh Jarkiholi, who has
been hobnobbing with the BJP
for some time now, has threatened that he along with other
MLAs would soon resign en
masse from the Congress,
which had caused fear among
the ruling coalition leaders as
it would trigger thenumbers
game in the assembly.
However, there were
reports about Ramesh beingdeserted in his attempt to mobilise
Congress MLAs to resign,as
several legislators considered

close to him like Shrimant Patil
of Kagawad and Mahesh
Kumathalli and B Nagendra
ofBellary have pledged their
loyalty to the party.
But the Wednesday meeting between Jarkiholi and
Kumathalli has rekindled the
speculation that the MLAs are
still together and working out
a strategy post the Lok Sabha
election results on May 23.
It is still not clear how many
MLAs are in touch with Jarkiholi.
However, speaking to
reporters after the meeting,
Kumathalli said he had met
Jarkiholi to discuss about water
scarcity in the region and
would remain in the party.
"There is no other meaning
to this meeting...You please
ask him (about him quitting
Congress). As far as I'm concerned, neither me nor him

(Jarkiholi) will quit. All ourdecisions are one and will be
the same even after the May 23
Lok Sabhapoll results," he said.
Jarkiholi had on Tuesday
held discussions with BJP leader
and former MLA C P Yogeshwar.
Meanwhile, Congress
Legislature
Party
leaderSiddaramaiah opined
that Ramesh Jarkiholi would
not quit the Congress.
"According to me Ramesh
Jarkiholi will notquit
Congress..." he said. Jarkiholi
and Kumathalli are among the
MLAs againstwhom Congress
has moved a petition, seeking
disqualificationunder the antidefection law to the Speaker for
not attending crucial CLP meetings amid BJP's alleged attempts
to topple the government and
not attending the budget session
of the assembly initially. PTI
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Mumbai: The arrest of BJP
youth wing activist Priyanka
Sharma for posting a morphed
picture of West Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on
Facebook, is the latest in a
series of such arrests in India.
Sharma was arrested for
having shared a meme which
had a morphed image of
Banerjee's face on Priyanka
Chopra's look at the recent Met
Gala.
In 2012, a professor from
Kolkata learnt the hard way
that sharing TMC or Mamata
Banerjee cartoons on social
media can land one in jail.
Prof Ambikesh Mahapatra
was arrested for forwarding a
cartoon of Banerjee to his
friends. A professor of chemistry, he was jailed for one night
and assaulted by alleged TMC
workers later while he was on
his way back from work.
In Maharashtra, cartoonist
Aseem Trivedi Trivedi was
arrested in 2012 for depicting the
national emblem and Parliament
in "bad light" in his cartoons,
triggering a public outcry.
Cartoons by Trivedi
included one of the national

emblem with lions replaced by
blood-thirsty wolves, and
another depicting the
Parliament building in New
Delhi as a huge toilet bowl.
He was charged with sedition and spent four days in jail.
This triggered outrage from
freedom of expression campaigners. His arrest sparked
protests against the government,
which was accused of using
British colonial-era sedition laws
to crack down on dissent.
Also in 2012, two girls

were arrested in Maharashtra
over their Facebook post questioning the shutdown in
Mumbai for Shiv Sena chief Bal
Thackeray's funeral with the
comment also leading to an
attack on the clinic of an uncle
of one of them by Sena activists.
The girls--Shaheen Dhada
and Renu--were sent to 14-day
judicial custody but granted
bail within hours after they furnished personal bonds.
Dhada was arrested after
she posted comments on the

social networking site opposing
the shutdown in Mumbai, saying one should not observe
bandh for Thackeray's funeral.
Renu, Dhada's friend, was
arrested for 'liking' the post.
In Tamil Nadu, folk singer
and anti-alcohol campaigner
Shiva Raj aka Comrade Kovan
was arrested in 2015 and
charged with sedition for
allegedly criticising then chief
minister J Jayalalithaa on the
issue of prohibition in one of
his songs.
PTI

Bengaluru: Amid the
'Siddaramaiah for CM' clamour
in Karnataka, Chief Minister
HD Kumaraswamy has said
Congress
veteran
M
Mallikarjun Kharge should
have been given the position a
long time ago and "injustice"
was done to the leader.
His remarks come amid a
bitter spat between the leaders
of the ruling coalition partners
Congress and JD(S) to make
Siddaramaiah the State Chief
Minister once again.
But the comments gave
fresh ammunition to the BJP to
target the alliance government.
BJP state unit chief B S
Yeddyurappa
asked
Kumaraswamy of the JD(S) to
immediately vacate the post for
Kharge, the leader of the
Congress in Lok Sabha.
Kharge, a nine-time MLA
and two-term Lok Sabha member who has never tasted electoral
defeat,
termed
Kumaraswamy's remarks as
"election-time statement."
Addressing a meeting in
Chincholi assembly segment
for a by-election attended by
Kharge
on
Tuesday,

Kumaraswamy said the
Congress leader should have
become chief minister long
ago.
"Mallikarjun Kharge
should have become the chief
minister long ago. I feel injustice has been done to him. I
would like to clearly say Kharge
has not been given recognition
for the work he has done (for
his party)," Kumaraswamy said,
adding there has been a "fault
somewhere".
Kharge could have become
the CM in the current coalition
government but he said he
will abide by the Congress
leadership's
decision,
Kumaraswamy revealed.
Latching onto the remarks,

Yeddyurappa
asked
Kumaraswamy to resign and
make Kharge CM.
"He (Kumaraswamy) has
said he (Kharge) should have
become CM long ago. To make
his dream come true, let him
resign tomorrow itself and
make Kharge the chief minister," the BJP leader told
reporters in Kalaburagi
Wednesday.
Senior BJP legislator
Basanagouda Patil Yatnal
termed Kumaraswamy's
remarks a conspiracy aimed at
creating a rift between
Siddaramaiah and Kharge to
continue in power.
"If he wants to make
Kharge (CM), he can give up

the seat for him. It is kind of a
drama (by Kumaraswamy),"
he said, adding no one, even in
Congress, was interested in
making Kharge CM.
Yeddyurappa, however,
claimed the Congress-JD(S)
government would fall due to
a rift between both parties.
"I have never said we will
topple the government. We
are not making attempts. JD(S)
and Congress are fighting each
other and because of their differences, the government will
collapse," he said.
Siddaramaiah, the coalition
coordination committee chairman, has termed the growing
clamour within Congress to
make him the chief minister as
an expression of supporters'
affection, but said he still stands
by his word to not contest the
next assembly election.
Chincholi assembly seat
will go to bypolls on May 19.
Subhash Rathod is the
Congress candidate there.
Kharge has been elected
twice from Gulbarga Lok Sabha
constituency and has been a
central cabinet minister during
Congress rule in the past. PTI
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he BJP in Tamil Nadu
seems to have played into
T
the hands of the DMK by
entering into a wordy duel with
the DMK chief MK Stalin. A
statement by Tamilissai
Sounderarajan, the State unit
chief of the BJP, has put the
Hindutwa party in Tamil Nadu
in an unenviable position visa- vis the DMK.
Sounderarajan, while
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Varanasi (UP): In a big show
of strength in Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's constituency,
Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra started her roadshow here on
Wednesday evening.
Accompanied by Congress
candidate for the Varanasi Lok
Sabha seat against Modi,
Priyanka Gandhi began by garlanding the statue of Madan
Mohan Malviya at the gates of

the Banaras Hindu University.
Priyanka Gandhi and other
leaders, including Chhattisgarh
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel, waved at the large
crowd as the procession wound
its way through Varanasi's
roads.
Congress workers raised
anti-Modi slogans along the
route.
The Congress show of
strength in the temple town
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Aizawl: The recent pest attack has affected 68 per cent of maize cultivation in
Mizoram, an official said on Wednesday.
The pest, fall armyworm (Sodoptera
frugiperda), has affected 2,424 hectare out
of 3,539 hectare of maize fields in the state,
the Joint Director of the Agriculture
Department, James Lalsiamliana, told PTI.
As a result a total of 5,525 families have
been affected, Lalsiamliana said.
The pest attack was first detected in the
state on April 8 and it spread across all the
eight districts of the state very fast, he
added.
State level Rapid Response Teams
(RRTs) and district level RRTs are working
together to combat the menace by using
pesticides, Lalsiamliana said.
The fall armyworm, Spodoptera
frugiperda, is a pest that feeds in large numbers on the leaves and stems of more than
80 plant species, causing major damage to
economically important cultivated grasses
such as maize, rice, sorghum and sugarcane
but also other vegetable crops and cotton,
officials said.
A group of scientists from Delhi arrived
in Aizawl on Wednesday and visited the
affected fields.
The scientists also held a workshop for
the agriculture scientists of the state, an official statement said.
PTI

comes nearly three weeks after
Modi held his own roadshow
here, a day before filing his
nomination papers.
The local unit of the
Congress had made elaborate
arrangements to pull in the
crowds for the roadshow, a
party leader said.
Like Modi's roadshow,
Priyanka Gandhi's event will
also
end
at
the
Dashashwamedh ghat. PTI
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Lucknow: Hitting out at Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, BSP president Mayawati on Wednesday said
his legacy as the chief minister of Gujarat is a "black
spot" and "burden" on the BJP as well as the communal history of the country.
The former Uttar Pradesh chief minister also said
that Modi was "unfit" as chief minister and prime
minister and his tenure has seen "anarchy and hatred".
"My tenure as chief minister of UP for four times
has been clean and works done on law and order,
development, peoples welfare front are remembered
even today. PM Modi has been CM of Gujarat for a
longer time but his legacy is such it is a black spot
not only on himself but also on the BJP and a burden on communal history of the country," she said
here. "It is clear how fit the BSP president is on issues
of peoples welfare and national interest and how unfit
the prime minister is," she said.
"During our government, UP remained free of
anarchy and riots but Narendra Modi's tenure not
only as the Gujarat CM but also as the prime minister has been full of anarchy, violence, tension and
hatred and so it can be said that he has failed in holding public office and is unfit," Mayawati said.
"As the Chief Minister of Gujarat, he had been
unfit in adhering
to the 'raj dharma' in accordance with the Indian
culture, Constitution and the law and has also been
unfit as the prime minister," she said.
PTI
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Kanpur: Qazi Nayyer Jamal
rides his motorcycle to Jajmau,
an industrial suburb of Kanpur
along the Ganges, from his
home in the city area, passing
through several old tanneries,
to reach the leather factory his
father started about 50 years
ago. It's closed for three
months, still he goes there
often.
Jamal's
Makhdoom
Enterprises is among several
tanneries in Jajmau which
were shut for the Kumbh Mela,
and he fears they are likely to
remain so.
"We were ordered to shut
our tanneries for three months
— from December to March
— for Kumbh. We did it out of
respect for the Hindu festival.
But we never thought we
would be left in the lurch after
the Mela, since no order has
come to reopen the units," the
60-year-old said.
Tanneries pump out highly polluted water into the
Ganga river and this was a
major reason they were
ordered to close ahead of the
Mela. But many families are
dependent on the local industry that earned Kanpur the
moniker of "Leather City".
"We have followed all
norms for discharge of effluent
into the river but authorities
made a scapegoat out of us,
portraying us as the main reason behind the pollution of the
river," Jamal said.
The leather industry in
Kanpur began about 150 years
ago under the British Raj.
Later, Indians entered the trade

and it flourished, drawing buyers from far away places,
including Europe and the
United States.
Mohammed Arshi, 38 and
vice-president of city-based
Leather Industries Welfare
Association (LIWA) of about
125 small and big tanneries,
said Kanpur is a famed leather
city and India exports leather
products — like belts, shoes
and horse saddles — to Europe
and the US, besides domestic
consumption by the armed
forces and civilians.
All that is likely to stop
soon, he said.
Arshi said the industry
has been "targeted" as tanneryowners are not really seen as a
vote bank by the ruling or
other parties, adding the
uncertainty has led to
importers moving to other
markets
in
Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Vietnam.
Jamal agreed with Arshi.
He said the tanneries are dying
a slow death.
"I may be attached to the
legacy of my father but my two
sons have moved away. Seeing
the trouble I face, they have
also asked me to quit it," Jamal
lamented.
"Many second or thirdgeneration families have quit
the trade," he said.
One of his sons is a fashion designer, who graduated
from NIFT and now works in
Jordan, and the other is a
marine engineer, he said.
Jamal hopes the new government will do something to
rescue the industry.

Uttar Pradesh MSME
Minister and BJP candidate
from Kanpur Satyadev
Pachauri, however, said the
tanneries were polluting the
Ganga river by discharging
effluent, including chromium,
and the owners will have to
either upgrade technology to
curb pollution or move to
other sources of livelihood.
"We will not compromise
with the cleanliness of Ganga
as envisioned in the National
Mission for Clean Ganga of the
central government," Pachauri
said.
Arshi, the LIWA vice president, said the industry has lost
Rs 7,000 crore in three months
due to closure.
The effluent from a tannery first goes through one of
the four pumping stations and
then, eventually, through a
central treatment plant as per
the norms. “So, we want to ask
the state government and the
pollution control authorities,
how are we polluting the
river?” he said.
"In the name of pollution
and because it's a Muslimdominated industry, we have
been made a villain," he
alleged.
Under previous governments, Arshi said, tanneryowners used to voluntarily
stop work for three days before
each 'nahaan' (holy dip) of the
Kumbh.
There are about 400 registered tanneries in Kanpur, of
which 262 were operating.
After the Kumbh Mela, only 26
are operating, he said. PTI

speaking to media at
Thoothukudi on Tuesday, said
that the DMK was in talks with
the BJP leadership for a possible post-poll alliance . She
was referring to a statement
made by Tamil Nadu Minister
D Jayakumar about Stalin’s
Monday meeting with
Telangana Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao at
Chennai. Jayakumar had
alleged that the DMK and
Stalin were ‘well known for
their political opportunism’.
The Tamil Nadu BJP chief
took over from where
Jayakumar left and made the
‘startling disclosure’ which
offended the DMK chief. “I

will quit politics if
Sounderarajan proves that I
held discussions with the BJP.
Is she ready to quit politics if
she fails to prove her claim?”
challenged the DMK president.
Stalin made it known on
Wednesday too that he was
committed to form a ‘secular
Government at the Centre’
under the able leadership of
Rahul Gandhi and there is no
change in the stance of the
DMK. A senior BJP leader in
Tamil Nadu feigned ignorance
when asked about the statement made by Sounderarajan.
Stalin has been vitriolic in his
attacks on the Prime Minister

and the BJP since he took over
as party president in August
2018 after the demise of his
father M Krunanidhi.
Tamil Nadu is witnessing
a crucial round of by election
to four assembly constituencies
on May 19. The DMK is hoping that it may be able to pull
down
the
Edappadi
Palaniswamy-led AIADMK
government of it manages to
win at least 20 of the assembly
seats out of the 22 where by
polls are being held.
The BJP leaders and the
Hindu activists in Tamil Nadu
earned the wrath of the film
fraternity in the State for their
reported charges against film

actor Kamal Haasan who
alleged the other day that
Nathuram Godse was the first
Hindu terrorist in the country.
The actor who heads the outfit Makkal Neethi Mayam as
been provided with additional police security by the State
government to prevent any
kind of attack on him by
Hindu elements.
“The statement, which
would have gone unnoticed by
the general public , was given
the pride of place by the
Hindutwa forces because of
their over zealous reaction,”
said
Mankombu
Gopalakrishnan, film lyricist
and script writer.
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Ballia (UP): Congress leader
Naseemuddin Siddiqui, who
was with the BSP until last
year, claimed on Wednesday
that Mayawati will be under so
much pressure after the election results that she will join
hands with the BJP.
Once the Bahujan Samaj
Party chief goes with the
Bharatiya Janata Party,
Siddiqui said the Samajwadi
Party would be left with no
other option but to come
along with the Congress in the
interest of country and Uttar
Pradesh.
"The BSP supremo had
joined hands with the BJP in
the past. And after May 23,
there will be such pressure on
her that she will become a part
of the BJP," Siddiqui, who had
revolted against Mayawati and
joined the Congress last year,

told reporters here.
"There is nothing impossible in politics, I have known
her for 33 years. I know her
more than she knows herself,"
the Congress leader said.
The former minister in the
Mayawati government said he
still respects her a lot, but there
was no possibility of returning
to the BSP.
On the chances of
Mayawati becoming the prime
minister, Siddiqui said no such
announcement had been made
by anyone.
"Even alliance partner
Samajwadi Party and the RLD
have not said anything on this.
Akhilesh Yadav has only said
that the next prime minister
will be from Uttar Pradesh.
Then where is the question of
her becoming the Prime
Minister?" he asked.
PTI

Ahmedabad: In the wake of
some incidents of Dalit wedding processions being stopped
by some groups in parts of
Gujarat recently, the BJP government in the state
Wednesday assured to take
stern action against such elements.
The Congress, however,
said that such "hollow promises" by the government fails to
provide "justice" to the Dalits.
Talking to reporters in
Gandhinagar, Minister of State
for Home, Pradeepsinh Jadeja,
accused the Congress of creating a rift between Dalits and
other communities.
He was referring to an incident in Lhor village in Mehsana,
where some local leaders,
including the sarpanch, gave a
call of social boycott after a Dalit
groom took out his procession
riding on a horse two weeks ago.
"The Gujarat government is
always with the Dalits. They

also have the right to take out
wedding processions like others. Our government is also
concerned about some recent
incidents. I want to assure you
that stern action will be taken
against those who were behind
these incidents," Jadeja said.
"Some people are trying to
create a rift between communities for their political gains. In
Lhor village, we have already
arrested five persons, including
the sarpanch, for announcing
social boycott of Dalits. Notably,
the sarpanch is a Congress
supporter. Another accused is
a local Congress delegate," the
minister added.
Jadeja also urged people
from all walks of life to work
with the government to establish and preserve social harmony in the society.
Slamming the BJP government over this issue, Gujarat
Congress in-charge, Rajeev
Satav, claimed that the govern-

ment only gives hollow promises instead of taking action.
"Atrocities on Dalits in
Gujarat have increased in recent
years. After every incident, the
state government gives hollow
promises of stern action.
However, Dalits never get justice," Satav told reporters.
"This government has
failed to maintan law and order.
The administration is being
run through remote control
from Delhi. This is the reason
why such atrocities are on the
rise," he said.
Meanwhile, BJP's Dalit
MLA and film actor, Hitu
Kanodia, appealed to the people to treat everyone equally.
"Though this is the 21st century, we are still stuck in such
issues. This is matter of shame
and pain. We all need to change
our mindset to establish harmony and a sense of brotherhood. I request all to treat everyone equally," Kanodia said. PTI
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Mirzapur (UP): Hitting out at
the Congress for promising to
abolish sedition law in its
poll manifesto, Union
Minister Rajnath Singh has
said the BJP will make it
more stringent.
"Congress talks about
abolishing sedition law but on
coming back to power, the BJP
will make it so stringent that
no one would dare to act
against it," the Home Minister
said addressing an election
rally at BLJ ground here in
favour of alliance partner
Apna Dal's Anupriya Patel
on Tuesday.
"Our forces finished off
terrorists in air strikes after
the Pulwama attack but the
Congress people are asking for
the number of those killed.
Braves do not count bodies,
vultures do," he said.
PTI
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Jaipur: The ruling Congress and
the BJP on Wednesday sparred
on Twitter over the changes in
school textbooks, including the
removal of a picture suggesting
self-immolation under the practices of Sati and Jauhar.
The Congress Government
led by Ashok Gehlot has tasked
a committee to make changes in
the textbooks introduced by
the previous BJP Government.
The prefix "Veer" has now
been removed from Vinayak
Damodar Savarkar's name in
Class 10 social science books.
He has now been
described as someone who
"plotted" the assassination of
Mahatma Gandhi and furnished an apology for clemency from the British.
Similarly, a picture suggesting self-immolation under Sati
or Jauhar was replaced with that
of a hill fort in a Class 8 English
textbook.
"The practice of Sati is
banned and Jauhar has no connection with chapters of English.
It wasn't clarified if the picture
was related to Sati or Jauhar,”
School Education Minister
Govind Singh Dotasara told
PTI.
On Tuesday, BJP leader and
member of the erstwhile Jaipur
royal family, Diya Kumari, had
entered into a war of words on
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Twitter on the issue.
“As far as the matter of
'Rani Sati' is concerned, we
cannot tell our girls to do
Jauhar. The custom is banned
in the country,” Dotasara wrote
on Twitter.
“The history of Rajasthan
was golden and will remain the
same. The only difference is that
we are correcting the changes
made by the previous BJP government, which treated the
Education Department an
experimental laboratory,”
Dotasara added.
Reacting sharply to it, Diya
Kumari tweeted Wednesday,
“You are saying that we cannot
teach girls about Jauhar. I wish
you could understand the difference between Sati and Jauhar.”
She accused the government of covering up the Alwar

gang rape while expressing concern about women by "changing
the history of heroic personalities".
The former BJP MLA also
accused the minister of disrespecting Maharana Pratap and
Savarkar.
“Maharana Pratap was great
and will remain so. We have
described his valour in a better
way. As far as the question with
regard to Sarvarkarji pertains,
the change has been made based
on evidences by the committee
of educationists,” Dotasara
tweeted.
On speculation about the
removal of a reference to
demonetisation from a Class 12
textbook, he said it is up to the
committee of educationists to
decide.
“We had wanted its removal
but it is for the panel to decide.
It is my personal view, why to
mention a scheme that has
failed,” Dotasara said.
The previous BJP government had introduced the reference to demonetisation in the
political science book of Class
12, terming it a historic step
against black money.
Meanwhile, the Sri Rajput
Karni Sena and the Sri Rashtriya
Rajput Karni Sena have threatened to protest if any changes are
to “historical facts”.
PTI
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@TVR_`WURc\_Vdd
7KHYDQGDOLVPRI9LG\DVDJDU¶VEXVWLVZD\EH\RQGSROLWLFDO
SRLQWVFRULQJLWLVDGHPROLWLRQRIWKHLGHDRI,QGLD

+

DGUHYLYDORIWKHWUXH+LQGXFRQVFLRXV
QHVVEHHQWKHUHDOLQWHQWLRQDQGWKHPLQG
KDGLQGHHGSHUFHLYHGLWVVDFUHGQHVV
WKHQQRERG\ZRXOGKDYHVPDVKHGWKHVWDWXH
RI%HQJDO·V5HQDLVVDQFHPDQ,VKZDU&KDQGUD
9LG\DVDJDULQDVHDWRIOHDUQLQJDQGNQRZO
HGJH 3HUKDSV WKH $NKLO %KDUDWL\D 9LG\DUWKL
3DULVKDGVWXGHQWVZKRUHSUHVHQWWKH\RXWK
ZLQJRIWKH%KDUDWL\D-DQDWD3DUW\ %-3 KDG
QRWEHHQVFKRROHGLQZKDWKHVWRRGIRUDVWKH\
UDPSDJHGWKH9LG\DVDJDU&ROOHJHLQ.RONDWD
GXULQJLQWHUSDUW\FDPSDLJQFODVKHV)RUIDU
IURPEHLQJDSRO\PDWKKHZDVD+LQGXILUVWZKRVHPDVWHU\RI6DQVNULWWH[WV
DQG2ULHQWDOSKLORVRSK\LVSUREDEO\VWLOOXQVXUSDVVHG,WZDVEHFDXVHRIKLVGHHS
URRWHGXQGHUVWDQGLQJWKDWKHFRXOGUHVSRQGWRWKHQHHGRIDGDSWLQJWUDGLWLRQWR
HYROYLQJWLPHVDQGHQVXUHLWVFRQWLQXLW\RQHZKHUHUHOLJLRQFRXOGEHOLYHGVHDP
OHVVO\UDWKHUWKDQVHHPLQJOLNHDQLPSRVLWLRQSDUWLFXODUO\LQWKHFRORQLDOHUDZKHQ
:HVWHUQWKRXJKWDQGVFLHQWLILFWHPSHUDPHQWZHUHPDNLQJLQURDGV+LVOLEHUDO
LVPZDVKRPHJURZQDSSOLFDEOHDQGUHOHYDQWWRVRFLHW\+HJDYH%HQJDOLVD
UHDVRQIRUEHLQJVLPSOLI\LQJWKHODQJXDJHDQGSUHSDULQJDSULPHUWKDWLVVWLOOIRO
ORZHGLQDOOKRPHVUHYDPSHGWKHHGXFDWLRQV\VWHPDYLGO\FRRSWHGJLUOVDQG
WKHPRVWEDFNZDUGLQWRWKHVFKRROV\VWHPDQGZDVWKHIRUHPRVWFKDPSLRQRI
ZRPHQ·V HPSRZHUPHQW E\ DGYRFDWLQJ ZLGRZ UHPDUULDJH $ UHIRUPLVW ZKR
UHPDLQHGWLOOWKHHQGDFUXVDGHURI,QGLFFLYLOLVDWLRQDOYDOXHVDQGGLHGZRUNLQJ
DPRQJ6DQWKDOWULEDOVKHZDVWKHPDQDPRQJPHQDV5DELQGUDQDWK7DJRUHSXW
LW9LG\DVDJDU&ROOHJHZKLFKKHIRXQGHGLQZDV,QGLD·VILUVWSULYDWHFRO
OHJHUXQE\,QGLDQVWDXJKWE\,QGLDQVDQGILQDQFHGE\,QGLDQV,IWKHLGHDRI,QGLD
LVZKDWZHQHHGWREHUHPLQGHGDERXWWKHQQRFODLPDQWWRWKDWOHJDF\ZRXOG
GHVWUR\KLVVWDWXHRUDWWDFNDFHQWUHRIOHDUQLQJSURIHVVLQJKLVYDOXHV
7KDWVDLGWKHUH·VQRH[FXVHIRUYDQGDOLVLQJDQ\SXEOLFSURSHUW\IRUVRPH
WKLQJDVURXWLQHDVHOHFWLRQHHULQJ2QWKLVFRXQWERWKWKH%-3DQGWKH7ULQDPRRO
&RQJUHVVZKLFKKDVJURZQRXWRIDGHHSO\HQWUHQFKHGFRQIURQWDWLRQDOSROLWLFV
LQ%HQJDODUHJXLOW\RIFURVVLQJWKHOLQH,QDGHPRFUDF\DOONLQGVRIYRLFHVKDYH
DULJKWWRSUHVHQWWKHLUDUJXPHQWZLWKRXWJRLQJWRH[WUHPHVRISRVWXULQJ%-3
SUHVLGHQW$PLW6KDKZKRVHURDGVKRZZDVDOOHJHGO\VSRLOWDQGYLROHQFHSUR
YRNHGE\VORJDQHHULQJ7ULQDPRRO&RQJUHVVDFWLYLVWVPXVWUHDOLVHWKDWGLVVHQWHUV
DUHDOZD\VWKHUHLQDSXEOLFUDOO\DQGDVHQWLPHQWFDQQRWEHPDQXIDFWXUHG+DYHQ·W
ZHKHDUGVKRXWVRI´0RGL0RGLµDWPDQ\UDOOLHVDGGUHVVHGE\&RQJUHVVDQG
2SSRVLWLRQOHDGHUVZLWKRXWGHVFHQGLQJLQWRFKDRV":K\VLQJOHRXW%HQJDOWKHQ"
$QGWRDVVLJQWKHEODPHWRWKHUXOLQJ7ULQDPRROLWVHOIVD\LQJLWKLUHGJRRQVLV
SUHSRVWHURXVWRVD\WKHOHDVW(YHQWKH7ULQDPRRO·VDUFKULYDOWKH/HIWGLGQ·W
EX\LQWRWKLVDUJXPHQWDQGODPEDVWHGWKH%-3)LQDOO\&ROOHJH6WUHHWLVQRWMXVW
DVKULQHWRHGXFDWLRQLWLVWKHHIIORUHVFHQFHRIDFXOWXUDOPRYHPHQW&ROOHJH6TXDUH
KDVSURYLGHGDSODWIRUPIRUHYHU\VFKRRORIWKRXJKWHYHUVLQFHLWGHYHORSHGDV
DKDOORZHGFHQWUHRIOHDUQLQJZLWKDFOXVWHURI%HQJDO·VPRVWSUHVWLJLRXVFRO
OHJHVDQGXQLYHUVLWLHV,WWRRNRIIZLWKWKH<RXQJ%HQJDOPRYHPHQWXQGHU+HQU\
'HUR]LRDIUHHWKLQNLQJUDGLFDOLVPWKDWODLGWKHWHPSODWHRIWKH%HQJDO5HQDLVVDQFH
0DQ\RI,QGLD·VLFRQVZKRVHOHJDFLHVDOOSDUWLHVORYHWRDSSURSULDWH³6ZDPL
9LYHNDQDQGDDQG6XEKDV&KDQGUD%RVHLQSDUWLFXODU³ZHUHVKDSHGKHUH,W
ZDVWKHXQDFNQRZOHGJHGIRUXPIRUGLVVHQWDQGDQWLHVWDEOLVKPHQWWKRXJKWIURP
ZKLFKWKH/HIWPRYHPHQWWRRNRII2IFRXUVHWKH/HIWGLGWU\WRGDPDJHWKHVSLU
LWRI&ROOHJH6TXDUHE\XQLRQLVLQJDQGLQGRFWULQDWLQJWKHHQWLUHERG\RIVWXGHQWV
DWWKHVHLQVWLWXWLRQV7KH7ULQDPRROLQKHULWHGWKLVKHDYLO\SROLWLFLVHGOHJDF\DQG
WULHGWRSRDFKRQWKHDXWRQRP\RIWKRXJKWWRREXWQHYHUZHQWRYHUERDUG,WGLG
VWRSUDOOLHVDW&ROOHJH6TXDUHVD\LQJLWKXUWVWXGHQWV·VFKHGXOHZKLOHFULWLFVVDZ
LWDVDZD\RIPX]]OLQJGLVVHQW6WLOOLWDOORZHGDVLOHQWSURWHVWPRYHPHQWDJDLQVW
WKLVGHFODUDWLRQDQGUHHOHGLQLWVDGYHQWXULVP%XWWKHLJQRUDQWZLOODOZD\VEH
EOLVVIXOO\XQDZDUHDQGFRQVLGHUDQHGXFDWHGPLQGLWVELJJHVWHQHP\
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,QGLDKDVERXJKWVRPHWLPHRQYROXPHRILPSRUWV
IURP,UDQEXWLVFDXJKWEHWZHHQLWDQGWKH86

,

UDQ·V)RUHLJQ0LQLVWHU0RKDPPDG-DYDG
=DULI PD\ KDYH ORRNHG IRU VRPH PLGGOH
JURXQGRQ,QGLD·VRLOSXUFKDVHVIURPKLV
FRXQWU\GHVSLWH86VDQFWLRQVEXWZHDUHLQ
QRSRVLWLRQWRFRPPLW$OWKRXJK([WHUQDO$IIDLUV
0LQLVWHU6XVKPD6ZDUDMFRQYHQLHQWO\ERXJKW
VRPHWLPHVD\LQJDGHFLVLRQZRXOGEHWDNHQ
E\WKHQHZJRYHUQPHQWIDFWLVWKHRLOFULVLV
LVVWDULQJDWXV$QGZHDUH\HWWRGUDZXSD
VWUDWHJ\WRFRXQWHUWKH7UXPSDGPLQLVWUDWLRQ·V
GHFLVLRQWRFDQFHOZDLYHUVIURP,UDQVDQFWLRQV
WRFRXQWULHVGRLQJEXVLQHVVZLWKLW*LYHQWKH
YROXPHRIWUDGHQRWRQHEXWDPXOWLSURQJHGVROXWLRQLVWKHQHHGRIWKHKRXU
,QGLDLPSRUWVRYHUWKUHHTXDUWHUVRIWKHRLOLWFRQVXPHVPXFKRILWIURP,UDQ
HYHQDIWHUGHFUHDVLQJLWVLPSRUWVIURPWKDWFRXQWU\,QGLDZDVWKHVHFRQGELJJHVW
EX\HURI,UDQLDQFUXGHRLODIWHU&KLQD:KLFKLVZK\=DULIE\UHLWHUDWLQJWKDW,QGLD
ZDVDNH\VWUDWHJLFSDUWQHUIRUKLVFRXQWU\KRSHGWKDWZHZRXOGJLYHDFRP
PLWPHQWRQFRQWLQXLQJWRVRXUFHDWOHDVWDVPDOOSDUWRIRXURLOLPSRUWV:HPD\
QRWKDYHFRPPLWWHGWR]HURLPSRUWEXWWKHIDFWLVZHKDYHWRIDFWRUWKHZRUVW
SRVVLELOLW\FRQVLGHULQJHYHQPDUJLQDOEXVLQHVVFRXOGEULQJRXUEDQNLQJLQVXU
DQFHDQGVKLSSLQJVHFWRUVXQGHUVDQFWLRQ%HVLGHV,QGLDZRXOGKDYHWRGHPRQ
VWUDEO\KXPRXUWKH86LQUHWXUQIRULWVVWUDWHJLFVXSSRUWGXULQJWKH%DODNRWDLUVWULNHV
DQGWKH81OLVWLQJRI0DVRRG$]KDUDVDJOREDOWHUURULVW7KH86LVDOUHDG\FRU
QHULQJXVRQWUDGHWDULIIVWKRXJKQRWDVEOXGJHRQLQJO\DVLWGRHVZLWK&KLQD
.HHSLQJERWKVLGHVKDSS\ZKLOHJHWWLQJDSUDFWLFDEOHGHDOLVDWRXJKVHOO
:RUNDURXQGVOLNHWKHRQHPDQ\(XURSHDQQDWLRQVKDYHSURSRVHGRIDEDUWHU
DUUDQJHPHQWWKDWGRHVQ·WLQYROYHGROODUSD\PHQWVRUPDNLQJSD\PHQWLQUXSHHV
YLDHVFURZDFFRXQWVDUHRQWKHWDEOH7KH86PHDQZKLOHKDVXSSHGWKHDQWH
VD\LQJLWFDQ·WHQVXUHWKHVDOHRILWVRLOWR,QGLDDWFKHDSHUUDWHVDVWKHFRPPRG
LW\LVFRQWUROOHGE\SULYDWHFRPSDQLHV7KLVZLOOKDYHDFDVFDGLQJHIIHFWRQWKH
RLOELOODV,UDQZDVJLYLQJXVDGLVFRXQW$QGWKRXJKWKH86KDVDVVXUHGWKDWLW
LVZRUNLQJZLWKFRXQWULHVOLNH6DXGL$UDELDDQG8QLWHG$UDE(PLUDWHV 8$( DV
DOWHUQDWHVXSSO\VRXUFHVIRUDIIHFWHGFRXQWULHVWKHUHLVQRJXDUDQWHHWKDWWKRVH
GHDOVZLOOFRPHZLWKWKHVDPHEHQHILWV2IFRXUVHERWK6DXGL$UDELDDQG8$(
KDYHZDUPHGXSWR,QGLDVLJQLILFDQWO\QRZDQGFRXOGDFFRPPRGDWHVRPHRI
RXULQWHUHVWV+RZHYHUIROORZLQJWKHDWWDFNVRQ6DXGLRLOFDUULHUVDQGWKH86
LPSO\LQJ7HKUDQ·VKDQGLQWKHPDFRQIURQWDWLRQDOVFHQDULRLVUDSLGO\EXLOGLQJXS
LQWKH0LGGOH(DVWZKLFKFRXOGLPSDFWSULFHV6HFXULQJWLHVZLWK,UDQYLVDYLV
WKH86LVDGHOLFDWHLVVXHWKRXJK,QGLDKDVZDONHGWKDWSDWKDOUHDG\PDQDJLQJ
WRJHWWKH&KDEDKDUSRUWSURMHFWRXWVLGHWKHSXUYLHZRIVDQFWLRQV%XWQRZLW
QHHGVWRIRUNRXWDVROXWLRQZKHUHLWGRHVQ·WORRNOLNHJLYLQJLQWRWKH$PHULFDQV
RUDOLHQDWLQJIULHQGO\,UDQLDQV7KDWWLJKWURSHZDONLVDQXQHQYLDEOHWDVNEXWRQH
WKDWZLOOWHVWRXUQHZOHDGHUVKLS

'

:LGHQMXGLFLDODFFHVV
5^acWTR^dac_a^RTbbTbc^QT\^aT\TP]X]VUd[TUUTRcXeTP]SRaTSXQ[TcWTXSTP^U
bTccX]Vd_Q^cWaTVX^]P[P]SUd]RcX^]P[1T]RWTb\dbcQTTg_[^aTS
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he Congress, in its manifesto for
the 2019 general elections, proposed the setting up of a
National Court of Appeals
(NCA), which would act as an
intermediary body between the Supreme
Court and the various High Courts in the
country to hear routine appeals in civil and
criminal matters from the latter. The
NCA, as proposed by the Congress, will
sit in multiple Benches of three judges each
in six locations. Further, the party also proposed to move a Constitutional amendment to restrict the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court to only those cases that
involve interpretation of the Constitution
and adjudication of cases of national
importance. This article aims to interpret
the legal matrix surrounding the Congress’
proposal of the NCA.
The setting up of a National Court of
Appeal will require an amendment to
Article 130 of the Constitution of India,
which would, in fact, be tantamount to
tampering with the basic Constitutional
framework of the Supreme Court. Such an
amendment would also divest the apex
court of its extraordinary powers with
regard to hearing appeals. The same was
also stated by the Ministry of Law and
Justice while rejecting the aforementioned
request way back in 2014. As such, the
issue of whether or not such a court should
be established shall remain outside the
purview of this article. Nevertheless, the
Congress’ manifesto has opened up the
larger issue of whether or not decentralising the Supreme Court is
Constitutionally feasible and practically
desirable.
In 1950, when the Supreme Court
came into being, it consisted of the Chief
Justice and seven judges. It worked for four
hours a day, 28 days a year. Today, with
tremendous growth in population and
increase in demand, the top court has a
sanctioned strength of 31 judges but pendency of cases has increased from 690 in
1950 to a staggering 61,300 cases as of
March 2015. This has made it one of the
most overburdened Constitutional courts
in the world.
This situation may be attributed in no
small part to the Supreme Court itself as
it deviated from its primary function of
adjudicating cases of Constitutional significance and, thus, converted itself into a regular court of appeals. The apex court was
never intended to be a regular court of
appeal and the extraordinary jurisdiction
for granting special leave was conferred
upon it so that it could interfere whenever it felt that the law had not been enunciated properly by the High Courts or
lower judiciary and where it was necessary
to correct the position of the law.
This conversion had a cataclysmic
impact on the justice delivery system,
owing to excessive backlog of cases.

T

Frequent adjournments due
to the geographical concentration of the Supreme Court in
the capital city has only added
to the pre-existing backlog of
cases.
Pendency apart, the Law
Commission, in its 229th
report, also pointed out the
logistical difficulties poor litigants have to face while travelling all the way to Delhi to
appear for their respective
cases. Further, litigants regularly request their advocates in
the High Courts to appear in
the Supreme Court, resulting
in multiplication of costs in
terms of hotel and travel
expenses. To quote the Law
Commission’s report, “...huge
amount is spent on travel;
bringing one’s own lawyer,
who has handled the matter in
the High Court, adds to the
cost; adjournment becomes
prohibitive, costs get multiplied...”
Article 130 of the
Constitution of India states,
“The Supreme Court shall sit
in Delhi or in such other place
or places as the Chief Justice of
India may, with the approval of
the President, from time to
time, appoint.”
A bare reading of the
aforementioned article will
make it clear that the Supreme
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Court can sit not only in Delhi
but also in any other place.
Moreover, this view was also
endorsed by Justice PN
Bhagwati in a 1986 judgement. The Law Commission
itself had stated, “If Article 130
is liberally interpreted, no
Constitutional amendment
may be required for setting up
Cassation Benches in four
regions and a Constitution
Bench at Delhi. Action by the
Chief Justice of India with the
President’s approval may be
enough. It may also be noted
that under Article 130, the
Chief Justice of India acts as a
persona designata and is not
required to consult any other
authority/person. Only presidential approval is necessary.
However, in case this liberal
interpretation of Article 130 is
not feasible, suitable legislation/Constitutional amendment may be enacted to do the
needful.”
Thus, the Constitutional
scheme of things provides for
the setting up of Benches on
both a geographical and functional basis. Moreover, a literal interpretation of Article 130
makes it clear that no
Constitutional amendment
would be required in order to
set up such Benches. As such,
setting up regional benches of
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the Supreme Court, which
may deal with appeals with a
Constitutional Bench in Delhi,
is the best way forward.
Many legal experts feel
that the setting up of regional
Benches will dilute the apex
court’s Constitutional superiority. However, decentralisation — being both functional
and structural in nature —
with only one Bench in Delhi
dealing with Constitutional
matters must put to rest all
such concerns.
Thus, the setting up of
regional benches will in no way
dilute the finality or superiority of the apex court’s decisions.
The Supreme Court of India
has been a robust institution,
which remains unparalleled
in the service that it has rendered to the nation. The
founding fathers of the
Constitution never envisaged
the Supreme Court to be geographically concentrated in
Delhi. With the rising number
of cases and practical difficulties being faced by poor litigants, it is about time that the
idea of setting up both regional and functional Benches be
explored in right earnest.
(The writer is serving as
law clerk-cum-research assistant at the Supreme Court of
India)
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Sir — This refers to the article,
“The intolerance of Time” by
Sandhya Jain (May 14). As long
as one can remember, the
Western media, particularly
British and American, has always
been biased towards India.
Earlier, they had the Kashmir
issue to present our country in
poor light. However, with changing times, it was hoped that the
Western media would have
looked at Modi’s performance
objectively but some leading
magazines like The Economist of
London and the Time of New
York have not lagged behind in
picking holes.
M Ratan
Via email

@bU`QbUV_b^UhdWQ]U
Sir — This refers to the report,
“Mumbai pulls IPL off in
cliffhanger” (May 13). Frankly
speaking, the annual summer
tamasha got a thrilling end as the
12th edition of the Indian
Premier League concluded with
a last-ball finish. Mumbai Indians
(MI) defeated Chennai Super
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4Qb[S\_eTcX_fUb_fUbQYbcdbY[Uc
^X]TSQhcWTD]XcTSBcPcTb=PehfPhQPRZX] (#
A030A ¯ P] PRa^]h\ U^a °aPSX^ STcTRcX^] P]S
aP]VX]V±¯dbTbaPSX^fPeTbc^STcTRcaP]VTP]V[T
^a eT[^RXch ^U ^QYTRcb ?aX\T <X]XbcTa =PaT]SaP <^SX
aTRT]c[hR[PX\TScWPcWTWPSU^aRTScWT0Xa5^aRTR^\
\P]STabc^aTeXbXccWTXaP__aTWT]bX^]bPQ^dccWTWTPeh
aPX]P]SSPaZR[^dSbWP\_TaX]VcWTPXabcaXZTQhPSeP]R
X]VcWTXSTPcWPccWTeTahaPX]R[^dSbR^d[SQTdbTSPb
PR^eTaPVPX]bcSTcTRcX^]7TfPbbTT\X]V[hR^]eX]RTS
PQ^dccWTX]WTaT]c°bcTP[cW±UTPcdaT^UcWTR[^dSbcWPc
R^d[SSTU[TRc^aPQb^aQbXV]P[bUa^\A030A
8cbTT\bcWT8]SXP]0Xa5^aRTfWXRWXbP[[bTcc^U[h
cWT\^STa]APUP[TYTcbbW^ac[hPVaTTSc^WXbbdVVTb
cX^]aTPSX[h¯STb_XcTcWTQPSfTPcWTaP]SeXbXQX[Xch¯
P]ScWTUPRc^abcWPcR^d[SWPeTPRcdP[[hWT[_TSXcaTVXb
cTabdRRTbbUPSTSX]c^cWTQPRZVa^d]S8]cTaTbcX]V[hcWT
SP\PVTRPdbTSUa^\cWTPXabcaXZTbbcX[[aT\PX]bP\hb
cTah0RR^aSX]Vc^cWT2^]bcXcdcX^]cWT?aTbXST]cXbcWT
bd_aT\TR^\\P]STa^UcWTPa\TSU^aRTb1^\QX]VP
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Kings (CSK) by just one run in
the final. Twenty20 cricket defies
analysis, but one thing is clear —
it’s the bowlers who seem to play
a decisive role in a team’s success.
The brevity of a Twenty20 game
enables even the semi-retired,
injury-struck, ageing players to
compete with players at the peak
of their game. Due to the fickleness of Twenty20 cricket, losses
don’t wound the players’ hearts.

dramas, musicals and comedies
made her a top star in the 1950s
and 60s. Day will be best remembered as one of the world’s most
loved and honoured women, who
was a true voice of the voiceless.
She championed of the cause of
animal welfare vigorously.
Ramesh G Jethwnai
Bangalore

5^TdbQTUcdQ^T_VV
cPaVTcSTT_X]bXSTP]T]T\hcTaaXc^ahR^d[S]³cWPeTWP_
_T]TS fXcW^dc WXb Z]^f[TSVT P]S P__a^eP[ 8c Xb
d]R[TPaXUcWT?aTbXST]cWPSQTT]QaXTUTSPST`dPcT[hPQ^dc
cWTaXbZ^UU[hX]VcWa^dVWcWTSPaZaPX]R[^dSbP]SXUWT
Z]TfPQ^dccWT_^bbXQX[Xch^U_^^aeXbXQX[XchPUUTRcX]VcWT
^_TaPcX^]P]ScWTR[X\PRcTaXRbdVVTbcX^]b^UcWT?aX\T
<X]XbcTa
7PaXSPbP]APYP]
:^iWXZ^ST

That’s why players from winning
and losing teams are able to
laugh and chat happily with each
other after a game.
Much more serious cricket
will be upon us soon — the 50over World Cup begins on May
30. National teams will be in
action and passion, hurt and
anger will be more authentic.
J Akshay
Bengaluru

D_gUbY^W`Ubc_^Q\Ydi
Sir — With the news of passing
away of actor and singer Doris
Day, Hollywood has lost a talented, generous and kind soul,
whose films made her one of the
biggest stars of all time. Day was
a multi-faceted personality. She
was famous as a honey-voiced
singer and an actor, whose film

Sir — The trade war between the
US and China has been escalating and will only bring the
world economy down. The end
result will be that neither of the
players will stand to gain and the
world will be staring at another
recession. US’ new-found love
for protectionism is a direct
blow to others. Redefining trade
relations, bilateral and multilateral, among nations should take
place with an effective overseeing body. Streaks of unilateralism and protectionism must be
discouraged in the larger interest of the world economy.
Shivansh
Via email
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

P]P[hbXb
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63UHVLGHQW'RQDOG7UXPSLVZHOONQRZQIRUKLVGHVLUH
WR FXW $PHULFDQ PLOLWDU\ FRPPLWPHQWV RYHUVHDV
,QGHHGLWLVRQHRIKLVPRVWDWWUDFWLYHFKDUDFWHULVWLFV
%XWKLVDWWHQWLRQVSDQLVVKRUWKHSOD\VDORWRIJROIDQGKH
GRHVQRWKDYHWKHNQDFNIRUFKRRVLQJJRRGDGYLVRUV+LVPDLQ
GRPHVWLFDGYLVRUVRQWKH0LGGOH(DVWDUH9LFH3UHVLGHQW0LNH
3HQFH 6HFUHWDU\ RI 6WDWH 0LNH 3RPSHR DQG 1DWLRQDO
6HFXULW\$GYLVRU-RKQ%ROWRQ³DOOKDZNVRQ,UDQ+LVFORV
HVWDOOLHVLQWKHUHJLRQLWVHOIDUH,VUDHOL3ULPH0LQLVWHU%LQ\DPLQ
1HWDQ\DKXDQG6DXGL&URZQ3ULQFH0XKDPPDGELQ6DOPDQ
ERWKRIZKRPFDQZUDSKLPDURXQGWKHLUOLWWOHILQJHUV$QG
WKH\ERWKZDQWWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVWRDWWDFN,UDQIRUWKHP
7UXPSGRHVQ·WZDQWDZDUZLWK,UDQ+HKDVDQH[WUDVWUHQJWK
YHUVLRQRIWKHXVXDO:DVKLQJWRQREVHVVLRQZLWK,UDQDVLUUD
WLRQDODQGLQHUDGLFDEOHDVWKHSDUDOOHOREVHVVLRQZLWK&XED³
WKH86ZLOOIRUJLYHDQGIRUJHWDQ\WKLQJH[FHSWKXPLOLDWLRQ³
EXWKHLPDJLQHV,UDQFDQEHEXOOLHGDQGEOXIIHGLQWRVXEPLV
VLRQ+LV¶DGYLVRUV·DUHQRWWKDWQDLYH7KLVLVQRWWRVD\WKDW
3HQFH3RPSHRRUHYHQ%ROWRQSUHIHUVZDUWRDQ\RWKHURXW
FRPHRIWKHFXUUHQWFRQIURQWDWLRQ7KH\ZRXOGUDWKHUVHHWKH
VDQFWLRQVWKH\KDYHLPSRVHGRQ,UDQZKLFKDUHVWUDQJOLQJWKH
HFRQRP\DQGFDXVLQJJUHDWKDUGVKLSOHDGWRDSRSXODUXSULV
LQJDQGUHJLPHFKDQJH)DWFKDQFH
,W·VWKHHYHUSRSXODUPRUDOPLVWDNH:HZRXOGQHYHU\LHOG
WRVXFKEODFNPDLOEHFDXVHRXUFDXVHLVMXVWDQGRXUZLOOLVVWURQJ
7KH\ZLOOFUXPEOHEHIRUHWKHVDPHWKUHDWVEHFDXVHWKH\DUH
ZHDNDQGWKH\PXVWVHFUHWO\NQRZWKH\DUHLQWKHZURQJ%XW
LIWKH,UDQLDQVSHUYHUVHO\UHIXVHWRRYHUWKURZWKHLU*RYHUQPHQW
WKHQ33 %ZRXOGDFFHSWZDUDVWKHQH[WEHVWRXWFRPH%ROWRQ
PLJKWDFWXDOO\ZHOFRPHLWDQGPD\DOUHDG\EHLQYROYHGLQPDQLS
XODWLQJWKHLQWHOOLJHQFHWRMXVWLI\VXFKDZDULQWKHVDPHZD\
KHGLGLQWKHUXQXSWRWKHLQYDVLRQRI,UDTLQ +HFDOOHG
DUDWKHUSHFXOLDUHDUO\PRUQLQJPHHWLQJDW&,$KHDGTXDUWHUV
ODVWZHHN
8QIRUWXQDWHO\EXWXQVXUSULVLQJO\VRPHSOD\HUVLQ,UDQQRZ
DSSHDUWREHSXVKLQJEDFNDJDLQVW$PHULFDQSUHVVXUH7KH\
DUH SUREDEO\ KDUGOLQHUV DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKH QRWVROR\DO
2SSRVLWLRQ WR 3UHVLGHQW +DVVDQ 5RXKDQL·V ´PRGHUDWHµ
*RYHUQPHQW PRGHUDWHLQWKHVHQVHWKDWKHGRHVQ·WZDQWQXNHV
DQGGRHVZDQWWUDGHZLWKWKH:HVW DQGWKH\PD\MXVWKDYH
JLYHQWKH$PHULFDQZDUKDZNVVRPHWKLQJWRZRUNZLWK,ISXVK
FDPH WR VKRYH ,UDQ·V RQH DYDLODEOH FRXQWHUZHLJKW WR RYHU
ZKHOPLQJ86PLOLWDU\VWUHQJWKZRXOGEHWRWKUHDWHQWKHWDQNHU
WUDIILFWKDWFDUULHVSHUFHQWRIWKHZRUOG·VFUXGHRLODQG/1*
RXWRIWKH*XOI7KH¶FKRNHSRLQW·LVWKH6WUDLWRI+RUPX]EHWZHHQ
,UDQ·VVRXWKFRDVWDQGWKH8QLWHG$UDE(PLUDWHVZKHUHWKHQDY
LJDWLRQFKDQQHOVQDUURZWRWKUHHQDXWLFDOPLOHVZLGHLQHDFK
GLUHFWLRQ
/DVWZHHNWKHUHZDVD¶VDERWDJHDWWDFN·RQIRXUPHUFKDQW
VKLSVDWDQFKRURIIWKH8$(SRUWRI)XMDLUDKMXVWRXWVLGHWKH6WUDLW
RI+RUPX]ZKHUHWDQNHUVRIWHQZDLWWREHUHIXHOOHG7ZRDWOHDVW
ZHUH6DXGLWDQNHUV6RPHWKLQJKROHGDOOIRXUVKLSVDWWKHZDWHU
OLQHDQGWKHLQVWDQWVXVSLFLRQZDVWKDWVRPH,UDQLDQJURXSLV
UHPLQGLQJHYHU\ERG\WKDW,UDQFDQFORVHGRZQWKH6WUDLWLILWLV
DWWDFNHG2UDWOHDVWWKDWLWFRXOGGRHQRXJKGDPDJHWRGULYH
LQVXUDQFHUDWHVRQFDUJRHVWUDQVLWLQJWKH6WUDLWLQWRWKHVWUDWRV
SKHUH%XWLWPLJKWQRWEHDQ,UDQLDQJURXSDWDOO,WFRXOGEHDQ
$PHULFDQRU,VUDHOLRU6DXGLLQWHOOLJHQFHRSHUDWLRQVHHNLQJWRFUH
DWHDSUHWH[WIRUD86DWWDFNRQ,UDQ OLNHWKH¶*XOIRI7RQNLQLQFL
GHQW·FUHDWHGDSUHWH[WIRUWKH86WRVWDUWERPELQJ1RUWK9LHWQDP
LQ <RXKDYHWRNHHSDQRSHQPLQGRQWKHVHWKLQJVXQOHVV
\RXEHOLHYHWKDWLQWHOOLJHQFHDJHQFLHVQHYHUOLH
$WDQ\UDWHDQDFWXDOZDUDJDLQVW,UDQQRZVHHPVPXFK
FORVHUWKDQLWGLGODVWZHHN7KHORQJSODQQHGWUDQVIHURIDQRWK
HU$PHULFDQDLUFUDIWFDUULHULQWRWKH*XOILVQRZEHLQJUHIUDPHG
DVDQHPHUJHQF\UHVSRQVHWRDQHZ EXWXQVSHFLILHG ,UDQLDQ
WKUHDW%ERPEHUVWKDWFRXOGHDVLO\UHDFK,UDQIURPWKHLUFXU
UHQWEDVHVDUHEHLQJRVWHQWDWLRXVO\IORZQLQWRWKH*XOI3RPSHR
PDNHVDQXQVFKHGXOHGIRXUKRXUYLVLWWR,UDT
,IWKH86GRHVDWWDFNQRERG\ZLOOKHOS,UDQHYHQWKRXJK
HYHU\RWKHUVLJQDWRU\WRWKHQRQXNHVWUHDW\WKDW7UXPSWUDVKHG
NQRZV DQGVD\V WKDW,UDQKDVFRPSOLHGZLWKLWVWHUPV$QG
WKH86ZRXOGRQO\ERPE,UDQQRWLQYDGHLWRQWKHJURXQGVR
WKHRQO\SHRSOHZKRJRWKXUWLQWKHLQLWLDOURXQGZRXOGEH,UDQLDQV
%XWWKHQLWZRXOGVSUHDG0LQHVLQWKH6WUDLWRI+RUPX]PLV
VLOHDWWDFNVRQ,VUDHOE\+H]EROODKPD\EHDQXSULVLQJE\WKH
6KLDPLQRULW\LQ6DXGL$UDELD/RWVRIGHDWKDQGGHVWUXFWLRQ
DQGQRSRVVLELOLW\RIDKDSS\RXWFRPH,UHDOO\GRQ·WWKLQNWKLV
LVZKDW7UXPSZDQWV0D\EHVRPHERG\VKRXOGWHOOKLP
7KH ZULWHU·V QHZ ERRN LV *URZLQJ 3DLQV 7KH )XWXUH RI
'HPRFUDF\DQG:RUN
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very summer, which coincides with the
‘Durbar’ move, it almost becomes a routine
affair for elements inimical to the return of
normalcy and peace in Kashmir to set the Valley
on fire. Continued conflicts and the disturbed
law and order situation suit vested interests for
whom militancy has become a necessity so that
they can enjoy power as well as extract financial
benefits, status and perks from emerging situations. Excuse or “trigger”, as referred in the parlance of security forces, is what allows them to
set the Valley in turmoil and, thus, gives them a
green signal for the commencement of
hartal/bandh politics, intifada-style agitations,
anti-India sloganeering and separatist politics.
The media, too, gets attracted and Kashmir
hogs the limelight as prime-time debates are held
over this issue. Not sensitive to the adverse effect
such portrayal of Kashmir can have on the livelihood of the locals — who eagerly wait for the
onset of this season to make good as this is a
favourable tourist season — the fourth estate, too,
willy-nilly contributes to the deepening of
resentment in the Valley. The entire ecosystem
gets affected with a few benefitting out of this situation even as a vast majority of the people suffer silently.
The summer of 2019 has been no different.
Fortunately, parliamentary elections were conducted peacefully except for the targetted killing
of one senior political leader and a sarpanch, who
belonged to the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), a
couple of days before the polling for final phase
of the Anantnag parliamentary constituency. The
successful conduct of the elections has rattled the
divisive forces to such an extent that they
appeared disheartened and demoralised. The
relentless pressure put by the security forces, particularly post-Pulwama, has broken the backbone
of a Pakistan-sponsored proxy war with the top
leadership of both the Jaish-e-Mohammad
(JeM) and Lakshar-e-Tayyeba (LeT) virtually
made extinct. More than 50 terrorists have been
killed since February this year.
Hizbul Mujahideen (HM), though having the
largest cadre, suffers from lack of leadership, arms
and ammunition supply, training and motivation.
The strict action taken by the Government
against terror funding has stopped the free flow
of foreign funds, thus leading to a cash crunch.
Hence, the outfit has been on the back foot since
long and has mainly involved itself in providing
logistics and local knowledge support to foreign
or foreign-affiliated groups.
Under such circumstances, the story of the
horrific rape of a three-year-old girl in Bandipora
area went viral and proved to be a boon for antinational forces active in Kashmir. While everybody condemned the heinous act and demanded quick justice, the police acted promptly by
arresting the culprit. Inimical elements saw in it
a ray of hope for the trigger they were looking
for this summer. Initially, the principal of the
school, where the culprit studied, gave him an age
certificate, declaring him a juvenile for reasons
best known to him. A medical exam by the police,
however, proved that he was an adult. Then the
entire episode was given a sectarian touch by leaking out information that the victim child was a
Shia. Protest marches were taken out, which raised
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tempers and brought the Valley on an
edge of sectarian clashes.
Surprisingly, mainstream leaders in
Kashmir and several civil society groups
have remained ambivalent to the situation. Nobody visited the victim’s house.
There were no candle marches as were
witnessed during the infamous Rasana
case of January 2018, which was used
by the same elements to defame the
Dogras of Jammu and create a communal rift between the local Dogras and
Gujjars, who enjoyed centuries of bonhomie and co-existence.
As all this was happening, another rape case was reported in the Valley.
It happened on the evening of May 12
in Ganderbal. This incident triggered
further outrage. Something familiar
happened then and it bore resemblance
to the spontaneous violence that erupted after the killing of Burhan Wani,
though not to that extent or scale but
the modus operandi appeared familiar.
The students assumed control of the
protests and they appeared in large
numbers on the streets, pelting stones
and targetting security forces as well as
the local police.
Interestingly, neither the security
personnel nor the policemen were in
any way involved in the horrendous
crimes. Such organised stone-pelting
had diminished to quite an extent after
the imposition of Governor’s rule in the
State. This week saw violent clashes.
Over 50 people, including 47 security
personnel, were injured in the clashes
that broke out on the SrinagarBaramulla highway. A large number of
vehicles were also damaged and the
highway was kept blocked for hours
together. Every effort was made by the

protesters to provoke the security
forces to retaliate with force. Some hidden hand was guiding them to do that.
Having failed in their design to
achieve the desired result, the protesters shifted their focus to the capital
town of Srinagar, the seat of power, with
hopes that the security forces will
brook no nonsense here. Protesters
clashed with the security forces outside
all major schools and colleges, including the University of Kashmir. The
focus was lost from providing justice to
the rape victim to somehow provoking
the security forces to open fire in retaliation. The security forces so far have
not obliged them.
The attempt of the inimical forces
to turn the table by using the rape cases
as an excuse to create a trigger seems
to be failing this time but the security forces have to remain alive to their
design. Credit also goes to the local
police, which successfully apprehended both the culprits without losing
much time and forming Special
Investigation Teams to enquire into the
episodes.
Former Chief Minister Mehbooba
Mufti tried to add fuel to fire by suggesting that the accused should be
stoned to death. She wanted to create
a controversy that might also provide
an opportunity to set the Valley on fire.
But fortunately for Kashmir, she failed
in her attempt as nobody took her seriously and treated her tweet as yet another desperate attempt to remain politically relevant in the vast canvas of
Kashmiri politics.
The attempt of the inimical forces
may have ebbed temporarily but they
will not give up so easily. Pakistan will

try all the tricks to ensure that not only
Kashmir remains on the boil but the arc
of insurgency spreads south of Pir
Panjal. Some events in the recent past
do not augur well for the emerging security scenario in Kashmir. Pakistan has
succeeded in getting loans from the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) that
will help it to bolster its failing economy. But the strict conditions imposed by
IMF and the Financial Action Task Force
will force Pakistan to not be seen as an
executor of cross-border terrorism.
Nevertheless, it will also not let the
investments made by it to keep Kashmir
as a dispute with India go waste so easily. Pakistan will try to keep the militancy alive in Kashmir to project it as a
home-grown resistance movement.
The recent meeting organised by
the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI)
between the Islamic State and HM indicates the change in the modus operandi. IS supremo Al-Baghdadi has also
shown renewed interest in India and
Ghajwa-i-Hind. IS has also claimed that
it has set up new branch ‘Wilayah of
Hind’ (India Province) after the multiple attacks in Sri Lanka with the help
of a local affiliate. The presence of ISJK
in Kashmir, which police claims to have
totally wiped out, is a worrying development and will have to be carefully
monitored.
Thus, the search for trigger by antinational elements will continue. It
remains to be seen when and who provides the trigger. The security forces
cannot afford to lower their guard. Or
on scenting out the unusual.
(The writer is a Jammu-based political commentator, columnist and strategic analyst)
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he issue of air pollution has
always been visualised in the
classical sense with an obvious reference made to industrial
and vehicular pollution. But of
late, the subject of aerosol pollution
has been garnering quite a lot of
attention. While most air quality
bulletins revolve around usual suspects such as particulate matter and
other air-borne pollutants, the subject of aerosol build-up has managed to stay out of attention of
weather as well as environmental
experts.
In fact, recently, air pollution
monitoring stations were able to
study and observe the dust storm
that hit Delhi, which resulted in a

T

severe dip in air quality levels. But
aerosol build-up is neither being
studiously documented nor is the
subject being viewed as a significant
threat.
Mankind has made a significant
leap in atmospheric monitoring
and modelling and thankfully the
same has been able to detect the
growing problem of aerosol buildup in the atmosphere. Recent
images put out by the Copernicus
Atmospheric Monitoring Service
(CAMS) paint a very intriguing
story, which introduces us to the
emerging threat posed by aerosol
pollution. CAMS, which is operated by the European Commission,
puts out daily forecasts of aerosol
build-up across the globe. It is
important to understand that this
data is not directly observed satellite data, but re-analysis data — or
in other words simulated or modelled data.
The data provided by satellites
is spatially continuous but not temporally continuous. Moreover, failed
instruments or clouds obstructing
the view of the satellite affect the

accuracy of satellite observations.
Aerosol re-analysis helps eliminate these inconsistencies by generating a consistent, spatially and
temporally continuous dataset. Reanalysis takes into account past and
present satellite observations, meteorology and global emissions. This
service also puts out forecasts of
aerosol speciated products, including dust aerosol, sulfate aerosol, biomass-burning aerosol and sea-salt
aerosol. Again, these forecasts are
based on re-analysis data.
India still lags behind in developing this expertise to track and
analyse the aerosol data in its
atmosphere. Currently, there are
only 167 continuous monitoring
stations in our country and most of
them are located in the northern
part. This is one of the primary reasons for the lack of information on
this type of air pollution in other
parts of the country.
In the absence of ground-based
observations of particulate matter
(PM) concentrations, scientists have
often resorted to near-real time
satellite data to arrive at ground-

level particulate concentration from
satellite observed aerosol optical
depth (AOD).
Aerosol optical depth is a measure of aerosols like urban haze,
smoke particles, desert dust and sea
salt distributed within a
column of air from the earth’s surface to the top of the atmosphere.
Post application of empirical correction factors, a scaling factor is used
to convert the AOD to PM concentration.
Aerosol buildup over India is
now reaching concerning levels.
According to images retrieved from
CAMS, the aerosol database indicates significant build-up of aerosols
across the country, more so over the
national capital. While along the
northwestern part of the country
the depth of dust aerosol seems to
be significantly high, in the southeastern coast, the aerosol concentration seems to be primarily driven by sulfates.
While the correlation between
AOD and PM2.5 levels depends
upon background particulate concentration, meteorology-depth of

the boundary layer being most
important and local emission
strength, in most cases, high aerosol
optical depths correlate with high
particulate levels.
If one goes by the number of
real-time stations in the country,
continuous monitoring of pollution
is still in the nascent stage. In the
absence of real time data, taking
responsive pollution control measures becomes almost impossible.
Under such circumstances, harnessing satellite-derived air pollution data can be a game-changer.
Satellite derived air pollution data
has already found an application in
national-level health studies and
can potentially be used in local
assessments.
Sulfate aerosol levels in particular have been increasing rapidly.
For instance, images taken by the
CAMS showed sulfate aerosol maps.
A careful study of the same will
make it apparent that the States of
Odisha and Andhra Pradesh are
exposed to a cloud of sulfate
aerosol. Sulfate aerosols are a result
of chemical transformation of

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) — exceeding
levels of which are rarely reported.
Given that SO2 is toxic for
humans, exposure to sulfate
aerosols can also have harmful
human health implications. Given
this, it is crucial for India to start
developing state-of-the-art weather monitoring stations that are
specially equipped to deal with
aerosol pollution.
India must focus on using latest technology to control the
increasing problem of aerosol pollution. It is essential for policy planners and climate scientists to take
immediate action so that one is able
to control the problem while it is
still manageable.
The very first is to cover the
geographic extent of the country
and ensure that enough monitoring
stations are relaying sufficient and
credible data pertaining to the
presence of aerosol so that proper
planning and action are visualised
to effectively neutralise the growing
problem.
(The writer is an environmental
journalist)
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he Commerce Ministry
has extended the timeline
T
till May 31 for state trading
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ndependent directors of various IL&FS companies are
Iunder
the scanner of the corporate affairs ministry for
alleged lapses in carrying out
their duties as financial problems continued to brew at the
diversified group, according
to sources.
The crisis at IL&FS, which
is estimated to have a debt burden of over Rs 94,000 crore,
came to light last year after
some group companies default-

ed on debt repayments.
The sources said independent directors of various group
companies have under the
ministry’s lens, including individuals who are on the boards
of blue chip firms.
The role of auditors, credit rating agencies and some
former officials entities are
already being looked into by
the ministry, which had superseded the IL&FS board in
October 2018. The Serious
Fraud Investigation Office
(SFIO) is probing the matter.
The ministry is already
working on ways to further
strengthen the framework for

independent directors, who
have an important role in
ensuring good corporate governance practices at companies.
Earlier this month,
Corporate Affairs Secretary
Injeti Srinivas said IL&FS
group’s auditors have “many
questions to answer” prima
facie as they are supposed to act
as “gatekeepers” and detect
widespread irregularities, but it
would be premature to pass any
judgement at this stage.
“We are not expecting an
auditor to detect a needle in a
haystack, but if an elephant is
in a room they ought to find it.
That is the issue,” he had said.

enterprises (STEs) to submit
applications for the import of
feed-grade maize or corn.
The Directorate General of
Foreign Trade (DGFT), under
the ministry, in a notice said
that applications were invited
from STEs for importing feedgrade maize under the TRQ
(tariff rate quota) scheme at 15
per cent customs duty during
2019-20 fiscal year.
The imports were allowed
only for poultry firms on an
actual user basis. As STEs
were not able to submit applications till April, they have
sought an extension of the
timeline.
“The last date for filing
applications for import of feedgrade maize by the STEs is
extended till May 31 this year,”
it said.
In April, the directorate
permitted the import of feed
grade maize at a concessional
import duty of 15 per cent
with a view to meeting shortage of poultry feed in the
country.
Import of up to 1 lakh
tonne feed grade maize is
allowed on actual user condition.
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he National company Law
Appellate
Tribunal
T
(NCLAT) on Wednesday
admitted the intervention plea
filed by State-owned HUDCO
claiming dues of C195 crore
from Vikram Bakshi, the
estranged India partner of USbased McDonald’s.
A two-member bench
headed by Chairman Justice S
J Mukhopadhaya accepted the
intervention plea filed by the
House Urban Development
Corporation (HUDCO) and
suggested the parties to settle
the issue.

“HUDCO intervention is
accepted,” said the NCLAT.
The bench has listed the
matter on May 27 for next
hearing.
Fast
food
chain
McDonald’s has reached an
out-of-court settlement with
Bakshi, buying out Connaught
Plaza Restaurants Ltd, which
runs the restaurants chain of
US-based fast food major in
north and east India, from
their joint venture.
HUDCO has filed an intervention application before the
NCLAT, seeking its dues from
Bakshi, before the deal with
McDonald’s is over.
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ahindra Group Chairman
Anand
Mahindra
M
Wednesday said a wave of
Chinese investment in India
may be imminent in the wake
of intensifying trade war
between the US and China.
Commenting on reports
that US President Donald
Trump will meet his Chinese
counterpart Xi Jinping next
month, in a tweet Mahindra
said, “Even if they settle, a
Chinese firm with large exports
to the US would be wise to
hedge & invest in a subsidiary
in India & transfer its scale-

manufacturing skills.”
He further said, “Direct
exports would simply become
indirect. A wave of Chinese
investment in India may be
imminent...”
His comments come at a
time when the US-China trade
dispute escalated on Monday
when Beijing announced levies
duty on US products of $60 billion.
The Chinese move was in
retaliation to higher tariff by
Washington, which had last
week said it planned to impose
25 per cent levies on nearly
Chinese products of $200 billion.

Corporation (SAIC) took the
covers off its much anticipated
SUV, the MG Hector here
today. The Chinese carmaker
which has joint-ventures with
General
Motors
and
Volkswagen Group in the
Chinese market and is the
largest automobile manufacturer in China has been planning its India foray for years. It
is entering India with the old
British brand MG that it
acquired via another purchase
when MG-Rover closed operations in the United Kingdom.
However, the carmaker has
gone out of its way to highlight
the ‘British’ nature of their new
product, even hiring Sherlock
star Benedict Cumberbatch to
be the brand ambassador for
the brand in India.
The MG Hector whose
price is yet to be disclosed will
go on sale from next month
and the carmaker which took
over General Motors old plant
in Halol, Gujarat and is staffed
by several former General
Motors India hands, including
Rajeev Chaba, MG Motors
India President and Managing
Director. Chaba said that MG
India will start operations with
120 touchpoints across the
country and expects to have
over 190 touchpoints by the
end of 2019. The Hector, which
is named after the Trojan
prince in Classical Greek epic

the Iliad, will have both petrol
and diesel engine options with
150Ps and 170PS respectively
and will come with a six-speed
dual-clutch automatic transmission. It will also feature a 48
volt electrical system and an
onboard lithium-ion battery to
power start-stop technology
and engine boosting.
However, MG India
expects the internet connectivity of the car to be the
unique selling proposition of
the Hector. Advertising
‘Internet Inside’ on its boot lid,
the Hector comes with SAIC’s

‘i-Smart’ technology that
includes several voice-activated features, live traffic and
weather updates, streaming
services and others and according to Chaba, the Hector will
continually get ‘over the air’
updates throughout its life. He
also reiterated that the vehicle
is powered by Microsoft’s
Azure cloud system and all the
vehicular data collected will
reside in India, allaying fears
expressed by some whether
the data will be transmitted
back to China, although those
doubts were not completely

eliminated.
The Hector, which has
been extensively road tested in
India, and Chaba also highlighted the fact that the Hector
has also undergone months of
‘voice recognition’ training to
understand INdian accents. It
will be competing against the
likes of the Hyundai Tucson
and Volkswagen Tiguan. Chaba
was also fairly confident that
the Indian automotive industry
which has been sales decline
sharply over the past few
months will recover in the
post-election environment.
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hares of Jet Airways continued to fall for the third
Sstraight
session Wednesday,
dropping over 5 per cent,
after four senior executives,
including chief executive
Vinay Dube and his deputy
Amit Agarwal, quit the ailing
airline.
The scrip declined 4.18
per cent to close at C123.70 on
the BSE. During the day, it
tumbled 6.85 per cent to Rs
120.25 — its 52-week low.
On the NSE, shares
tanked 5.31 per cent to close
at C122.05.
In terms of traded volume, 18.18 lakh shares were
traded on the BSE and over
one crore shares changed
hands on the NSE during the
day.
Shares of Jet Airways had
on Tuesday plunged over 7
per cent and over 8 per cent
Monday.
In top level exodus at
grounded Jet Airways, four
senior executives have quit
the ailing airline.
Jet Airways stopped flying
from April 17 after it ran out
of cash.

“We wish to inform that
Vinay Dube, Chief Executive
Officer (CEO), has resigned
from services of the company with immediate effect due
to personal reasons,” Jet
Air ways said in a filing
Tuesday.
Agarwal quit with effect
from May 13 due to personal
reasons, as per another filing.
“...Kuldeep Sharma,
C ompany S ecretar y and
Compliance Officer, has
resigned from the services of
the company with immediate
effect,” Jet Airways said in a
separate filing on Tuesday.
Chief People Officer
Rahul Taneja told PTI that it
was a tough decision to leave
the airline.
Meanwhile, officials of
Darwin Platform Group of
Companies and SBI Caps
Wednesday held discussions
on the group’s unsolicited bid
for Jet Airways.
Darwin Platform Group,
which has investments across
various sectors including oil
and gas, hospitality and realty, among others, has offered
Rs 14,000 crore to acquire the
grounded airline, its CEO
Rahul Ganpule said.
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fficials of Darwin Platform
O
Group of Companies and
SBI Caps on Wednesday held
discussions on the Group’s
unsolicited bid for crisis-hit Jet
Airways.
Darwin Platform Group,
which has investments across
various sectors including oil
and gas, hospitality and realty,
among others has offered
C14,000 crore to acquire the
grounded airline, its CEO
Rahul Ganpule said.
The Group had participated in expression of interest
(EoI) and also submitted its
financial bid on May 8, he said.
“They (SBI Caps) had
called us. We wanted to understand the liability and assets of
Jet Airways,” Ganpule told
reporters after the meeting.
He said the Group had
done due diligence before submitting the financial bids but
wanted some more details
which were not publicly available.

Ganpule said there is limited information available
about the airline in Registrar of
Companies and other public
sources, and has requested SBI
Caps to provide more details
about the actual liability of the
airline.
“The solicited bidders have
been given access to the actual information but unsolicited
bidders do not have,” Ganpule
said adding that access to data
will only be given after a decision from consortium of
lenders.
He said the C14,000-crore
offer made by the Group is to
take over the entire liabilities of
the grounded airline.
Last week, the State Bank of
India-led consortium of lenders
to Jet Airways said it has
received bids from Etihad
Airways and from a few unsolicited parties to acquire stake
in the troubled airline.
The bids were examined by
the lenders on Monday and
they reportedly found Etihad’s
bid conditional.
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he National Stock
Exchange
(NSE)
Wednesday said it has
penalised 250 companies,
including two IL&FS group
firms and Jet Airways, for
non-compliance with various listing regulations for the
quarter ended March 31,
2019.
The total penalty imposed
on the non-compliant companies is little over C8.84
crore, according to NSE data.
The move is in accordance with markets regulator
Sebi’s circular that had put in

T

place a standard operating
procedure to check non-compliance with provisions of
(Listing
obligations
Disclosure Requirement)
Regulations, NSE said.
Fines have been levied in
the range of C1,000 to C4.5
lakh.
Penalty of C4.5 lakh has
been levied on 31 companies
that include Adani Ports and
Special Economic Zone,
Power Finance Corporation,
Bharat Electronics Ltd,
Hindustan C opper Ltd,
Bharat Heavy Electrical Ltd,
Oil India Ltd and Indian Oil
Corporation among others.
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iming at a ‘cash-lite’ society, the Reserve Bank of
A
India Wednesday released a
vision document for ensuring
a safe, secure, convenient, quick
and affordable e-payment system as it expects the number of
digital transactions to increase
more than four times to 8,707
crore in December 2021.
The ‘Payment and
Settlement Systems in India:
Vision 2019 - 2021’, with its
core theme of ‘Empowering
Exceptional (E)payment
Experience’, envisages to

achieve “a highly digital and
cash-lite society” through the
goal posts of competition, cost
effectiveness, convenience and
confidence (4Cs).
The RBI said the payment
systems landscape will continue to change with further innovation and entry of more players which is expected to ensure
optimal cost to the customers
and freer access to multiple
payment system options.
“The Reserve Bank of
India will implement the
approach outlined in this
Vision during the period 2019
- 2021,” it said.
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enchmark indices resumed
their downward trend on
Wednesday as investors took
money off the table amid global
trade jitters and election-related
uncertainty.
After gyrating over 500 points
intra-day, the BSE Sensex closed
203.65 points, or 0.55 per cent, lower
at 37,114.88. Similarly, the broader
NSE Nifty shed 65.05 points, or 0.58
per cent, to settle at 11,157.
Markets had snapped their
nine-session losing streak on
Tuesday. However, investors are still
skittish about expanding their
portfolio and every upmove is
being used as an opportunity to
book profits, experts said.
Yes Bank and Tata Motors
were the biggest losers in the
Sensex pack, slumping 8 per cent.
IndusInd Bank, Coal India,
Sun Pharma, PowerGrid, Bharti
Airtel, Axis Bank, Tata Steel, HUL,
Maruti, L&T, M&M, ICICI Bank,
HDFC and RIL too ended in the
red, shedding up to 3.66 per cent.
On the other hand, Bajaj
Finance was the top gainer, spurting 4.11 per cent, followed by
ITC, Kotak Bank, Infosys and

B

TCS, ending up to 1.05 per cent
higher.
“Investors continue to be
plagued by doubts surrounding
global growth and US-China trade
relations. Global market sentiments too remained subdued with
European stocks edging lower
amid US-China trade escalations.
“Brent crude continues to trade
above the USD 70-mark. Higher oil
prices could impact fiscal deficit
and may force the new government
to cut back infra spending,” said
Hemang Jani, head of advisory,
Sharekhan by BNP Paribas.
Sectorally, BSE metal, telecom,
utilities, power, auto and banking
indices lost up to 2.08 per cent
lower. Realty, FMCG and IT logged
modest gains.
In the broader markets, the
BSE mid-cap and small-cap indices
followed the benchmarks, falling
up to 0.67 per cent. Sustained foreign fund outflows too weighed on
investor sentiment.
Foreign institutional investors
net sold equities worth C2,011.85
crore on Tuesday, while domestic
institutional investors purchased
shares to the tune of C2,242.91
crore, provisional data available
with stock exchanges showed.
On the global front, markets
were mixed as softer comments
from US President Donald Trump
regarding the trade talks with
China were offset by weak Chinese
retail sales data. Bourses in China,
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LTP CHANGE
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Japan and Korea ended in the
green, while European stocks
opened on a weak note.
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Meanwhile, the Indian rupee
on Wednesday appreciated by 10
paise to close at 70.34 against the
US dollar, marking the second
straight session of gain driven by
easing crude prices, while the
Reserve Bank’s plan to conduct
open market operation also buoyed
investor sentiment.
The rupee opened strong at
70.32 and later rose to the day’s
high of 70.17 at the interbank forex
market. During the day the local
unit touched an intra-day low of
70.39 against the US dollar.
The domestic currency finally
settled at 70.34, higher by 10 paise
from the previous close. The rupee
on Tuesday had recovered 7 paise
to close at 70.44 to the US dollar.
Forex traders said the rupee
strengthened after the RBI
announced a plan to conduct the
open market operation. On the
other hand, heavy selling in domestic equities and foreign fund outflows restricted its gains.
The Dollar Index which gauges
the greenback’s strength against a
basket of six currencies, rose 0.04
per cent to 97.56.
Global oil benchmark Brent
crude was trading 0.66 per cent
lower at USD 70.77 per barrel.
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New Delhi (PTI): The government is planning
to divest up to 15 per cent stake in railway PSU RITES
through an offer for sale (OFS), which could fetch
around C700 crore to the exchequer. Railways consultancy firm RITES got listed on the bourse in July
2018 after it raised about C466 crore through an initial public offering (IPO), which got subscribed 67
times. The stock got listed at C190 on the bourses,
against the issue price of C185.
“The Government of India is considering to divest
15 per cent paid up equity share capital of RITES out
of its shareholding of 87.40 per cent in the domestic
market through OFS of shares by promoters through
stock exchanges,” the Department of Investment and
Public Asset Management (DIPAM) said.
The DIPAM also invited Expression of Interest
(EoI) from merchant bankers by June 6, to assist and
advise the government in the sale process. At the current market price, sale of 15 per cent stake in RITES
would fetch around C700 crore to the government.
The government has budgeted to raise C90,000
crore from CPSE disinvestment in current fiscal. It has
so far raised C2,350 crore from IPO of Rail Vikas
Nigam Ltd (RVNL) and sale of ‘enemy property’.
Enemy property refers to the assets left behind by people who migrated to Pakistan or China and are no
longer citizens of India.
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New Delhi (PTI): Greenlam Industries on
Wednesday said it has acquired Europe-based leading supplier of decorative surfaces Decolan SA for an
undisclosed amount. The acquisition is expected to
be completed in the first quarter of 2019-20 and will
further strengthen the company’s position in the
European market. “This strategic business deal
marks the first European acquisition by Greenlam and
will allow Greenlam to serve the European market
with greater business efficiency,” Greenlam Industries
MD and CEO Saurabh Mittal said in a statement.
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ata group on Wednesday
announced the transfer of
T
its branded food business from
Tata Chemicals Ltd to Tata
Global Beverages Ltd in an all
shares deal that will create an
over C9,000 crore giant.
Tata Global Beverages Ltd
(TGBL) will buy the business of
selling edible salt, spices, and
lentils and give shares in return
to Tata Chemicals Ltd (TCL).
TGBL will rename itself
after the deal as Tata Consumer
Products Ltd.
The Boards of Directors of
TGBL and TCL, at their respective meetings on Wednesday,
approved the de-merger of the
consumer products business of
TCL into TGBL, the company
said in a statement.
Each shareholder of TCL
will get 1.14 new equity shares
of TFBL for every one equity
share held.
The proposed transaction
will create a focused consumer
products company with a combined turnover of C9,099 crore
and an EBIDTA of C1,154
crore.
“The combination of the
two consumer-focused businesses will benefit both sets of
shareholders who will be able
to participate in a larger business poised to grow their share

of the foods and beverages
market with a broader exposure to the attractive and fast
growing FMCG sector,” the
statement said.
TGBL sells tea under Tetley
and Tata Tea brands as also coffee under Eight O’Clock brand
and bottled water. TCL, the
world’s third-largest producer
of soda ash, will focus on its
core chemicals business after
this deal.
The statement said TCL
shareholders will retain their
ownership of a focused scienceled chemistry solutions and
specialty products company
with a leading portfolio of
products in basic and specialty chemicals and strong cash
flows to support future growth.
The transaction is subject to
necessary statutory and regulatory approvals including those
of National Company Law
Tribunal, stock exchanges, SEBI,
and respective shareholders.
Commenting on the
announcement,
N
Chandrasekaran, Chairman,
Tata Sons, said: “Tata
Consumer Products consolidates our current presence in
food and beverages in the fastgrowing consumer sector.
Through this combination, we
have created a strong growth
platform to meet the growing
aspirations of Indian con-

sumers.”
TGBL Managing Director
and CEO Ajoy Misra said the
transaction is consistent with
the strategy to deepen the
firm’s India presence and transform into a brooder FMCG
player.
“Existing TGBL shareholders will benefit significantly as
the consumer products business
increases our exposure to high
growth product categories and
provides a strong platform to
seize new opportunities in this
sector. We will also continue to
nurture and grow our global
brands,” he said.
R Mukundan, Managing
Director and CEO, TCL said:
“This combination provides
significant benefits to our
shareholders by unlocking the
value of our consumer products business. In line with its
strategy to be a leading sciencebased solutions company, Tata
Chemicals will aggressively
grow its specialty chemistry
business in the areas of agroscience, nutrition science,
material science and energy
storage science.
“In addition, the basic
chemistry business of Tata
Chemicals will be the global
partner of choice for soda ash,
salt and bicarbonate to leading
brands of food, pharma, detergents and glass.”
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81.90
166.20
1608.55
46.20
1394.25
1325.90
103.50
82.10
40.75
757.05
1235.35
610.65
549.85
155.30
60.65
118.20
331.00
220.05
2288.90
216.80
1568.15
20010.00
306.85
97.45
155.85
525.95
575.40
116.25
709.80
107.70
190.85
246.20
97.50
531.45
80.10
376.80
419.10
358.85
38.70
1671.00
317.85
360.00
1158.85
970.70
1087.00
826.65
268.50
161.60
80.85
110.30
789.55
110.60
821.10
7465.30
1451.90
556.00
42.50
47.80
267.45
260.20
1330.05
121.00
90.30
627.10
1312.10
1610.00
132.30
2496.40
124.30

PEL
WESTLIFE
VENKYS
HDFCLIFE
BANDHANBNK
CANBK
MERCK
SOUTHBANK
NCC
NESTLEIND
ABCAPITAL
GNFC
ORIENTBANK
NBCC
LICHSGFIN
DABUR
PHILIPCARB
M&MFIN
LTI
INDIACEM
COALINDIA

IRB
HEXAWARE
BHARATFIN
PFC
AMBUJACEM
CEATLTD
TATAGLOBAL
HCLTECH
SRTRANSFIN
TATAPOWER
HFCL
IDBI
TATAELXSI
GRUH
TATACHEM
RECLTD
PERSISTENT*
AVANTI
INDIANB
CGPOWER
BRITANNIA
GAIL
RADICO
DEEPAKNI
APOLLOTYRE
SUNTECK
SYNDIBANK
ULTRACEMCO
JAICORPLTD
JISLJALEQS
KTKBANK
RAYMOND
ANDHRABANK
ONGC
GRASIM
EXIDEIND
MINDTREE
BEL
SPARC
LINDEINDIA
HSCL
PETRONET
AARTIIND
CARBORUNIV
SIEMENS
GLENMARK
EQUITAS
AMARAJABAT
FSL
AJANTPHARM
ENGINERSIN
RBLBANK
JUBILANT
POWERGRID
ICICIPRULI
DBL
ADANIGREEN
PTC
IDFC
EMAMILTD
VIPIND
VOLTAS
DRREDDY
SUNTV

2160.00 2169.00
348.00 357.50
1672.00 1672.00
393.45 394.70
542.85 556.50
251.00 251.00
4078.90 4150.00
14.00
14.00
93.90
94.20
10386.15 10501.95
95.00
96.25
284.00 287.20
94.40
94.40
54.70
54.70
488.00 492.70
369.00 370.00
131.20 133.80
374.35 378.70
1712.00 1765.50
96.90
96.90
242.30 242.30

113.50
350.45
880.95
107.25
212.95
994.10
203.00
1079.80
1018.10
63.00
21.60
36.45
843.00
292.50
574.30
135.90
616.50
334.65
231.00
37.50
2703.00
343.30
335.20
277.55
179.00
442.15
34.30
4430.00
101.40
49.45
114.65
791.80
24.90
164.05
840.25
208.70
975.50
88.05
149.05
542.00
98.40
233.60
1578.75
353.85
1095.00
605.05
126.75
637.60
52.15
1064.60
106.45
652.00
605.90
182.90
339.20
480.55
38.35
68.05
37.50
361.00
427.10
571.55
2804.10
548.00

116.25
357.85
886.25
108.25
213.70
1010.95
204.75
1086.00
1036.90
63.70
21.90
36.50
864.50
301.75
578.20
136.30
616.50
343.65
237.50
37.50
2705.50
349.00
343.05
290.00
182.80
458.50
34.55
4430.00
102.65
50.80
114.65
806.00
25.25
164.95
844.75
208.70
982.00
89.80
150.95
549.40
106.75
237.60
1589.85
370.70
1103.00
613.35
130.05
637.80
52.40
1091.60
109.50
661.00
617.00
184.40
346.35
489.00
39.80
69.00
37.80
389.00
431.80
571.55
2851.85
549.50

2124.75
341.60
1571.00
387.00
542.85
239.00
4070.05
13.10
89.75
10225.10
92.35
282.00
89.10
51.65
474.00
359.85
125.50
372.30
1712.00
92.25
233.85

2136.80
348.00
1586.05
388.00
551.95
242.40
4123.00
13.20
90.25
10314.00
93.10
283.00
90.10
51.80
474.00
362.90
127.50
375.00
1753.70
92.70
235.60

110.05
348.20
849.95
106.30
208.70
954.00
197.60
1063.35
1012.80
61.00
20.90
34.30
831.10
292.30
555.15
133.15
607.00
330.35
229.35
35.25
2661.00
330.90
335.20
277.55
175.50
434.85
32.75
4329.95
98.05
48.40
111.00
775.00
24.05
161.85
812.00
205.00
971.95
88.05
143.00
535.30
98.00
231.50
1550.10
353.85
1068.65
587.15
126.00
610.30
50.55
1037.60
104.00
646.00
601.95
177.75
336.50
471.15
37.10
67.25
35.90
361.00
421.00
557.30
2797.20
524.05

111.60
350.50
852.65
107.20
209.60
960.00
198.50
1065.40
1020.00
61.35
21.00
34.45
847.80
297.15
557.00
135.20
608.65
335.35
230.00
35.50
2683.10
332.20
338.40
282.85
177.10
448.20
32.95
4335.00
98.80
48.85
111.60
777.35
24.25
162.60
815.90
205.45
975.45
88.70
143.55
540.75
104.35
232.85
1556.75
358.10
1072.40
587.30
126.80
619.10
50.90
1045.15
104.05
646.70
606.35
178.80
338.65
475.50
37.60
67.95
36.05
389.00
421.15
561.30
2824.90
530.00

MCX
CASTROLIND
GODREJIND
CENTURYTEX
BIRLACORPN
OIL
JSLHISAR
KAJARIACER
OBEROIRLTY
J&KBANK
FRETAIL
BAJAJ-AUTO
RALLIS
BALKRISIND
PAGEIND
MANPASAND
TVSMOTOR
ACC
PARAGMILK
HAVELLS
HINDCOPPER
IGL
BERGEPAINT
NOCIL
BHARATFORG
MARICO
SWANENERGY
TIMETECHNO
TAKE
PVR
RCOM
IPCALAB
GSFC
OMAXE
MUTHOOTFIN
ALBK
TRIDENT
WELSPUNIND
GODREJAGRO
MFSL
APOLLOHOSP
CANFINHOME
SUVEN
SHANKARA
TTKPRESTIG
TEJASNET
INFRATEL
JINDALSAW
RELAXO
ENDURANCE
SADBHAV
CHOLAFIN
TORNTPHARM
KEI
CROMPTON
COLPAL
CHENNPETRO
TV18BRDCST
IOB
RCF
CONCOR
GUJALKALI
KEC
BLISSGVS
ATUL
TORNTPOWER
GDL
AUBANK
HIMATSEIDE
ADANITRANS
JMFINANCIL
UCOBANK
JYOTHYLAB
HINDZINC
MGL
HERITGFOOD
LAKSHVILAS
REPCOHOME
RNAM
MEGH
ITI
INDHOTEL
GUJGAS
FCONSUMER
GODREJCP
RAJESHEXPO
NIITTECH
UBL
MINDACORP
JAMNAAUTO
KANSAINER
CYIENT
GMRINFRA
EVEREADY
COCHINSHIP
CUMMINSIND
TATACOFFEE
JKTYRE
ZENSARTECH
EIDPARRY
VBL
VINATIORGA
MHRIL
TRENT
CCL
REDINGTON
ITDCEM
DEEPAKFERT
HUDCO

835.00 835.25
143.25 144.80
456.00 456.00
908.75 915.85
564.45 574.00
175.75 179.00
77.60
80.00
584.85 595.70
510.35 531.50
53.35
55.40
424.45 434.85
2941.65 2944.20
146.70 146.70
826.00 826.00
21579.00 21600.00
107.20 107.20
471.55 471.55
1575.20 1580.50
243.00 245.45
723.40 728.50
41.50
42.30
303.20 305.00
295.00 301.35
118.85 119.65
458.65 465.00
354.05 357.70
99.30 100.40
75.90
81.95
142.00 146.45
1735.00 1746.25
2.04
2.04
924.55 959.00
92.55
92.85
205.50 205.50
572.50 575.60
42.80
43.60
64.35
64.95
52.30
54.00
478.00 480.40
406.20 406.20
1151.10 1160.40
317.40 317.40
255.90 258.40
500.00 508.00
7323.00 7560.55
188.00 193.20
268.10 271.70
76.85
76.85
834.00 834.00
1179.75 1183.70
209.00 228.05
1261.00 1302.95
1653.10 1656.65
376.05 388.00
220.15 222.80
1122.00 1126.95
218.25 221.70
28.50
28.55
12.73
12.75
55.40
55.75
472.30 481.00
519.60 527.80
279.70 281.40
161.50 163.60
3605.00 3734.40
242.00 247.30
132.00 136.50
645.70 654.60
191.05 193.25
209.10 214.60
81.75
82.35
17.50
17.70
150.90 151.50
256.45 258.00
862.00 868.95
430.00 483.05
74.00
74.45
403.10 408.50
191.45 196.40
61.20
62.00
82.00
82.60
143.50 144.30
161.45 162.90
39.70
40.95
646.90 649.30
678.00 682.25
1252.00 1266.75
1385.00 1385.00
125.00 125.00
51.00
52.00
403.30 407.20
560.05 563.00
15.80
15.90
77.80
78.85
359.90 360.00
701.25 710.00
83.20
87.80
82.50
83.65
242.30 248.85
181.05 186.15
890.00 912.00
1739.00 1816.50
212.45 213.00
377.60 377.60
259.00 262.30
90.45
91.90
114.00 114.95
127.60 130.55
38.15
38.95

807.00
140.70
442.25
888.50
561.50
174.80
75.50
583.15
510.35
53.35
422.85
2905.00
139.10
790.90
21246.75
99.85
461.65
1546.00
238.80
718.15
40.40
298.50
294.55
116.50
452.50
351.60
99.05
75.85
140.20
1707.05
2.04
915.00
90.60
204.10
568.50
42.40
61.30
51.40
468.55
396.00
1148.00
304.75
251.15
474.85
7228.10
188.00
262.05
73.60
770.10
1157.80
209.00
1261.00
1618.15
376.05
212.35
1112.50
208.00
27.00
11.91
54.05
468.80
506.80
272.30
159.20
3605.00
242.00
130.70
644.15
185.30
209.10
78.50
16.90
145.00
251.05
843.00
428.00
70.20
397.65
191.45
60.00
79.15
141.65
158.00
38.50
639.00
672.50
1252.00
1342.35
112.50
50.00
395.00
555.05
15.30
75.00
354.50
694.00
83.20
81.00
242.30
176.10
888.35
1739.00
204.45
359.00
253.00
88.50
108.20
124.00
37.85

809.25
140.75
446.15
892.00
571.00
175.30
76.40
589.20
527.05
54.15
432.95
2908.25
141.65
795.80
21350.00
100.00
463.10
1546.00
241.90
724.85
40.55
300.50
295.50
116.95
455.00
355.00
99.50
81.15
141.30
1711.25
2.04
922.00
91.60
204.55
571.30
43.10
62.10
53.50
470.00
398.70
1155.10
304.75
251.20
482.10
7299.90
189.15
262.50
73.85
785.00
1172.00
221.00
1282.00
1632.70
383.95
212.35
1121.10
209.00
27.15
11.98
54.25
477.90
510.35
276.50
160.45
3722.10
245.00
136.00
654.00
186.75
209.15
81.80
17.15
148.00
253.65
843.00
444.00
71.05
399.10
193.95
60.10
79.30
142.40
160.60
38.80
643.85
681.95
1257.80
1349.70
118.15
50.00
399.60
559.20
15.40
75.00
358.50
700.00
85.15
81.35
245.10
178.75
904.00
1805.10
207.45
360.00
255.55
90.90
108.20
124.00
38.05

NHPC
22.10
22.45
IFCI
9.19
9.25
MAHABANK
15.30
15.45
CHAMBLFERT
141.10 141.65
PNCINFRA
151.95 157.75
NILKAMAL
1200.00 1200.00
GHCL
238.90 243.40
BDL
267.70 270.95
TATACOMM
547.05 554.90
INTELLECT
223.40 226.00
PIIND
1039.00 1060.00
MONSANTO
2412.10 2433.00
ALKEM
1708.25 1725.05
CENTRALBK
27.80
28.60
GESHIP
249.00 250.00
LUXIND
1159.00 1166.65
OFSS
3425.50 3429.30
GICRE
229.10 230.00
NATCOPHARM*
534.00 537.25
WABCOINDIA
6210.00 6274.30
FDC
169.90 169.90
TATAMETALI
600.25 602.50
PRSMJOHNSN
86.05
88.50
SYNGENE
590.45 593.25
BBTC
1159.05 1183.90
BASF
1220.75 1226.00
HAL
630.90 648.00
AIAENG
1730.00 1730.00
NAUKRI
1900.05 1947.70
HSIL
266.30 266.30
GSPL
174.70 177.40
MAHINDCIE
225.55 225.55
INDOSTAR
347.50 355.00
RAMCOCEM
739.50 747.60
MRPL
63.05
63.50
DBCORP
185.55 188.05
GODFRYPHLP
1029.40 1031.40
ABB
1375.20 1382.05
MOIL
144.65 146.45
LTTS
1684.00 1703.40
KRBL
334.95 339.00
MPHASIS
961.40 970.85
NIACL
167.00 174.20
GREAVESCOT
138.10 138.10
GICHSGFIN
237.90 240.90
JSL
35.05
36.20
TVTODAY
287.50 288.55
THOMASCOOK
238.10 238.10
JSWENERGY
67.25
67.80
SYMPHONY
1259.40 1259.40
SCI
31.05
31.90
NAVINFLUOR
677.40 677.40
ALLCARGO
102.30 105.00
IBULISL
252.20 254.50
ISEC
210.00 217.95
BAJAJELEC
540.95 542.50
CENTURYPLY
165.95 167.50
SUDARSCHEM
312.65 314.30
ASTERDM
131.75 131.75
APLLTD
526.95 533.70
PFIZER
2970.00 3030.00
BAJAJHLDNG
3106.00 3165.00
VGUARD
202.05 208.95
ORIENTCEM
102.90 104.15
ASTRAZEN
2180.00 2277.00
MMTC
24.20
24.50
GREENPLY
144.20 152.50
SHARDACROP
362.70 362.70
SUPREMEIND
956.00 975.50
KNRCON
236.85 238.55
QUESS
666.00 666.10
CERA
2851.95 2860.00
SOBHA
447.00 456.05
UFLEX
221.70 222.80
PGHH
10485.00 10699.50
BOSCHLTD
16999.95 17085.30
WABAG
263.80 265.30
NLCINDIA
65.25
65.30
SUNDRMFAST
515.25 515.75
BALMLAWRIE
165.85 167.50
KSCL
451.70 451.75
LALPATHLAB
1005.00 1016.10
FINCABLES
421.25 444.00
GRINDWELL
583.95 598.50
CENTRUM
29.25
29.70
BLUESTARCO
751.85 755.00
JKLAKSHMI
343.35 343.65
MAHLOG
448.25 459.55
CRISIL
1400.00 1400.00
ISGEC
500.05 509.95
SCHNEIDER
93.40
94.70
GPPL
85.90
87.95
NAVKARCORP
28.40
29.20
GSKCONS
7120.00 7146.15
CARERATING
932.00 945.00
WHIRLPOOL
1388.35 1389.20
TIMKEN
525.90 539.05
SHK
144.20 145.15
EIHOTEL
169.50 177.15
MINDAIND
339.45 343.90
SHILPAMED
378.00 383.45
GUJFLUORO
929.90 940.00
COFFEEDAY
246.55 246.95
BAYERCROP
4069.45 4095.00
HEIDELBERG
177.00 178.50
GLAXO
1276.00 1280.00
SONATSOFTW
340.25 340.25
INOXWIND
61.90
61.90
GET&D
234.10 242.00

22.10
8.95
14.35
138.00
150.60
1130.00
238.50
255.05
545.00
223.00
1031.30
2352.25
1693.35
27.50
243.00
1115.60
3390.20
227.60
526.00
6160.00
161.45
576.10
83.55
586.00
1151.10
1184.00
629.05
1662.00
1871.55
259.00
174.00
220.00
341.85
725.40
62.60
183.25
1014.35
1357.90
142.00
1680.00
324.15
954.75
162.50
135.60
235.20
33.95
281.40
233.05
66.70
1180.00
31.00
653.05
101.00
243.00
205.00
530.00
162.10
308.00
126.00
515.95
2948.75
3083.00
202.05
99.35
2180.00
23.80
141.00
338.00
956.00
228.15
645.30
2836.05
443.95
215.20
10400.00
16834.45
257.40
63.90
505.00
163.80
433.05
1003.40
420.20
575.80
28.15
743.05
335.65
445.10
1380.00
500.05
90.40
85.15
28.20
7037.55
925.00
1352.40
524.40
143.00
169.50
334.00
372.50
918.00
241.50
4037.10
175.30
1268.00
335.00
56.75
234.00

22.30
9.10
14.80
139.25
153.95
1134.30
240.20
255.05
545.00
224.70
1060.00
2378.50
1713.00
27.70
243.00
1116.50
3409.05
229.85
528.50
6160.00
164.75
576.25
84.10
589.70
1151.20
1184.00
636.95
1664.05
1891.30
259.10
175.00
220.65
355.00
737.00
62.95
184.25
1018.95
1379.00
142.75
1687.90
324.15
959.00
166.30
136.00
237.45
34.35
283.10
233.30
66.80
1182.00
31.25
667.00
103.95
247.00
209.40
531.90
162.70
312.30
126.05
529.00
2975.45
3165.00
205.95
99.35
2251.80
23.90
147.50
356.00
967.00
231.05
651.00
2860.00
448.00
216.55
10599.95
16974.60
259.50
64.15
505.00
164.05
433.20
1014.00
438.00
593.95
29.00
748.00
335.75
451.00
1380.55
502.10
90.65
87.95
28.50
7080.00
933.00
1360.00
537.00
145.00
174.75
335.65
372.55
918.00
246.95
4088.35
175.40
1276.20
335.00
57.55
238.60

LEMONTREE
THERMAX
GULFOILLUB
SREINFRA
MRF
LAURUSLABS
IEX
FORTIS
ECLERX
APARINDS
SCHAEFFLER
SHREECEM
ASHOKA
THYROCARE
BAJAJCON
NBVENTURES
ADVENZYMES
CUB
GMDCLTD
SJVN
LAXMIMACH
SIS
TNPL
JBCHEPHARM
GEPIL
COROMANDEL
MAHSCOOTER
MAXINDIA
IFBIND
UNITEDBNK
PRESTIGE
FORBESCO
ITDC
MOTILALOFS
VMART
FINOLEXIND
HATSUN
SOMANYCERA
ZYDUSWELL
NETWORK18
SUPPETRO
AKZOINDIA
TIINDIA
MAHLIFE
ASTRAL
KIOCL
BLUEDART
CORPBANK
SFL
STARCEMENT
GILLETTE
ESSELPRO
SHRIRAMCIT
KALPATPOWR
ABBOTINDIA
3MINDIA
AEGISLOG
FLFL
MAGMA
JAGRAN
KPRMILL
RATNAMANI
JKCEMENT
ELGIEQUIP
NAVNETEDUL
NESCO
TATAINVEST

72.45
970.00
831.85
23.80
53250.30
376.85
156.65
129.15
956.00
632.15
4850.00
19121.60
118.15
451.85
329.90
88.65
172.85
196.30
73.00
24.05
5390.00
851.55
182.50
323.00
894.20
406.65
3850.90
70.65
822.35
10.99
245.60
2053.00
239.75
691.45
2380.00
443.50
710.00
372.00
1297.00
28.20
200.00
1626.00
371.60
367.15
1145.00
122.00
2982.30
25.55
1235.00
107.55
6851.25
133.00
1457.75
459.95
7255.45
23790.00
197.35
458.70
126.55
108.65
594.75
848.00
851.15
264.50
108.00
479.75
852.10

72.45
970.00
849.00
23.85
53750.00
380.00
156.65
130.25
971.10
644.90
4902.10
19195.05
118.60
453.70
334.80
89.50
172.85
196.90
73.95
24.05
5433.00
898.15
185.75
334.50
908.20
408.40
3890.00
70.65
826.70
10.99
246.90
2090.00
242.80
691.55
2454.65
450.80
725.00
372.00
1319.35
28.80
203.20
1639.95
376.20
370.50
1170.00
125.15
3004.30
26.20
1245.00
109.50
6939.00
133.00
1464.65
460.00
7300.95
23790.00
200.00
458.70
127.55
108.75
594.75
856.00
852.35
264.50
108.50
479.75
854.95

70.65
946.95
814.00
22.50
53250.30
369.00
154.80
127.75
946.05
631.00
4768.10
18870.65
114.35
440.00
328.00
87.90
169.00
195.10
72.00
23.80
5229.00
851.55
181.20
321.00
886.50
401.25
3768.05
67.50
796.00
10.64
242.65
1980.85
232.90
683.45
2380.00
440.20
710.00
361.75
1297.00
28.00
200.00
1603.25
368.45
364.05
1145.00
118.00
2940.00
25.30
1214.35
107.05
6837.65
131.00
1440.00
458.00
7200.00
22857.50
197.35
440.00
126.10
106.00
589.80
831.70
846.35
261.10
106.00
467.00
847.05

71.75
948.80
825.55
22.80
53489.00
369.00
155.10
127.75
955.00
643.00
4804.05
18980.00
114.35
440.00
331.50
89.05
169.05
195.80
73.95
23.85
5406.30
885.35
181.55
329.80
886.50
403.55
3839.95
69.00
826.70
10.65
242.65
1980.85
234.50
683.50
2380.00
443.00
724.95
362.00
1307.25
28.00
202.00
1603.30
370.20
364.05
1167.10
118.10
2942.90
25.60
1241.05
108.00
6900.00
132.00
1440.00
458.50
7200.00
23080.00
198.55
440.00
126.10
106.05
590.00
840.00
850.00
263.95
107.05
467.00
849.95

SKFINDIA
PHOENIXLTD
APLAPOLLO
TVSSRICHAK
SANOFI
JCHAC
ERIS
NH
SUPRAJIT
CAPPL
SOLARINDS
CHOLAHLDNG
GAYAPROJ
ASAHIINDIA
LAOPALA
HONAUT
SUNCLAYLTD
VTL
TRITURBINE
TEAMLEASE
SHOPERSTOP
DHANUKA
GALAXYSURF

1800.00 1800.45
594.45 604.70
1455.15 1458.10
2049.00 2049.00
5428.50 5450.05
1757.75 1757.75
615.30 623.55
190.00 193.25
201.00 203.00
330.00 331.45
1079.00 1084.00
512.00 512.00
151.00 154.00
213.75 214.00
195.25 199.95
24247.10 24247.10
2510.00 2510.00
1097.05 1099.40
105.55 105.75
2866.10 2872.85
460.95 461.00
363.30 363.30
1011.85 1011.85

1786.05
587.50
1421.40
2001.05
5410.15
1707.25
614.90
184.10
198.50
324.25
1073.15
506.20
148.05
210.00
193.15
23650.00
2450.60
1090.00
101.85
2845.00
451.65
360.00
992.00

1786.05
600.00
1421.40
2048.65
5412.05
1708.10
617.90
185.70
202.00
324.50
1075.35
510.00
154.00
211.00
199.95
24000.00
2492.00
1090.00
103.20
2845.00
451.65
360.00
992.00
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ran’s Supreme Leader issued
a veiled threat in the same
speech in which he stated that
“no one is seeking war,” saying
it wouldn’t be difficult for the
Islamic Republic to enrich uranium to weapons-grade levels
amid rising tensions with the
US, state media reported
Wednesday.
Ayatollah Sayyid Ali
Husseini Khamenei’s comments
late Tuesday came after Yemen’s
Houthi rebels launched a coordinated drone attack on a critical oil pipeline in Saudi Arabia.
A satellite image obtained by
The Associated Press shows one
of the two pumping stations
attacked by the drones apparently intact.
The drone assault is just the
latest incident in the Mideast to
shake global energy markets, as
authorities allege oil tankers
anchored off the coast of the
United Arab Emirates were
targeted by sabotage.
Benchmark Brent crude prices
remained around $71 a barrel
in early trading Wednesday.
Meanwhile, the US is
deploying an aircraft carrier
strike group and B-52 bombers
into the region in response to
a still-unspecified threat from
Iran, further ramping up tensions a year after President
Donald Trump withdrew
America from Tehran’s nuclear
deal with world powers.
Speaking Tuesday night in
Tehran at an iftar, the traditional dinner Muslims have
when breaking their daylong
fast during the holy month of
Ramadan, Khamenei’s reported comments first focused on
him downplaying the chances
of a wider conflict in the
Mideast with America.
He reportedly told senior
officials that his country won’t
negotiate with the United
States, calling such talks “poison.” But he also said, “Neither
we, nor them is seeking war.
They know that it is not to their
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benefit.” In Wednesday’s edition, the state-run IRAN newspaper carried his comments on
the nuclear program, his first
since Iran announced it would
begin backing away from the
accord itself.
Tehran is threatening to
resume higher enrichment in
60 days if no new nuclear deal
is in place, beyond the 3.67 per
cent permitted by the current
deal between Tehran and world
powers.
Iranian officials have said
that they could reach 20%
enrichment within four days.
Though Iran maintains its
nuclear program is for peaceful purposes, scientists say the
time needed to reach the 90 per
cent threshold for weaponsgrade uranium is halved once
uranium is enriched to around
20 per cent.
“Achieving 20 per cent
enrichment is the most difficult
part,” Khamenei said, according to the newspaper. “The next
steps are easier than this step.”
It was a telling remark from the
supreme leader. Iran is not
known to have enriched
beyond 20 per cent previously
and it’s unclear how far Tehran
is willing to go in this process.
Khamene spoke just after

Yemen’s Houthi rebels, who are
at war with Saudi Arabia and
are believed by the West to
receive weapons from
Iran, said earlier Tuesday
that they launched seven
drones targeting vital Saudi
installations. That included
two pumping stations along its
critical East-West Pipeline,
which can carry nearly 5 million barrels of crude a day to
the Red Sea.
Saudi Aramco, the government-controlled oil company, said that as a precaution,
it temporarily shut down the
pipeline and contained a fire,
which caused minor damage to
one pumping station. It added
that Saudi Aramco’s oil and gas
supplies were not affected.
An image from San
Francisco-based Planet Labs
Inc. That the AP examined on
Wednesday shows Saudi
Aramco’s Pumping Station No.
8 outside of the town of alDuadmi, 330 kilometers west of
the kingdom’s capital, Riyadh.
The photo, taken Tuesday
after the attack, shows two
black marks near where the
East-West Pipeline passes by
the facility. Those marks
weren’t there in images taken
Monday. The facility other-
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Moscow: The Kremlin on Wednesday expressed concern that
tensions over Iran keep escalating despite assurances from US
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo during a visit to Russia that
Washington was not seeking war.
“So far we notice the continued escalation of tensions around
this subject,” Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said, a day after
Pompeo met with President Vladimir Putin.
“We are saddened to see the decisions taken by the Iranian
side,” Peskov said, while arguing that Washington has been provoking Iran.
Speaking in the Black Sea resort city of Sochi on Tuesday,
Pompeo assured Russia that his country did not want war with
Iran, despite a spike in tensions that has seen the Pentagon dispatch nuclear-capable bombers to the region. But Peskov
sought to play down those statements.
“There were no assurances from Pompeo,” Putin’s spokesman
told reporters. “And one can hardly talk about some sort of assurances. There is an obvious situation which unfortunately tends
to escalate further.”
Washington last year pulled out of a nuclear deal backed by
Europe, Russia and China, which curbed Iran’s nuclear ambitions
in return for sanctions relief.
AFP
wise appeared intact, corroborating in part Saudi Arabia’s
earlier comments.
Details around alleged acts
of sabotage to four oil tankers,
including two belonging to
Saudi Arabia, off the coast of
the UAE’s port of Fujairah

remain unclear. Satellite images
obtained Tuesday by the AP
from Colorado-based Maxar
Technologies showed no visible damage to the vessels, and
Gulf officials have refused to
say who they suspected was
responsible.
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he US on Wednesday
ri Lanka’s police reimposed
ordered all non-emergency Snight curfews in vulnerable
T
staff to leave its embassy in areas on Wednesday and
Baghdad and consulate in
Arbil, ramping up alarm over
an alleged Iran threat even as
allies appeared less than convinced.
A senior Democratic senator demanded President
Donald Trump’s administration
brief Congress on the Iran
threat, warning that the US legislature has not approved military action against Tehran.
And Moscow expressed
concerns that both Washington
and Tehran were dangerously
stoking tensions, as the
Pentagon ramped up its forces
in the Gulf with B-52 bombers,
Patriot missiles and an aircraft
carrier task force.
The embassy evacuation
came 10 days after Trump’s
national security advisor John
Bolton announced the military
deployment in response to
intelligence on an unspecified
“imminent” plot by Iran to
attack US forces or allies.
The State Department
warned Wednesday of numerous “terrorist and insurgent
groups” active in the country,
including “anti-US sectarian
militias” who could “threaten
US citizens and Western companies throughout Iraq.”
The warning did not mention Iran specifically, but “antiUS sectarian militias” points to
Iran-backed groups.
A State Department
spokesman told AFP the departure of non-emergency personnel came in response to “the
increased threat stream we are
seeing in Iraq.”
Washington says it has
received intelligence on possible attacks by Iranian or
Iranian-backed forces, possibly
targeting US bases in Iraq or
Syria.
Some observers speculate
that Tehran is seeking to retaliate to Washington’s decision in
April to designate the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps of
Iran as a terrorist organization
in an effort to stymie their
activities across the Middle
East.

arrested over 100 people in
connection with the communal
riots which targeted Muslimowned businesses in the aftermath of the deadly Easter
Sunday bombings.
The police announcement
came hours after authorities
lifted the nationwide restrictions on people’s movements
and assembly.
The curfew will be
imposed in the North Western
province and the Gampaha
Police division from 7 PM
tonight till 4 AM Thursday,
News First quoted police
spokesperson SP Ruwan
Gunasekara as saying.
The Air Force would
deploy helicopters at day and
night to assist with controlling
illegal assemblies and acts of
violence, Sri Lanka Air Force
spokesman Group Captain
Gihan Seneviratne said.
“We have already taken
measures to obtain aerial photographic evidence of those
involved in such activities and
to direct such evidence for
legal action against lawbreakers,” he said.
Police spokesman Ruwan
Gunasekera said at least 78

people were arrested from the
worst-affected North-Western
Province (NWP) for the antiMuslim violence.
Rest of the suspects were
arrested from other parts of the
country, he said. “In addition to the 78 arrested and
remanded after they were produced in court, video footage
from the incidents are being
reviewed to make more arrests,”
Gunasekera said.
The majority Sinhala community mobs vandalised
Muslim-owned properties in
NWP and adjoining Gampaha
district in the Western Province,
a senior police officer said,
adding that the mobs even
defied the curfew to attack
Muslim properties which resulted in the death of one person.
Gunasekera said among
the arrested were state and
private sector employees. They
have been remanded till 29
May.
The island-wide curfew
was imposed on Monday after
violence against the Muslim
community which accounts
for 10 per cent of the country’s
population.
The curfew was briefly lifted on Tuesday before being
reimposed for a second straight
night following reports of fresh
violence in some parts of the
country.
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Washington: A bipartisan group of lawmakers has introduced
identical resolutions in both the US House of Representatives
and the Senate that would require the US government to develop a list of scientific and engineering institutions affiliated with
the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA).
The bill seeks to prohibit individuals employed or sponsored
by these Chinese military institutions from receiving student or
research visas to the United States.
Senators Tom Cotton, Chuck Grassley, Ted Cruz, Marsha
Blackburn, Josh Hawley and Marco Rubio have introduced the
legislation in the Senate. Congressmen Mike Gallagher and Vicky
Hartzler have introduced the bill in the House.
The lawmakers alleged that Chinese military scientists continue to research advanced dual-use technology in the US and
other western countries.
According to some estimates, over the past decade, the PLA
has sent over 2,500 military engineers and scientists to study
abroad. At times, these scientists have not disclosed their connection to the Chinese military, they alleged.
PTI
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avi Bhalla, the first ever
olice chiefs and Muslim
resident Xi Jinping on
Sikh mayor of a city in New Pgroups in the UK have PWednesday proposed a
R
Jersey, has been allegedly racial- clashed over a proposed official tourism plan to promote Asian
ly targeted after his photoshopped image as an Arab
dictator was published on a
local website.
The New Jersey-based
website, “Hudson Mile Square
View”, ran an image of
Hoboken Mayor Bhalla that
resembled the lead character
played by British actor Sacha
Baron Cohen in the comedy
film “The Dictator”.
The photo was part of a
story titled, “Ravi Bhalla goes
to the mattresses... For his tax
increase”.
It accused Bhalla of “summoning all the powers” of his
office to “reinstitute a tax
increase” that was not approved
by the city council.
According to the website,
Bhalla had proposed a 3 per cent
tax increase but the council
slashed it to 1 per cent. The story
said now “the pushback from the
Mayor’s office to take back the
tax reduction is underway”.

definition of Islamophobia as
part of efforts to tackle antiMuslim crimes in Britain.
The definition, proposed
by the All Party Parliamentary
Group (APPG) on British
Muslims based on wide consultation over the issue, reads:
“Islamophobia is rooted in
racism and is a type of racism
that targets expressions of
Muslimness or perceived
Muslimness.”
But the UK’s National
Police Chiefs Council (NPCC)
warned in a statement on
Wednesday that the definition
may be too broad and cause
confusion.
“We take all reports of hate
crime very seriously and will
investigate them thoroughly.
However, we have some concerns about the proposed definition of Islamophobia made by
the All Party Parliamentary
Group on British Muslims,” said
NPCC Chair Martin Hewitt.

cultures and offered China’s
support in implementing it,
saying millions of Chinese
tourists visiting abroad and
vice versa are an “important
force” to promote cultural
exchange.
Xi made the comments at
the opening session of the
Conference on Dialogue of
Asian Civilizations being held
here.
The event is attended by
Chargé D’Affaires of the Indian
Embassy Acquino Vimal, Sri
Lankan President Maithripala
Sirisena, Greek President
Prokopis
Pavlopoulos,
Cambodian King Norodom
Sihamoni,
Singaporean
President Halimah Yacob and
Armenian Prime Minister
Nikol Pashinyan. .
In his address, Xi said
China is willing to implement
an Asia tourism promotion
plan with other countries to
promote Asian cultures.
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ust the way he made his entry in the
Hindi film industry with his trademark
leg split stunt in the 1991 classic, Phool
Aur Kaante, actor Ajay Devgn straddles the
genre of comedy and serious films with
equal ease. And reminiscing the same
pose from his debut, his latest film, De
De Pyar De, resurrects the famous split
in the poster, except for the fact that
the bikes have been replaced by cars
and co-stars Tabu and Rakul Preet
Singh are sitting on them.
The promos of De De Pyar
De were mired in controversy
because of their sexist tone and
tenor. But Ajay is ready for
defence. He says, “When you
watch the film, you wouldn’t
ask this question. The film
revolves around a character
who is 50 and dates a girl half
his age. The highs and lows that
they go through when they
meet his ex-wife form the crux
of the film. My defence is that
you won’t ask the question
after watching the film as you
would realise that the question
was incorrect. It is actually a
progressive film as the women
characters are very strong.”
Talking a little more about his
latest outing, he says, “It is a slice of
life. It has drama and emotions.
Sometimes when the most important
and relevant things are presented in
a light-hearted way, they hit hard.
This film has a sense of maturity. It’s
presented in an entertaining and
humorous manner. I would put it in
the category of Badhaai Ho.”
The actor believes that the
basic and the most crucial function
of cinema is to entertain the audience. “Have you ever thought why
people even watch films?” he
questions and goes on to answer
it as well, “The primary reason
is that they want to feel relaxed.”
If they want to be informed,
he feels, people would watch
documentaries, read books or
attend lectures. Then he questions, “Why do you watch
films? Because you want to
relax. Is there any other
reason? Films are made
for entertainment so that
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the audience can have a good time. Even
a film on Mahatma Gandhi’s life would
have twists and turns. If you go to a restaurant, you go there to eat rather than to
observe or watch a lecture. If you want to
approach a topic, you have to do it in a
funny manner, otherwise people aren’t
interested. It helps to put your message
across humourously because then the audience agrees with it. You are entertained and
the message also comes across easily.”
Yet he is not so structured in his
choice of roles. “I don’t know. I hear scripts
and follow my heart. It’s not intentional.
But I would like to switch all the time
because otherwise aisa lagega ki mai vahi
cheez baar baar kar raha hoon. Everytime
you go back to a genre, you are exploring
something new, because you are coming
from a different mind space. So that is
what keeps me going,” he says. What has
really worked for him is that his choices
in all the genres seem to hit the bull’s eye
most of the time. “I guess I’m very lucky
that different kinds of films have worked
for me. There are so many actors who are
struggling to change their genre but the
audience does not accept them. It’s like
they want to see them play only one kind
of characters. So I have been very lucky.
But then, I would say I started doing it
before anyone else did, like in Zakhm.
Mainstream actors did not even touch
such films with a bargepole at that time,”
he says.
Ajay believes that there is no genre for
an actor. “You just become the character.
You do what the script demands,” says the
actor who is playing his age this time
around.
While approaching a character, he

says, “I have been working for many years
now. We see and observe people and
imbibe their personalities and thought
processes.”
The film clearly signals a change in
content as this subject hasn’t been touched
upon often in mainstream cinema. Ajay
attributes it to the audience. “Content has
evolved with them. What they preferred
earlier was what we did. Because of the
exposure to international platforms they
have evolved. Today, even seven or eightyear-olds are well aware of good content.
You cannot fool them. We have to change
the same way as the audience. Actors, of
course, benefit from it as we get the scope
to do something different. I was abused
for the kind of films that I did earlier. But
now the audience watches these. So what
can I do?” he says with a shrug.
His co-star in the film, Tabu, recently said that he was the most bankable
actor. So how does it feel when someone
puts so much of faith in you? “Luckily, all
the films that we have done together have
worked. It’s not about faith. It’s about trusting each other. We’ve known each other
for 30 years. I would not like to coerce her
into accepting a role and she knows that.
When I hear a script, realise that it is a
strong character, then I discuss with the
producer and the director that Tabu can
pull it off well. Then I talk to her and tell
her to listen to the script and do it if she
likes it.”
That they have known each other for
long also means that often people want
him to convince her to be a part of a film.
“Often people approach me and say Tabu
would look good in this role and I reply
that the role is not worthy of her. She is
a great actress. You need to justify her
presence. It has to be something extraordinary. She’s a performer and not just a
heroine,” says he.
He points out that the nuance and
depth in his work came over the years. “It’s
a slow progression. I haven’t changed
overnight. You grow with experience. You
learn from it. You learn from your mistakes as well as those that other people
make. You don’t even realise that there is
evolution. It’s one step everyday so you
take 10 in equal number of days. But you
can’t reach the 10th step in one day,” he
says as he stands up to leave. One more
step in his evolution as an actor.
?W^c^)?P]ZPY:d\Pa
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re you still in love with Simi,
the deliciously wicked charA
acter of Andhadhun? But then
Tabu has a way of taking up characters and making them her own.
Whether it is Nimmi in Maqbool
or Simi in Sriram Raghavan’s
thriller.
The actress will be seen next
in De De Pyaar De, where she
plays Ajay’s ex-wife. Tabu said the
film explores interpersonal relationships in a mature manner.
“When I heard the story, I
thought it was extremely enjoyable. It’s definitely not about
two women vying for a man. It’s
not making fun or humouring
everything. There is seriousness
and maturity also and that’s the
beauty of the film,” Tabu said.
The film was written with
Ajay and her in mind, she
revealed. Having her long-time
friend and Golmaal Returns costar Ajay on board and the fact
that it is not a film with “mindless laughter” made her take up
the project.
She said, “Every character in
the film is dealing with real
issues. Their struggles or conflicts
aren’t trivialised. If he is in love
with a girl in his mid-40s, it’s genuine. He is going through his
own conflicts. My character’s
journey after getting separated
has also been shown. Every relationship is highlighted and given
due space.”
Tabu said the film tries to
understand how two couples
with an age gap tend to view love
and relationships. She added,
“The way a mid-40s couple deals
with their relationship, their definition of love and relationship
will be different than a 27-yearold woman. Her insecurities are
different and issues are varied. It’s
about people who evolve and
develop a unique relationship.”
In her over three-decadelong career in movies, Tabu has
not only built a stellar filmography but also found “unconditional” friendships with not just
Ajay but also with Salman Khan.
The 47-year-old criticallyacclaimed actor says from just
being co-stars Salman and Ajay
have become family, who she
believes will never let her “fall.”
“These are the unconditional relationships I have in my life.

These are a part of my life as the
majority of life has been
entwined and intertwined with
my work. These are the people
I’ve met through my work. These
are the people I know will never
let me fall in any which way. They
are like family,” she said.
Tabu says her equation with
the two stars is not about constantly being in touch or extracting favours but is based on trust
and love.
“You meet people like
Salman and Ajay who transcend
your work relationships and just
by being the people they are, they
become that for you. It’s not like
‘banking’ on them, but you know
these are the bonds wherein
you don’t have to meet, express
or profess friendship for each
other. They are unconditional.”
The actor, who first tasted
success as a Bollywood heroine
in 1994 with Vijaypath co-starring Ajay, went on to appear
alongside him in films like
Haqeeqat, Thakshak, Drishyam,
Fitoor, Golmaal Again before the
latest De De Pyaar De.
With Salman Khan, 53, she
has worked in Biwi No 1, Hum

Saath-Saath Hain, Jai Ho and the
forthcoming Bharat. She, however, did not share any details
about her part in Salman’s latest
film in which she has a cameo.
“With Salman, it is one of the
non-negotiable relationships I
have. It’s amazing to have that
kind of trust and belief in a relationship without giving it any
name,” she said.
But coming back to
Andhadhun, she said, “The film
was in its own world and space.
Even to this day, people are
talking about the ending and
possible theories are doing the
rounds. You can’t reference a
character like that. The fact that
people have loved and appreciated Simi so much is a thing of
joy for me. I’ve enjoyed the
film’s success thoroughly and I
feel everyone involved has been
able to own it completely. I want
to thank the whole team for making Andhadhun what it became.”
Tabu is doing a film with
Allu Arjun as well. She said, “I
will start shooting for my portions in July. It is another interesting character, but I can’t talk
about it yet; the film hasn’t even
gone on the floors. But I am
excited about it. I just felt like it
was time for me to reconnect
with that audience. I have worked
with Allu Arvind (producer)
and at the end of the day, it’s
Hyderabad. It’s home ground for
me. I will get to visit my house,
meet my friends... I am close to
Chiranjeevi’s family.” Her last
Telugu film was K Raghavendra
Rao’s Pandurangadu (2008).
Finally, she gave an insight
into how she picks her characters.
“Primarily, I look at the positioning my character is getting in a
film and the contribution she
makes to the story. It’s not about
working with names. But it is
about finding out what the director has envisioned for me, what
he expects from me in a character and how important it is. I also
look at the value that I can add
to the film and vice versa, as an
experience. And of course, the
overall project and the people
involved in it. Then, it also
depends on what I am gravitating towards at the time,” she said.
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he Cannes Film Festival
opened on Tuesday with the
T
premiere of Jim Jarmusch’s zombie movie The Dead Don’t Die,
passionate words from jury president Alejandro Iñárritu on US
President Donald Trump’s plans
for a Mexican border wall, and a
director’s chair left empty in tribute to the late Agnes Varda.
It’s the first time a zombie flick
has opened the festival on the
French Riviera. The film, starring
Bill Murray, Adam Driver and
Tilda Swinton, opened the 72nd
edition of the festival with a
bloody and droll apocalyptic tale
inspired by George Romero.
The opening ceremony began
with a chair marked “Agnes V.” to
commemorate the French New
Wave pioneer, who died in March
at age 90, and a performance of
Without You, from Varda’s landmark 1962 film Cleo From 5 to 7,
by the Belgian singer Angele.
Iñárritu, the Mexican-born
filmmaker of Birdman and The
Revenant, is the first Latin
American to preside over the
jury that decides Cannes’ top
honour, the Palme d’Or.
Addressing reporters earlier in the
day alongside fellow jury members, Iñárritu drew a parallel
between the rhetoric of Trump to
that of the 1930s.
“We know how this story
ends if we keep with that rhetoric,”
said Iñárritu. “We think we are
evolving with the technology and
social media. It seems every tweet
is a brick of isolation attached to
ideological things and is creating
a lot of isolation and paranoia.”
This year’s Cannes arrives
with the usual swirl of celebrity
and controversy. Among the starrier films debuting at the festival
on the French Riviera will be
Quentin Tarantino’s 1969 Los
Angeles tale Once Upon a Time in

Hollywood and the Elton John
biopic Rocketman.
Also on tap are the latest from
renowned auteurs Pedro
Almodóvar, Terrence Malick and
the Dardennes brothers. Also of
interest will be the debut from
Mati Diop, Atlantique, which
marks the first black female filmmaker in competition in Cannes.
Last year’s Cannes saw 82
women, which represented the
number of women directors to
ever appear in competition in
Cannes, protest for gender
inequality on the festival’s famed
red carpet steps. Cannes artistic
director Thierry Frémaux signed
a pledge promising to make the
festival’s selection process more
transparent and to push executive
boards toward gender parity.
This year, there are four
women in Cannes’ 21-film main
slate, tying the festival’s previous
high in 2011. For the first time,
Cannes has revealed gender-based
statistics on its submissions and
selections, a measure of transparency that had been requested
by 50/50x2020, the French sister
group of ‘Time’s Up.’ Frémaux
defended the festival’s record,
bristling at critics who have said
Cannes isn’t progressing quickly
enough.
“I’m looking forward to time
when we come and we don’t have
to say ‘the women directors’ and
‘as a woman,’” said juror member
Kelly Riechart, the Wendy and
Lucy filmmaker and a jury member.
“People keep asking us what’s
it like being a woman director,”
said Italian filmmaker and Cannes
regular Alice Rohrwacher, also a
jury member. “It’s a bit like asking
someone who’s survived a shipwreck why they’re still alive. Well,
ask the person who built the
boat.”

Also on the jury are The
Favourite director Yorgos
Lanthimos, Poland’s Pawel
Pawlikowski (Cold War), French
director Enki Bilal, Senegalese
actress-director Maimouna
N’Diaye, French filmmaker Robin
Campillo and actress Elle Fanning.
At 21, Fanning is the youngest
juror ever in Cannes.
“I definitely am young but I
started acting very young, as
well,” said Fanning, whose first
movie role came at age four.
As was the case last year, there
are no Netflix releases in competition at Cannes. Following an outcry from French theater owners,
the festival has required films in
its main slate to have theatrical
distribution in France. Netflix,
unwilling to adhere to an exclusive theatrical window of three
years in France, last year pulled its
films, including Alfonso Cuaron’s
Roma.
Iñárritu, a close friend of
Cuaron’s, said “Cinema was born
to be experienced in a communal
experience.” But he spoke strongly in support of Netflix for backing the kinds of movies — including those in a country’s native language — that rarely make it into
US and global cinemas.
“They have been capitalising
on the lack of these films,” said
Iñárritu. “Why not give the choice
to people to experience cinema?”
Some previous Cannes jury
presidents have had a forceful
influence on the movies chosen
for awards. But Iñárritu, who
said he didn’t want to “judge”
movies but preferred “to be
impregnated by them,” promised
he would be a very passive jury
leader.
“I have never controlled anything,” said the director. “Not my
sets, not my family, nothing.”
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RSI, Delhi Chapter, in the
presence of Sir William Mark
Tully, launched the Samvad
Series for the fraternity of fellow
professionals on Friday at the
SCOPE Convention Centre. The
launch ceremony included a lecture
about ‘creative listening’ and a
‘question and answer’ session by
Tully, ho received a standing ovation. There were huge rounds of
applauds in the hall for him.
Taking references from the
Indian mythology and scriptures,
Tully began with emphasising on
how India and its people are known
for skillful communication and is
the foundation of good public relations. He emphasised on how listening is crucial to understand a
person’s intent as it could make or
break a relationship. He added
that it is also associated with the
development of self as it connects
one with one’s intellect and soul.
Emphasising on how creative and

P

effective listening has been adopted by Mahatma Gandhi, Mother
Teresa and other great leaders of the
world in bringing together the
masses and build nations, he said,
“Listening gives one an opportunity to draw inferences from what
great speakers talk about and draw
own imagination about certain sit-

uations and individuals. It inspires
an individual to follow his creative
pursuits.”
Giving the reference of radio,
he said it is one of the media that
inculcates habit of listening. He
highlighted the development of
radio in the post independence era.
He gave the analogy of fad for trav-

el by air and how people choose to
travel through flights even to destinations which could be covered by
train or road. This case, he said is
similar to the fad for television,
which is working against radio.
Touching upon the Samvad in
today’s society both in general and
political contexts, Tully highlight-

ed how over a period of time it has
been dominated by acquisitions and
cross-acquisitions rather than constructive, convincing and cross
arguments. He once again drew the
attention of PR professionals
towards understanding deeply the
professional intent of developing
and communicating their message
to the masses in a more efficient and
effective manner.
The lecture was followed by the
unveiling of the Samvad logo by
Tully, which was earlier done by
chairman, PRSI, Delhi Chapter,
Naresh Kumar. Pallab Bhattacharya,
executive director (CC), ONGC,
introduced Tully to the audience.
GS Bawa introduced the Samvad
Series and gave the punch line as
‘Productivity through Effective
Samvad.’ The program was
summed up with the felicitation of
the dignitaries on the dais and a
vote of thanks by SS Rao, secretary,
PRSI.

29CcYW^c"=_Ec
he Bureau of Indian
T
Standards (BIS) signed
two separate Memorandum of

Understanding (MoUs) with
Harcourt Butler Technical
University (HBTU), Kanpur
and Indian Institute of
Technolog y, Kanpur on
Monday.
The MoU with HBTU
involves cooperation and
development of international
level standards in the field of
paint, soap, detergent, oil,
plastic, fragrance and food
technology. The MoU was
signed by Surina Rajan, director general, BIS, and N B
Singh, vice chancellor, HBTU.
Rajan stated that creating
synergy among premier educational institutions with the
involvement of young minds
in the area of standardisation
process would highly benefit
the country. Registrar Manoj
Shukla, dean and various
other faculty members along
with Dr R K Bajaj, deputy
director general, BIS were
also present during the programme.
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o promote and keep
T
up the adventure
tourism quotient in Jammu,

the Directorate of Tourism,
Jammu conducted a threeday trekking expedition
from Sanasar to Shankpal
for adventure enthusiasts.
The group, comprising thirty participants from the
state and other cities like
Delhi and Hyderabad,
made their 14 kilometrelong journey to Shankpal and back.
The Shankpal Temple is located at the
highest point on the Shankpal ridge
at an altitude of 2897 metres.
Om Prakash Bhagat, the director
tourism, Jammu, said that the participation of trekkers from other states
is a welcome step as they would
spread the word about the place. He
said, “These events promote lesserknown beauty spots, historical and
religious places of Jammu.”
Activities like rock climbing/rappling and ground running with
paraglides were also conducted for the
trekkers. On the second day, the
trekkers were flagged off by Nagendra
Singh Jamwal (KAS), chief executive
officer, Mansar Surinsar Development
Authority, and the trekking was conducted under the supervision of
Ansuya Jamwal (KAS), deputy director tourism, Publicity and Adventure
Tourism, Jammu. The Himalayan
Bagpipers group accompanied the

trekkers adding to the liveliness and
vibrancy of the surroundings.
They also experienced cultural
programs during a bonfire evening
depicting local folk culture of Sanasar
and Ramban. The varied dance forms
like Kud, Thali dance, Flute dance
among others were performed. It was
a reflection of enthusiasm and gaiety
associated with the social events and
sense of celebration together.
The program culminated with a
certificate distribution ceremony.
Other officers who were present at the
occasion were Ambika Bali (KAS),
assistant director tourism, NHW
Batote, Sheena Sahni (KAS), assistant
director tourism, Jammu, among
others.
The initiative by the Jammu
Tourism Department is being regarded as a big step towards promotion of
adventure tourism in the region and
in bringing these places on the tourist
map of Jammu and Kashmir.
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The partnership with IIT
Kanpur will help in concurrently establishing standards
on important subjects like
block chain applications of egovernance developed by IIT.
It will also provide support of
their technical expertise for
the formulation of standards
in the field of cyber security,
IoT, artificial intelligence (AI)
and flexible electronics. As per
the MoU, a joint initiative is
underway for standardisation
to find a place in education
curriculum and offering
short-term courses to businesses as well.
Both organisations,

HBTU and IIT-K agreed for
taking up R&D projects wherever required along with the
exchange of information on
research and educational programmes. BIS will provide
inputs on topic such as
‘Standardisation
and
Conformity Assessment’ that
will be incorporated in the
academics.
The MoU with IIT,
Kanpur was signed by director Abhay Karandikar and
Rajan. S Ganesh, dean,
Research and Development
and other senior faculty members of IIT Kanpur attended
the progamme.
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hrough dedication, hard work and
perseverance, one can achieve their
T
goals not only in sports but also in their

life pursuits,” said Dr Sekar Viswanathan,
Vellore Institute of Technology (VIT) vice
president, on Monday, as he addressed
school students who took part in the
annual summer camp conducted by VIT.
He said that youngsters need to practice their sports daily and follow the
instructions given by their coach to excel.
He added, “It is because of the hard work
that several youngsters had put in
through the years that they were able to

get sponsorships.”
Viswanathan made youngsters vow
to not follow any bad habits rather inculcate meaningful lessons and lead a clean
life. He said, “At this summer camp, I
request you all to wake up early, exercise
regularly and study everyday.”
Dr S Narayanan, pro vice chancellor, VIT, flagged off a mini marathon
from Chitoor bus stand to college.
Director of Physical Education
department Dr Thyaga Chandan and
deputy director Dr Mangaiyarkarasi
were also present.

Beginning
The government approached many
corporates such as Narayana Hrudalaya
and Manipal Education to adopt the
hospital on PPP basis. However, many
challenges such as feasibility and disapproval of grants up to C12 crore
became bottlenecks.
Adani enters fray to give back to the
Karmabhoomi
After most corporates did not invest in
the well-being of people surviving
without proper healthcare, the proposal came to the Adani Group. Dr Malay
Mahadevia, wholetime director, APSEZ
and head of group, Adani Group, said,
“Kutch is our Karmabhoomi and we
have to make life-defining contributions towards giving back to its people.”
Since 2009, when the partnership
formally came into effect, the group
invested a Capex of around C100 crore
in ramping up infrastructure and top-

line human resources among other
things. A decade since then the cumulative operating deficit stands at C25
crore.
Sea change in hospital infrastructure
From outdoor patient wards, operation
theatres and labour rooms to intensive
care units, every critical aspect of the
hospital infrastructure grew manifolds. Likewise, every specialised treatment such as dermatology, psychiatry,
pediatric, surgery, orthopedic, ophthalmology and ENT, among others
recorded rapid augmentation from
time to time.
Establishment of GAIMS medical college
While the pillars of the hospital facilities became stronger, GAIMS medical
was established college in 2009. The
college offers 150 seats for under-graduate courses and 51 seats for post-graduate courses and various specialisations.
Improving health indicators
The number of OPDs have nearly
tripled from 1, 39,199 in 2014-15 to
3,17,361 in 2017-18. Likewise, there has
been a steady rise in child births. From
catering to just over 2,000 deliveries in
2014-15, the number rose by nearly 35
per cent in 2017-18.
Vision for a healthier future
The G K General Hospital is in the
process of filing for National
Accreditation Board for Hospitals and
Healthcare Providers. The GAIMS
medical college will be acquiring simulation models for medical students to
sharpen their skills and thus impart
education at par with global standards.

Restoring towards normalcy
POWERGRID has helped to restore
power through the use of state-ofthe-art techniques like ERS

he rhizosphere in the soil
zone is directly influenced
T
by the plant roots. Plant roots
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nership in rural healthcare, a PPP-run
hospital in Gujarat’s Kutch district has
transformed hundreds of lives. The
Adani Foundation-run Gujarat Adani
Institute of Medical Sciences (GAIMS)
in Bhuj was ostensibly India’s maiden
successfully operating PPP model in
the healthcare sector.
Over the years, it has contributed
in creating confidence which led to rollout plans of six brownfield selffinanced medical colleges in Tapi,
Dahod, Panchmahals, Banaskantha,
Bharuch and Amreli districts by
upgrading the government hospitals
through PPP. Its healthy ripple effects
can now be felt at the national level.

GRID) played a major role in quick
restoration of power supply
in the state.
Reportedly, the strongest tropical cyclone to hit an Indian coast in
last 20 years devastated the coastal
areas of Odisha, causing massive
damage to the power supply infrastructure uprooting lakhs of electric
poles, transformers and collapse of
towers. Hot and humid weather
added to the problems of the cycloneaffected people in the state, with the
government facing a gigantic task of
restoring power to houses.

(Emergency Restoration System),
swift operation management and by
pooling about 1,000 of its specialised
manpower from neighbouring states
like Bengal and Andhra Pradesh.
Timely Action
As part of mitigation management
and measures, POWERGRID
arranged three high capacity DG sets,
large number of electric line poles,
conductors and insulators for
Bhubaneswar, Puri, Kendrapada and
Jagatsinghpur stores of CESU.
Transformer oil and filtration units
were arranged at its Pandiabilli and
Angul sub-stations.
Continuous development
The organisation is also helping
OPTCL in restoration of 132 kV line
to Puri over ERS which is expected
to be charged in a day or two.
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early a decade before the National
N
Institution for Transforming India
(NITI) Aayog envisaged private part-

s the Odisha coast was hit by
A
cyclone Fani, Power Grid
Corporation of India (POWER-
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he Indira Gandhi National Centre
for the Arts (IGNCA), under its
T
Sanskriti Samvaad Shrinkhala series
celebrated the birth centenary of the
Bharatnatyam legend Thanjavur
Balasaraswati, whose dance was a
rendering of a classical dance style
from her home state, Tamil Nadu. She
has been instrumental in popularising
this style of dancing not only in India
but also abroad.
The two-day celebrations, ended
on Tuesday, included a panel discussion, film screening, lecture demonstration, dance homage and provided
an opportunity to the audience to
interact with the gurus and exponents
from the field of dance.
The panel saw a discussion about
the legendary dancer and her art,

which was chaired by Ram Bahadur
Rai, president, IGNCA and moderated by Dr Sachchidanad Joshi, member
secretary. Among others, eminent
artists like Dr Sonal Mansingh, Dr
Padma Subramanium, Dr Saroja
Vaidyanathan and Pt Birju Maharaj
were a part of the panel. The session
was followed by a performance by
Nandini Ramani, who paid a dance
homage Padmanjari to her guru
Balasarasvati with Sushama
Ranganathan, Roja V, Lavanya Ananth
and Divyasena Haribabu.
The second day of the celebration
saw the screening of Satyajit Ray’s film,
Bala. The day concluded with a talk
Bala: The consummate musician, on
Bala’s contributions in music by musician Charumati Ramachandran.

can also effect rhizosphere solution composition through their
effect on rhizosphere microorganisms. The chemical composition of rhizosphere can be very
different from those of bulk soil
due to root exudation and
microbial activity, which has
been observed significantly.
A higher microbial population can increase decomposition
of organic matter and therefore
increase nutrient transformation in the rhizosphere. Rootinduced changes in the rhizosphere may affect mineral nutrition of plants in various ways.
Soil nutrients are taken up by
plant roots via the rhizosphere,
which is the key zone of interaction between plants and soil.
Therefore, root growth and rhizosphere processes have a great
influence on soil nutrient transformation, mobilisation, and
efficient use by plants.
Plant roots cannot only
highly regulate morphological
traits to adapt to soil environmental conditions, but also significantly modify rhizosphere
processes through their physiological activities, particularly
the exudation of organic acids,
phosphatases and some signalling substances, proton
release and redox changes.
Rhizospheric processes are the
linkages between plant processes and soil processes to some
extent determining the bioavailability of soil nutrient and
thus affect the crop production.
The rhizosphere management strategies lay emphasis on
maximising the efficiency of
root rhizosphere in nutrient
acquisition towards high yield
of fruit crops by optimising
nutrient input in rooting zone,
regulating root growth and
manipulating rhizospheric
interactions.
Soil microbial diversity is
considered as one of the most
sensitive tools of soil fertility
evaluation.The rhizosphere is an
area enriched by many microbes
as plants release different types
of exudates in this region thus

boosting the soil microbial
diversity. Microorganisms play
an important role in soil fertility because they oxidise organic matter and promote biomediated cycling of nitrogen
(N), phosphorus (P) and sulphur (S).
The root exudates play a
key role in the selective stimulation of microorganisms. Plants
have an important effect on soil
microbiological properties due
to release of different nutrients
and organic compounds into
the soil. The microbial diversity has been found to be more in
rhizosphere than in the non rhizosphere soil. Soil microorganisms help in maintaining soil
quality and have a great influence on soil hydrolytic reactions
which are reflected in the natural cycles of N,P and S, 80-90
per cent of the processes in the
soil are reactions mediated by
microbes.
The plants alter rhizosphere populations through root
exudation and the sloughing of
root cells. Most plants also
interact with specific fungi to
form associations known as
mycorrhizae and these have
considerable effects on populations of rhizospheric microorganisms.Many bacteria are intimately associated with plant
roots, the microbial population
in the rhizosphere differs from
those in the surrounding soil
both in total number and in
species distribution.
Microorganisms in the soil
maintain bio-geochemical
cycles in the soil by virtually
degrading organic compounds
sooner or later. Total microbial
counts were commonly found
to be increased 10-50 folds in
the rhizosphere. The population
of bacteria around the roots of
plants in the rhizosphere is
generally much greater than the
bacterial density in the bulk soil.
Microbes produce extracellular
enzymes to acquire energy, carbon (C) and nutrients for
growth and metabolisms.
It is generally accepted that
microbial extracellular enzymeproduction abides by a costeffective rule of economy, i.e.,

microbes will maximise the
energy, C and nutrient returns
by minimising resource utilisation.The rhizosphere harbours
a large and diverse community
of prokaryotic and eukaryotic
microbes that interact and compete with each other and with
the plant root. There are various
techniques that can be used to
quantify the microbial diversity in the soil such as plate count
technique and the most probable number technique. Bacteria
were the most dominant followed by fungi and actinomycetes.
Many microbial interactions which are regulated by
specific molecules/signals are
responsible for key environmental processes such as bio-mediated cycling of nutrients,
improvement of soil quality
and maintenance of soil health.
The influence of NPK fertilisers
on the population of bacteria
and fungi in the rhizosphere
brings an increase in the microbial population with the application of fertiliser to the soil.
The organic amendments
stimulate the microbial population and enhances the soil
microbiological activity in the
rhizosphere. Microbial population enhanced with the addition
of organic and inorganic fertilisers and are reported to have
high bacterial population and
fungal population.
Microbial activity in the rhizosphere affects rooting patterns
and supply of available nutrients
to the plants thereby modifying
the quality and quantity of root
exudates.
Rhizospheric
microorganisms can both
mobilise and immobilise plant
nutrients and can produce
growth promoting substances
such as phytohormones as well
as phytotoxins. The presence of
certain antimicrobial compounds in the roots of plant tissues may have antagonistic
effect on the soil microbial
diversity in the rhizosphere.
(The writer is Dr Rehana
Akhtar Bijili, a doctorate in Soil
Science and is presently serving
as J&K Administrative Service
(KAS) Officer.)
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ndia picked veteran Dinesh
Karthik over rising talent
Rishabh Pant for the World
Cup because of his composure
under pressure, captain Virat
Kohli said in an interview released
on Wednesday.
The selection of the 33-yearold Karthik in the 15-member
squad was sharply criticised by
some former cricketers who felt
the 21-year-old Pant should have
been given a chance.
Since making his debut in
2018, Pant has impressed with his
batting, including a maiden Test
century in England.
He scored 488 runs from 16
matches in the just-finished
Indian Premier League, while
Karthik made 253 runs from 14
games.

I

Both players are vying for the
reserve wicketkeeper slot behind
former skipper Mahendra Singh
Dhoni.
"In pressure situations, he
(Karthik) has shown composure.
It was something that everybody
on board was convinced about.
He has the experience," Kohli told
the Times of India newspaper.
"If, god forbid, something
happens to MS (Dhoni), Karthik
can be immensely valuable
behind the wickets. As a finisher,
he's done well.
"So, it was the overall exposure to a tournament of this
magnitude that was taken into
primary consideration," said
Kohli.
After making his debut in
2004, Karthik has played 91 oneday internationals while Pant has
five to his name.
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ormer India opener
Virender Sehwag is
known to call a spade a
spade and he believes that
there is no all-rounder in the
Indian team who is as good as
Hardik Pandya.
"There is no one even close
to Hardik Pandya's talent with
both bat and ball. If there was
someone even closer to him —
the three-dimensional players
picked by BCCI — Pandya
would not have made it back
into the team," Sehwag told
Cricbuzz.
Pandya will be expected to
play a crucial role if India are
to stay true to the favourite tag
and win the 2019 World Cup in
England and Wales.
The Mumbai Indians player was in full flow in the recently concluded 12th edition of the
Indian Premier League, scoring
402 runs in 15 innings in the
tournament at an astonishing

F

strike rate of 191.42.
"I played well this season,
but now time to move on. I
want to lift that World Cup trophy as well," Hardik had said
after Mumbai Indians beat
CSK by 1 run to lift their
fourth trophy.
A testimony to his allround ability was the fact that
Pandya had won a man of the
match for his bowling performance in MI's final group
game of the season against the
Kolkata Knight Riders.
Pandya's 2/20 in three
overs helped secure a convincing nine-wicket win for MI and
knocked out KKR from the top
four contention. "For sure, getting a 'Man of the Match' for my
bowling is really pleasing. To be
honest as a batsman, there is
nothing better than hitting a
ball. People don't expect a lot
from my bowling, neither do I,
but it feels nice," he said in the
post-match presentation ceremony.
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alismanic Indian football captain
Sunil Chhetri on Wednesday gave
T
a big thumbs up to the appointment of
Igor Stimac as head coach, saying that
the team will benefit from the experience of the Croatian World Cupper.
"I would like to extend a warm welcome to the new boss, @stimac_igor on
his appointment as coach of the national team. He brings with him tremendous
experience of having coached on some
of the biggest stages in football. We will
do well to benefit from it," Chhetri said
on his Twitter handle.
The 34-year-old Indian, who has
played for more than 100 matches for
India and is currently the second highest international goal scorer, said while
there was a change of guard at the helm
of affairs, the players will continue to
give their best.
"This will be a process, one towards
which we will be giving nothing less
than 100%. I have already spoken with
the boys from the National team, and
we have begun working on our fitness
as we will need to switch modes soon,"
he said.
"While there is a change in guard at
the helm, what does not change is our
desire to keep improving. What I am
also assuming won't change is the way
all you fans have backed us. Let's all turn
to this new chapter together," he
added.

Kohli, who will be leading
India for the first time at the
World Cup, said he was not both-

ered about the constant attention
he gets as a batsman and captain.
"I don't want to be the centre

of everything. Nobody wants
that. But when your intent is to
make the team win, eventually
you end up doing things which
are always going to be seen," said
Kohli, the world's number one
Test and one-day player.
"I would always put my body
on the line for the team."
With the World Cup round
the corner, India captain Virat
Kohli has revealed that the presence of former skipper MS Dhoni
in the team, especially behind the
stumps, is "priceless". Kohli said
the selflessness with which Dhoni
conducts himself makes him a
delight to play alongside.
"The fact is Dhoni is among
the smartest guys in the game.
Behind the stumps, as I said, he's
priceless. It gives me the freedom
to do my thing. Someone like MS
is a wealth of experience," Kohli

said.
"What can I say about him.
My career started under him and
few have seen him from so close
over the last few years as I have.
There's one thing about MS that's
far more important than anything
else — and there's a lot to him.
"For him, the team is always
above everything else. It's always
about the team, no matter what.
To top it, look at the experience
he brings to the squad and we're
richer with it.
"Some of his dismissals
behind the stumps, even as
recently (as in the IPL), were
match-changing," the skipper
added.
He also said that there will be
expectations from both Dhoni
and Rohit Sharma from a leadership perspective at the World Cup
that starts on May 30.
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leave for England on May 16 and
will consult Dr Kennedy the next
day.
The board said Shadab's
appearances in the World Cup
warm-up matches against
Afghanistan and Bangladesh on
May 24 and 26 were subject to his
fitness and team management's
decision.
Shadab said he is delighted to
have cleared the medical tests and
be declared fit for the World Cup.
"It has been difficult to stay
away from international cricket
and watch Pakistan play. As a professional cricketer, you want to be
part of the team's success. Having
played in the 2017 Champions
Trophy I understand the glamour,
flavour and importance of global
events," Shadab said.
"I am looking forward to competing in the World Cup and help
Pakistan achieve success," he added.

akistan's young leg-spin allrounder Shadab Khan has been
declared fit to play in the ICC
World Cup, the Pakistan Cricket
Board has announced.
"The latest blood tests carried
out show zero viral load in his
blood," the PCB said in a press
release late on Tuesday night.
Shadab was named in
Pakistan's 15-member World Cup
squad but couldn't fly with the team
to England after tests revealed
traces of hepatitis C in his blood
stream.
The PCB sent him to
Manchester to consult with Dr
Patrick Kennedy, who had given the
leg-spinner two week's medication and rehab course, which
Shadab went through at the
National Cricket Academy.
The PCB said Shadab would

P
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outh Africa's premier pace
duo of Dale Steyn and
SKagiso
Rabada could be fit to

ricketer-turned-politician Gautam
Gambhir feels the Indian World
C
Cup squad is "one quality fast bowler"

play in their high-voltage
World Cup opener against
hosts England, according to
coach Ottis Gibson.
Perennial underachievers
South Africa lock horns with
tournament
favourites
England on May 30, and the
Proteas are expecting their
two best pacers to return to
full fitness before the opening
game.
Both Steyn and Rabada's
IPL campaigns were cut short
by injuries, but the latter had
picked 25 wickets by then for
Delhi Capitals.
"There was an issue with
KG (Rabada) and there was an
issue with Dale, but we feel
that those guys are on track,"

short.
Two-time winners India begin
their campaign with a big-ticket match
against South Africa on June 5 in
Southampton.
"I feel Indian team lacks one more
quality fast bowler. (Jasprit) Bumrah,
(Mohammed) Shami and Bhuvi
(Bhuvneshwar Kumar) need more
support. You may argue that India has
two fast bowling all-rounders in
Hardik (Pandya) and Vijay Shankar
but I am not convinced. In the end it
boils down to getting the team combination right and sticking to it,"
Gambhir said.
On the ICC showpiece, the lefthanded batsman said, "This will be a
well contested tournament as all the
teams play each other. This format will
give us the real world champion and

Gibson told reporters on
Tuesday.
"There's nothing that people should be alarmed about.
They're going to both make
full recoveries and be able to
take their place at the World
Cup."

0855P__^X]cbBcX\PRPb8]SXPR^PRW

I think ICC should stick to this format
for all future World Cups."
Talking about the teams to watch
out for in the tournament, Gambhir
picked Australia, England and New
Zealand along with India.
"Besides India I will be keenly
watching Australia as they are a side
to beat. They have most well rounded bowling attack in the competition.
I will also be watching New Zealand
and hosts England."

was unanimous."
"All the members of the technical
committee including the AIFF technical director Isac Doru were immensely impressed, and convinced about him
being best suited for the job. He is a
World Cupper, and has guided Croatia
to World Cup as a coach. Who else
could have been a better candidate?" he
quipped.
"He also impressed us with his
extensive research on Indian football."
Stimac's first assignment will be the
Kings Cup in Buriram, Thailand where
the Blue Tigers play Curacao in their
first match on June 5.

Wellington: 5^a\Ta=TfITP[P]SQPcb\P]?TcTa
5d[c^]fX[[cPZT^eTaPbQPccX]VR^PRW^UcWT]PcX^]P[
bXSTU^[[^fX]VcWTF^a[S2d_fWXRWXbb[PcTSc^QT
WT[SX]4]V[P]SP]SFP[TbUa^\<Ph"CWT#
hTPa^[SfX[[Pbbd\TcWTa^[TUa^\2aPXV<R<X[[P]
fW^XbbcT__X]VS^f]PUcTaP[\^bcUXeThTPabX]cWT
Y^Q =Tf ITP[P]S WTPS R^PRW 6Pah BcTPS bPXS
5d[c^] fPb cWT bcP]S^dc P__[XRP]c U^a cWT a^[T
FTaTST[XVWcTSc^WPeT?TcTR^\T^]Q^PaSPUcTa
cWTF^a[S2d_P]SPaTR^]UXST]cWTfX[[QTPV^^S
UXcU^a^daT]eXa^]\T]cbPXSBcTPS?TcT^QeX^db[h
WPb P V^^S d]STabcP]SX]V ^U QPccX]V Qdc WT P[b^
ST\^]bcaPcTS P R[TPa eXbX^] U^a WT[_X]V ^da T[XcT
QPcb\T] 7Tb bW^f] WT WPb cWT R^PRWX]V bZX[[b
cWa^dVW WXb f^aZ fXcW cWT D (b P]S ^da fX]cTa
caPX]X]V b`dPSb fWX[T fT Z]^f Ua^\ WXb _[PhX]V
SPhbcWPcWTfX[[RTacPX][hPSSc^^dacTP\Rd[cdaT
WTPSSTS5d[c^]bcTa\fX[[R^X]RXSTfXcWBcTPSb
=I2 R^]caPRc fWXRW ad]b d]cX[ cWT T]S ^U cWT 822
C!F^a[S2d_X]0dbcaP[XP]Tgc=^eT\QTa
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Mumbai: =^acW <d\QPX ?P]cWTab Q^f[Tab WT[S
cWTXa]TaeTPbcWThSTUTPcTS4PV[TCWP]TBcaXZTabQh
% ad]b X] cWT C! <d\QPX [TPVdT VP\T WTaT ^]
FTS]TbSPh ?dc X] c^ QPc P [PcT RP\T^ Qh :PaP]
=P]ST$^UU!"QP[[bWT[_TS=^acW<d\QPX_^bc
P RWP[[T]VX]V ( U^a TXVWc Pc cWT FP]ZWTST
BcPSXd\;PcTacWTXaQ^f[TabaTbcaXRcTScWTBcaXZTab
c^ '#$STb_XcTPQ[PiX]V& ^UU##QP[[bQhaXeP[
bZX__Ta0SXchPCPaTCPaTbZ]^RZfPbbcdSSTSfXcW
U^dabQdcWTR^d[S]^cR^\_[TcTcWTY^QP]SUT[[
X]cWT_T]d[cX\PcT^eTaBcaXZTab]TTSTS %ad]b^UU
cWT UX]P[ ^eTa P]S <^^]STT_ <P]VT[P STb_XcT
R^]RTSX]VPU^da^]cWTUXabcQP[[SXSfT[[c^WP]S
WXbcTP\PfX]
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Tehran: 5^a\Ta8e^ah2^PbcP]S1T[VXd\\P]PVTa
<PaR FX[\^cb WPb PaaXeTS X] CTWaP] P]S Xb bTc c^
bXV]PcWaTThTPaSTP[Pb]PcX^]P[R^PRWbcPcT]Tfb
PVT]Rh8A=0aT_^acTSCWT^UUXRXP[PVT]RhbPXS8aP]
U^^cQP[[ UTSTaPcX^] _aTbXST]c <TWSX CPY WPS
R^]UXa\TS cWT STP[ P]S cWT U^a\Ta 1T[VXP] bcaXZTa
f^d[SbXV]PR^]caPRc[PcTa^]FTS]TbSPh8cbPXS
cWT$hTPa^[SfW^fPbRP__TS&cX\TbU^aWXb
R^d]cahfPbTg_TRcTSc^bXV]^]d]cX[cWTT]S^UcWT
!!!F^a[S2d_U^aPUTT^U !\X[[X^] \X[[X^]
Tda^bPhTPa7TaT_[PRTb?^acdVdTbTR^PRW2Pa[^b
@dTXa^i fW^ bcT__TS S^f] PUcTa TXVWc hTPab X]
RWPaVTX]9P]dPahU^[[^fX]V8aP]bbT\XUX]P[TgXcX]
cWT0bXP]2d_fWT]cWThfT]cS^f]"c^9P_P]
7T[TS8aP]c^cf^F^a[S2d_UX]P[bP]STgcT]STS
WXbR^]caPRcc^! (PUcTacWT! 'c^da]P\T]cX]
AdbbXP FX[\^cb VdXSTS 1T[VXd\ X]c^ cWT ! #
F^a[S 2d_ SdaX]V WXb bcX]c Pb R^PRW fXcW cWT\
QTcfTT]! !! %
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Changwon: 8]SXPb :h]P] 2WT]PX P]S ?aXcWeXaPY
C^]SPX\P]bW^ccf^_TaUTRca^d]Sb^U!$TPRWc^
[TPScWT (bca^]V`dP[XUXRPcX^]UXT[SX]cWT\T]b
caP_bW^^cX]VR^\_TcXcX^]^U8BB5BW^cVd]F^a[S
2d_WTaT^]FTS]TbSPhFXcWcWaTT\^aTa^d]Sbc^
QT _[PhTS ^] CWdabSPh QTU^aT cWT c^_ bXg V^
cWa^dVWc^cWT\TSP[a^d]S8]SXPfX[[UTT[cWThPaT
X]Pbca^]V_^bXcX^]c^R[X]RWUX]P[QTacWb:h]P]P]S
?aXcWeXaPY bWPaTS cWT [TPS fXcW ^][h cf^ ^cWTa
bW^^cTab Ua^\ 6aTPc 1aXcPX] P]S :PiPZWbcP] fWX[T
I^aPePa BX]VW BP]SWd cWT cWXaS 8]SXP] X] cWT
R^\_TcXcX^]bW^c#$^dc^U$c^QTX]'!]S_[PRT
8] cWT f^\T]b caP_ fWXRW R^]R[dSTS ^]
FTS]TbSPhBWPVd]2W^fSWPahbW^cPc^cP[^U $
c^ T]S X] "$cW b_^c fWX[T APYTbWfPaX :d\PaX
\P]PVTS((c^UX]XbWX]$%cW_^bXcX^]
Dhaka: 2WT]]PXhX]52bdUUTaTScWTXaUXabcSTUTPc^U
cWT 052 2d_ V^X]V S^f] !" c^ 0QPWP]X ;X\XcTS
3WPZPX]P6a^d_4\PcRWQdcbcX[[aT\PX]X]cWT
Wd]cU^aP]Tgca^d]SQTacWWTaT^]FTS]TbSPh2
:EX]TTcWVPeT2WT]]PXhX]cWT[TPSX]cWTbTeT]cW
\X]dcTQdc0QPWP]XU^dVWcQPRZX]cWTbTR^]SWP[U
fXcW cf^ V^P[b X] UXeT \X]dcTb cWa^dVW :TaeT]b
1T[U^ac %#cW P]S <PbXW BPXVWP]X %(cW 8bPPR
EP]\P[bPf\P SaTf 2WT]]PXhX] [TeT[ X] cWT &#cW
\X]dcT Qdc <P\d]d[ 8b[P\b ''cW \X]dcT V^P[
WP]STS cWT W^\T bXST P[[ cWaTT _^X]cb FXcW
FTS]TbSPhb aTbd[c 0QPWP]X SaTf [TeT[ fXcW
2WT]]PXhX]^]c^_^UVa^d_^]bTeT]_^X]cbUa^\
U^da VP\Tb 2WT]]PXhX] fTaT _[PhX]V cWTXa UXabc
PfPh \PcRW ^U cWT c^da]P\T]c 2WT]]PXhX] UPRT
<X]TaeP ?d]YPQ 52 X] cWTXa _T]d[cX\PcT Va^d_
\PcRW^]9d]T (X]6dfPWPcXfWX[T0QPWP]X_[Ph
PVPX]bc Q^cc^\_[PRTS <P]P]V <PabWhP]VSX ^U
=T_P[
0VT]RXTb

6aXTi\P]]R^]UXa\b0c[TcXR^ST_PacdaT
0]c^X]T6aXTi\P]]WPbc^[ScWT
R[dQWTfX[[]^cR^]cX]dTPbP
A^YXQ[P]R^aTSP]SfWXcTcWT
R[dQbR^[^dab]TgcbTPb^]
cWTR[dQbPXS^]CfXccTa

roatian World Cupper Igor Stimac
was on Wednesday appointed head
C
coach of the Indian football team for

Blue Tigers. I welcome him on board.
Indian football is going through a transition, and I am confident his vast experience will guide us to higher echelons."
General secretary Kushal Das
added, "Indian football would benefit
immensely under Igor Stimac.
"His credentials as a coach and
experience as a player are sure to add
immense value to the players, and the
Indian football ecosystem. The
momentum gained needs to be sustained."
Technical committee head Shyam
Thapa, a former India international,
said, "Mr Stimac's recommendation
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a two-year term.
The national team has been without a coach since the departure of
Stephen Constantine in January, following the creditable show at the AFC
Asian Cup.
The appointment was made by the
AIFF's executive committee.
The 51-year-old Stimac, who was
part of Croatia's 1998 World Cup
squad that finished third in France,
comes with an experience of over 18
years in coaching, structuring, and
developing football and players back
home, and internationally.
As a coach, Stimac's major achievement was guiding Croatia to qualify for
the 2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil.
During his tenure as the national
coach of Croatia, he handed debuts to
the likes of Mateo Kovacic, Ante Rebic,
Alen Halilovic, and Ivan Perisic,
amongst others.
He also played a pivotal role in
developing the likes of Dario Srna,
Daniel Subasic, Ivan Strinic, Kovacic,
Perisic, and other players. The centreback has made 53 appearances for the
national team.
His last assignment was with AlShahania Club in Qatar.
As a player, he was part the of the
Croatia team that finished third in the
1998 World Cup.
Welcoming Stimac to Indian football, AIFF president Praful Patel said,
"Igor is the right candidate to coach the
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rench striker Antoine Griezmann has told
F
Atletico Madrid he will leave them in the close
season, the Spanish club said on Twitter on
Tuesday.
The 28-year-old Griezmann has a contract
until 2023 with Atletico, but has a buy out clause
of 120million euros ($134million) and has been
the target of several approaches from La Liga rivals
Barcelona.
"Antoine Griezmann has told the club he will
not continue as a Rojiblanco (red and white, the

club's colours) next season," the club said on
Twitter.
Within a few moments the player then posted a video explaining himself.
"After speaking with Cholo (club coach Diego
Simeone), then with Miguel Angel and the people in the hierarchy of the club I wanted to speak
with you, the fans, who have always given me a
lot of love," said Griezmann, wearing a plain black
t-shirt in front of a simple white background
behind him.
"I wanted to tell you I have taken the decision to leave," said the French 2018 World Cup
winner.
"I have had five wonderful seasons here and
you will always be in my heart," said the affable
forward known for doing dances from the video
game Fortnite, when celebrating his goals.
"The truth is it has been difficult to take this
route but it is what I feel I need and I would like
to thank all of you for the love you have shown
me during these five years."
With 133 goals in 252 games at Atletico the
attacker has been ever-present and has rarely been
unfit or injured.
He was a Champions League runner up in
2016, losing to arch-rivals Real Madrid. In 2018
however Atletico beat Marseille in the Europa
League final.
Griezmann finished third for the Ballon d'Or
in 2016, after France lost in the final to Portugal
at the European Championships and was a huge
presence as Les Bleus romped to a memorable
World Cup win at Russia 2018 after which he also
finished third for the Ballon d'Or.
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onny Bairstow's commanding hundred was the centrepiece of World
Cup hosts England's six-wicket win
over Pakistan in the third one-day
international at Bristol on Tuesday.
England generally prefer batting
first but captain Eoin Morgan decided to give them experience of chasing
just weeks away from the World Cup
by opting to field first after winning the
toss.
Bairstow's 128 in a score of 359 for
four — England's second highest winning total batting second in an ODI —
helped put the home side 2-0 up with
two to play in a five-match series.
Test captain Joe Root made 43 as
Pakistan became increasingly ragged in
the field, England winning with 31 balls
— or more than five overs — to spare.
Moeen Ali was 46 not out, with
Morgan unbeaten on 17.
Earlier, Imam-ul-Haq's excellent
career-best 151 saw Pakistan to 358 for
nine.
That left England with a seemingly challenging target, particularly as
they had rested Jos Buttler following his
match-winning 110 not out in the second ODI at Southampton on Saturday.
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ngland will have to find a new
captain for the fourth one-day
E
international against Pakistan on

fours and four sixes.
Bairstow, dropped on 86 when
Faheem could not hold a tough caught
and bowled chance off a fierce drive,
was severe on anything short and went
to his seventh ODI hundred off 74
balls, including 12 fours and three sixes.
He eventually fell when he bottomedged a pull off Junaid Khan into his
stumps, with England well on their way
at 234 for two in the 29th over.
Earlier, Chris Woakes bolstered his

chances of being included in England's
final 15-man World Cup squad with
four wickets for 67 runs in a maximum
10 overs.
The Warwickshire paceman
reduced Pakistan to 27 for two, a fulllength ball having Fakhar Zaman —
fresh from a hundred at Southampton
— edging to Root at second slip
before a sharp off-cutter bowled Babar
Azam.
But left-handed opener Imam

Friday after skipper Eoin Morgan
was banned from the match by ICC
for a slow over-rate offence.
Morgan was sanctioned after
World Cup hosts and favourites
England took around four hours to
bowl their 50 overs in a six-wicket
win over Pakistan in the third ODI
on Tuesday.
He was also fined 40 percent of
his match fee and his players 20 percent of theirs after match referee
went to his sixth hundred in 27 ODIs
— and first against England — off 97
balls.
Imam surpassed his previous ODI
best of 128 against Zimbabwe at
Bulawayo last year before he was
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hen Niko Kovac sends his team onto the pitch against
Eintracht Frankfurt on Saturday, there will be more than just
W
the Bundesliga title at stake. As a rocky first season enters its final
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he Indian men's hockey
team were blanked 0-4 by
T
world No 2 Australia in the
four match of the tour Down
Under with Blake Govers and
Jeremy Hayward scoring a
brace each for the hosts, here
on Wednesday.
After remaining unbeaten
in their first three matches of
the tour, world No 5 India
were handed a lesson in hockey by the Kookaburras with
Govers (15th, 60th minutes)
and Hayward (20th, 59th)
finding the net twice each.
India started the match
well as they pressed Australia
higher up the field, but were
dealt two successive blows in
five minutes.
The visitors had earlier
earned themselves an early
penalty corner in the fifth
minute, but Harmanpreet
Singh's shot was successfully
blocked by the first rusher.
In the 12th minute,
Harmanpreet was in action
again as he played one-two
with Nilakanta Sharma on the
right flank, who played in a
well-calculated through-ball
back to the defender, but he
failed to reach the ball quickly enough.
Seconds from the first
quarter Australia secured their
first penalty corner, which
resulted in a penalty stroke for
the hosts and Govers made no
mistake from the set-piece.
Five minutes into the second quarter, Australia earned
back-to-back penalty corners
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But Bairstow and opening partner
Jason Roy, who made 76 after Shaheen
Shah Afridi dropped an easy chance to
catch him at mid-off on 21, shared a
blistering stand of 159 inside 18 overs.
The pair took advantage of a good
pitch, short boundaries, fast outfield
and an inexperienced Pakistan attack
— Mohammad Amir was again ruled
out with chicken pox — to repeatedly
send the ball soaring over the ropes.
Roy set the tone for England's reply
with a huge straight six off Afridi and
flat-batted medium-pacer Faheem
Ashraf's first ball straight back over the
bowler's head for another.
He eventually sliced Faheem to
Asif Ali at cover-point, having hit eight
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and from the second chance
Hayward beautifully flicked
the ball low into the right side
of goal past India goalkeeper
Krishan Bahadur Pathak to
double their lead.
Aaron Kleinschmidt then
missed a great chance for
Australia in the 25th minute as
he found himself unmarked
inside the box, but shot just
wide of the post.
The third quarter, however, witnessed a close battle
between both the teams but
Australia defended stoutly to
keep Indian strikers at bay.
India started the last quarter well and it was captain
Manpreet Singh who created
the first chance as he ran into
the striking circle and shot at
goal, but Australia's Durst
made a diving stop on his left
side to deny the visitors.
India secured another
penalty corner in the 51st
minute but Harmanpreet's
effort was once again saved by
the Australian custodian.
Desperately in search of
goals, India withdrew their
goalkeeper for an extra outfield player but the move
backfired as Australia scored
two goals in the last two minutes.
Australia's third goal came
off a penalty corner conversion by Hayward before
Govers scored through a fierce
reverse shot to round off a disappointing day for the Indians.
India will again play
Australia on Friday in their
fifth and last match of the
tour.

act, the beleaguered Bayern Munich coach is fighting for his job.
Kovac, who took over from Jupp Heynckes after leading
Frankfurt to cup glory last season, has overseen a generational transition while keeping Bayern in the hunt for both domestic titles.
Yet he continues to face criticism from inside and outside the
club, amid questions over his safety-first style and rumours that
Bayern are eyeing Ajax coach Erik ten Hag and former Real Madrid
boss Julen Lopetegui.
"Everything less than success is failure, I always knew that," said
Kovac last week as he looked back on his first season in Munich.
Bayern can secure a seventh straight league title if they avoid
defeat against Frankfurt, and could make it two trophies in a week
in the German Cup final against RB Leipzig a week later.
Yet even a domestic double may not be enough to save Kovac,
who appears to be the subject of a tug of war in the Bayern boardroom.
President Uli Hoeness has repeatedly backed his coach, stating early in the season that he would "defend him to the hilt", but
CEO Karl-Heinz Rummenigge has always been cooler on Kovac.
"I am not a fan of job guarantees and I don't want to just praise
the coach and the players," said Rummenigge after Saturday's 00 draw at RB Leipzig.
Later that evening, speculation over Kovac's future hit fever
pitch when sporting director Hasan Salihamidzic refused to confirm whether the Croatian would still be in charge next season.
"Niko Kovac has my full support, but I can only speak for
myself," he told public broadcaster ZDF.
Asked directly whether Kovac would hold on to his job, he
replied: "we will see".
Kovac has faced the sack once before this season, after a draw
at home to Fortuna Duesseldorf saw Bayern slip nine points behind
Borussia Dortmund in November.
At that time, there were reports of dressing room disharmony over his training methods and rotation policy.
Kovac responded by rotating less, and led Bayern back into
the title race with 13 wins in 14 games after the Duesseldorf debacle.
He also succeeded in integrating young players such as Serge
Gnabry and Leon Goretzka into the first team.
Yet senior players have continued to criticise his style, which
prioritises defensive stability.
"We played too defensively in both games and I don't know
why," striker Robert Lewandowski told Norwegian television after
Bayern were knocked out of the Champions League second round
by Liverpool.
For all the promise of domestic success, the second round defeat
to Liverpool continues to hang over Kovac.
On ZDF last Saturday, Salihamidzic singled the tie out as a
low point of the season, saying that Bayern had "lacked courage"
in the second leg.
Rummenigge, too, said in April that the Liverpool defeat had
"rankled hugely".
"It did damage to us financially but also to our image, and to
the image of the Bundesliga," he told Bild newspaper.
The defeat has certainly piled the pressure on Kovac to deliver the league and cup double, and the next two weeks may decide
the fate of the Bayern coach.

Richie Richardson ruled England
were two overs short after time
allowances were taken into consideration.
As Morgan had previously been
found guilty of a minor over-rate
offence during the Barbados ODI
against the West Indies on February
22, this latest incident constituted
his second minor over-rate offence
within a 12-month period and so
led to a one-game ban.
"The suspension means
Morgan will miss the fourth ODI
against Pakistan in Nottingham
on Friday," said an ICC statement
issued on Wednesday.
bowled, giving himself room, by
Curran. The 23-year-old's innings
was the highest individual score by a
Pakistan batsman against England in
an ODI, surpassing the 138 made by
Fakhar at Southampton.
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onny Bairstow said playing
alongside the likes of
JAustralia's
David Warner in
the Indian Premier League
had helped take his game to
new heights after his matchwinning hundred in Bristol.
The
29-year-old
Yorkshireman carried on his
recent form from the lucrative
Twenty20 IPL where he
scored 445 runs in 10 games
at an average of 55.62 for the
Sunrisers Hyderabad.
"You're able to learn different things from different
coaches and different players,"
said Bairstow, who opened the
batting for the Sunrisers with
Warner — set to be an opponent during the World Cup
and subsequent Ashes series
in England.
"It's just little things like
game plans," Bairstow added.
"He (Warner) hits in completely different areas to
potentially myself. I guess it's
method more than anything
else. But learning from them,
as well as the guys here, that
can only be a good thing
playing under pressure with
expectation."
Bairstow was furious after
his seventh ODI hundred
ended when he played on to
Junaid Khan, with the batsman hitting out at his stumps.

"I was cross because you
want to see that through,"
Bairstow explained.
"You want to be going on
and getting 160 or 170, and
potentially 200 and seeing
your team through.
"That's where we're at as
a group of players at the
moment, having competition
to go and get the 150s and
160s and beyond.
"We are backing ourselves
and competition is healthy all
the way through. That's a
good place to be and I was
cross about it."
Pakistan's defeat showed
how once impregnable ODI
totals can now be overhauled
in modern limited-overs
cricket.
It was especially tough on
Imam-ul-Haq, whose careerbest 151 was Pakistan's highest individual score against
England at this level.
Imam felt Pakistan had a
total they could defend
although their cause was not
helped by some naive bowling
from an inexperienced attack
and slipshod fielding.
"The score was enough,
360 was a really good total,"
Imam said.
"We just lost a couple of
catches that cost us and our
bowlers did not stick to the
plan," the 23-year-old lefthanded opener added.

